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.:,· .. · .~ · . -
. . . • . . 
. ' : .·' .. · 
- ~ ' 
F.~r ~0 dec_a~es _· t.he· :mathem~:t~cs_'.c~~~i~ul~m_ :~~~ b·eaen··nd·_·.. , 
J the subje t . of · considera~~e . study t~rqughout · Ca_na:da ·.' . ·.· . 
The Un~ t~·d · . ta~es. - - :. La~g~· . sums': ri-r:._mo~~y·.;· h~·,;~- ~~~n -~P~~t ·. · ·.. '.· .. ·. . . 
·.: ·, :chi the.: ~·es~:a_r9h .-·a~d ;' ' tlte (a~velqpme.n't :~'t -~n·e:w . m~th~·m·~~i~~·-.·~: .· ·.. . ": . ' ,.·: ·:~ : ..  
_. . .. :.·:· .~;~-~r~s. <-~he '_:~~w · ·;;~~~~~-~· .~-~~ - : ~~-~ii~-~i~ ~ :,.~ak~.- :-~h~·-< .. < · :·>-:'_.:_·.: - ·.· ':'.· .. · 
· ·. ' . ; ~. ·· ,·.-:· . . . _ .' .· - .. . . · .. ·· .:: ' .:~· - .·, .. : . .. , ·.:y._. · .. .... .. .. ·· ·.'' · ' ,"·,. · ,·: .-· . . :· _ .. . '·_; . .. :. _ .. , _ _ ,_. .. . · . . _;._ ,:. : :,-: ... . 
. .. ... . .· . . · : s:ttidy .. of. mathe~~tic.s '-~ .m·or·e ·-.meaniirgful '.:_and.-.'intere·st'irig·;: · · .::. . · -~ ., : ; ,::;: 
. .. . • ' ·: ... , .. _. '• ".:·:· •, :' ..... '·: · ·• ~ ··:· .: · .. _·· .. ··.•.:· .· · .· ... ' ; : .:·~:.: - ··.··. · .. ·. :' ·: .... . '. . ... .. . .. ·. ' • ' . . . . ., 
,_ ._,: .. ·_::··.·_/_: . ~_.· , ·_.:·_:;.··.. . .- . :_ejcp~'i:t.e ·n·ci~ .. rqr·; studen.t6~:·· · .. Th~ .. :.-~e'~· ,'·prO'g:t_~s~·: _ howe·~-~~;:. :ha~e·. · ; . .'-. ·. ·· ·' _._.::: \ .-,: .:·.· 
· · · .· ._: ;:._:._· : .. · · ~: ~~\~p·~: ; _~:e.~·~:~ri'~·i:: --~~~:-...~~~-~ ·::ib~· :\~lt~~~ ~-~~'.·\·6. - ~:~c·~~~~~~e · a-:_-,·: ·- .·~ ; ...... : · ·.··.:_~:·_('. ~ .. ··;_:· ·~~.. .. f.": .. l,-:. 1 
. . .·, .. · · · ·, ·:·:···_.·. · : · ~.a~j,~tiY .. "'·a.·r.jno .. ti·~·atioilai ::.t_e~hni~ue~ ·i nt6'· th~ir .i~~ching. ·.> .··\ ~: :. :_· .. :: · .. - J ..  ·;; 
. _. .: ~- ~ . ' : . , ~ • . ·.: ·. ·:. ·· , :.~· · . · . · ... ~ : · . ~ .. . _ ..... ... _· ~_ .:. :~:·. · ' _·:, ··· :::· : _:. ~ . : ·.·· .···.;.-_ ·.· ,_: : .... _· :: .·· ,• ·-.. : :· · .. ·,.·.·.=·. ·: .. · . ·. ~ 
.. . · .Di:fficu':J,.ty. ~ri master~ng: a,ny subje~t ·in· ·school ·is . . · . ... ·· -t =:. 
. ._, 
" . . \! . 
. . ~ . . 
. :. 
o : I ' ' .'~ ' ' ' , • : o ' ' , .. ' : ' ' I" . ~·: : ', ' •' • • : ' . ' • o • ' ' •• .' ; ' • : ' o : ' • • ': ' , o • ·, 
. related. to .the interest' that a· stud~nt . . has i.n that·. sub- :r ' 
je~t • . . Butle~ . ,~.-:,-~~e~- ~~d ~~s·· ._( ~-9;gf ~~~e . t~fs . ·~~ .-:~~~~: _·- . - _ · :. :_ -'.: 
' . . .... ' • . . . .. ·' 
r~Uiay · . b'e · .take~· as ·. aXiomatic' ~t,ha( .st.uderi~s·· :: ; . • . . : . : . : 
i . · .1" 
! . · .. 




wiil. ~work :-m.ost : di:11gerit.ly_·:and <.most_:· .¢ f!ecti:Ve'ly · · · · , 
· · · . at t~sks in which : tne·y· are :genuinel.Y.:·interested.--. · ,. 
· . To ,.cre_a.te, ana .. ~lliJ?.t~ri~ ihterest:beeom.es· - .-. - · ~::·: · ·.. . .. . . . · -· : · .. . · 
. ·thf!~efor~, one of' .. the . .mqst · impor~an~ ··: .tas~s .. -.or · .'- · .. . · . . ;_ ·. ·: · · ·: : .. 
._ . , the .. t .e"acbe! of · s~condary, ·.69hooLm·athemati:cs•· , · · . ' :· .. ·· : ... ::·. ·.. ·· 
..-
. . · 
. :. , • 
. . (' 137 )' . ; . ,, . . .. ·: . . . . 
' ; ' . :. . . p·~ .. · ... · .. :·.:. . ", .... .· . ...... · . "• .. 
; ,•:• • ' • < : o 'I • ~ l • • ', ~ ' o !' • • ' .... ' • ' \'' • o •" ' o • : I ' ' ./ ' ' ' t o ' • • : • " , \I '~ ' • 0 , • • 
·Th.eY: add- ~Jhll.t :·_~this tas~· ·'is: also ·one ~1: ' ~h~·:- most·. :~i ffic.ul't', ·. ,. = · . . : : . : 
. • : . . • -. • • • 7~ . -:: .. •• •. ' •• ~ .. . ~ • • . : ;· .• - • ' •• . -~~:~~ . ~ ' ~ . : • . ,I, ,., . ' • · •. 
! ·· . · '._-.. ; · • . · . . p·. ~.o.biems _ · ·th_ e . ·taa.clie.~ h_a·8,. 't, ~''de_ ~l :wi~_·li.~. · :_ . . . · .. . ·.: ·:'.: .-... ... _· · . .. -< ·':': ·: · .: . ... · ··.·),.'· ... ·: 
. . . ; ... ': ·> .. ·r.·. ::~> -. 
• .·: ·. .··.· •: .•  ~ ., · : s~u~::~~~:::;~:,:r::::r::it~ ::1:~::{::::::~t:::t : • , •.•  ·, .••.. <\·:, 
. :·.-.. ···. t~-~y :~~ders.t·~~~ :-c~~~-:l_et~l.~-.-~~~:· ~~ ·-~119 ·~~- ·~~=tii~s __ th~t - b-~i-~f·: , ... ·: . ._,: .: : - ~·. <V ·:·· 
·- .. ~ .... .. _·. ·.· ·_;;_ . . ·_·:· . . ·.-.·_.: .. _.-_.·· .· . _.-. :,·. ,· .. ·_._-... ( .. . ·. ' , .. -.. - -' _ ·-< ;·.· . .::: ..... , · .. ~~-' .'·:-:· " . ·.' .. ' ·, . -~ ... .-~<: > .· ·.-_ .. . '\·. · .. '.; .. · .. -' .. ·; :;,_:.--·_Jf ... :_ .... · .... 
- , .''r . . . . , , ,• . . • . -:.. ~ .: · ·.:: . ; . ; . ·~· . . ~ . • , •, ~ i . . :. ·, _. . . - .• • ' . . ;.~ . ... ~: ~ . . ~ . . . . . .. ~ . : . ,• . . . . · . ! .. . 
. . . . . . . . . '"' ·. '· :. . ·~ '' . :. .. ·. . . . . . . . , 
.. : J ..... •; • . . ' : , . . . . . . .. ' . . . . < .· :~- · .. ·.' · .. 
- ·:.·. .. .. . . '.. , , . .. . . ·' · .· ' . ' 
to ~ 0 ' 0 ' ' ' 0 I ' ; I 0 ' • ' 0 0 ' I • 0 0 0 ' ' • • ' I 00 • 0 • .. o o I < 0 0 ' '<f, ' 
.• . , , • , '. • .' · r , ': ' ' : •: r•. ' · · • , • ' • •• • •, 1 • ' ' , , l 
.. ·· ... : _:_[ ·'"_.·,_··: . _· · .. · > ;.:· :.·. >. .. . . _::-:' ~ ;. · . . . , . . ::: . .. . :·< ·' .. ·.,:. -, . . : ·;.: ,-,<· .. :.~ :~_: __ ·.· . ·:-o--_ ._. :_ :~_-._ ..  '_·.-.•. :::·.: _ .·.·.:_ . ·_,·- ~,~·.:· _  i~_::, .: _._:·_ .. ···.· .... ·.: __ .. ,:_.· ._·:: ·.• . ~.:._ · .. ·.···-~~ ~-· :-:_;· '·:. > .'. '~:::~- :-~_·._:_ 
. ·. . '· . ; . ...:.·: :~ · ... _.~::·.<~.:=~. : .. ·.:·_.-·.',::·:'\.·:: :;·~---~<:;>~.~·):~~"::--: .. ~';;:· . ·.. ·.·. •' - -'·'· - ·. •' .. ,,,, 
.• 
. ·:- \ 
... ~. 
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I !~ .\ ' 
·.· ... ·j . . :· 
.. :.~.i :· .. 
, I . ' ... ,,' :· 
•" . .: 
' • ~ • :• I I ' • • • ' .' 
. .- . 
' · . 
., ·_ ~ 
'. · 
. .. ,. . ... ' .. · 
• .1. • •• ."' ' ·. 
·, 
·. ~ . 
. . . 
. ' .. 
. . 11, 
•'"? 
.-.. ~l · 
.. 1:... . . • . ~ 
. ·.· -· 
• • • : • ' • • 1 -~· 
D • 
I ' ~ · 
•• {a. 
.· ··. 
. . . . . · ' < •. 
-: ,. . ... 
:' them . most ·succe~s .•. · ~-t .must' be r·e)Dember-~d ~l(n;), th'at · . . .. 
•. :· ·.-:. . .: '.. •' ·: . ·. ~ ~ ~- . • . . ..... . '':·fl ,• . . . . . .., . . •. 
sUccess should . not: be·~ "I!C.hieved .qy .dilu~'ing · the . subj_ect · : . :.;·:. 
· ···. ' .. ~ - -.. . ·: .: ~~ .· · . • . . : . . . : .. .' ·.· . ~: :_ . . - .~. ·-,- : .···: , .. . . _.··,·. 
matter..- ~or. ·shou_ld· conc~rn :for: .. c~mple_te u_n.qerstandi~~ .::· ·. -~ 
ov~ri~o~ . ~-h~ . 'in·~~l:lec t ,ual .str~t~h:ing ·: riec~~·s~cy ·.to; math·- · .. : _·: . ,~ · .. .' ... 
. . . . : . ..:... :... .: : ··.. . . . .~ .. :.''f .. . b ... . ·• , " . ' •• ' . · : ' • . • ... : • • -~ ... : .: • .. ' • • •• 
eina tical gr~Y(th. : · 'rhe . work,- th~re·~ore, .s .liould· also . -a1.m .~· to· · ·. 
. . . . . ·. . .. ' . .. __ ,:·· •. 
' ' , : •r • • • :~ . ' < ~ • I •,:. ,' :~ ·, 
., 
:1 










,·. p_re~erit .. ~·. con~inl.la~ .: ¢hli!-1~eng~ : .t~'·' .the a'tudent~-,"-- :· ... :: •,.. . ·' 
·,. .· · T:~ac.tu~r~ : ~an : aeek - -~tq q~qti~:at·~ ·and · · maf~_t:~:i.~ ·· grea.'t~~ .. : .·· · · ~ · ··  ·: .; ·· · · 
• • •• • •• • • • • • • • 0 • •• : .. • • • •• ~--~ • • • ~ • :. ~: \ • ' • ' : • • • •• • • • • • • - . • • . , ~ •••• • • .: • • • 
" ·.student- ·intere.st. and . . gro-.rth:: by' making _tii:u~ of . a . v~ri~ty of ... ·.. . i ~- ,_.. 
•, '• ,•, :•. · ~:,, •• ·:· •. · ~· · ,;:.• , t' ~ IL ,J(~·· . ? >, ..;, ,· , . •, ',·',' , ,,· , ·,·, · , · , • • · ', ~·,,· ·. : .: , ·,,;··,· ·:,~· ' , ,' 
. ·: :· · .. . JDill tisensqry aids ... Mul tis~n~or.y:. aids include . many · ;1 . ... ·• • • <. . . . ; 
• • • • • • ' J ~ ... •• :· • • • • • • ' : ; ' ' • • ' ' • • • • : ': • • • • • • - • • •••• : • • •• • .. ~ : • ' . : · .; • 
:::·. . > .. -<~. · ·: -· ·di!-:fe'rent' things·· · . .- Th~y. '.i!u:iude the use·· ci-( .fil.m~-~ riim~:~ ·,-. · ~ ~ , .. ·· ' . :::.'.':. :·.: · 
~ .. ,• . . :·.·.··: ·', :· · · :_, ... - ~-. -~·-_: :·:',' · .--~:-: -~ ... . .. _·-..... ··.· . ............ _ · . -~ ' : ~ ·:·:.:· •... .J;-~ .... -.. ·~ ~.,-' .. ,; ._ .. ::: . ·.-- .. ~. - ~.··: .:~ ·:··< · .. ·;.~::_... •. ' .. . 
·< :-:. .. . ·- :-·:.·. · ... · .. _ 9t:r-ip~, -p~qtures_ , , ·'tr.a~spa:re.n~i~s, .-.c·ha.~,~~ ·.a~d- : J_Dode~s .• :.·. · ... 'l'~~y/ : -~ ': : ·.: ; · .· .. · :·.:;:_::. ·.: · 
. ·-~- ~ .: .. · ~:~·: .. . . :.;·: .: . . · .. . : .. . ·.· . . ·,. ::· . .- ·<. ·:._ .. "· _ . .... _;' ·: ·.· ._ ... .- :. :· .··.{ .. .. :-- - - ~-· - _.:;·~::_ .. ·: ... ':_! -' ' . : _::· ; ~·:- .:._ ~ --: :·~- --~- -.· ·.· . 
. ; . ~· j ' · ... ·.··.-. · :. · . :: i'nclude:. ·al·s.d1 .suc:h ' thi.ngs· · as : :referenee . · books~ ·- .proj~c.ts~ . · ·:_.· .. _; . . .' :: ( .:·: :· :~ · . . 
·'.1:·.:: " ··.· .. ·:.:. ._ ·: · . ... . -.· : :.: -~ :·.· .. ' <' · . .' _:. ·,: _·;_-,:., '.·; . . : : _ ::_ .· .·. :; :_ .... : ~. · .,:.-.::. :': ... < .. ,.1{ ·: _: . .. .... ~.: ; ;::: .: .. ··: ':· .: .: ·.·. ·>~ >., : · .. ;." .·: . 
. . .•. . · _., . :·- ... .:; d~splays .·anti ·.cqmpu~.~ng . instruments. < ·,: ·. :: . . .,. . : ·h. ~:: • , • ·,. . : : ·: \ •. ~ · •. ~ . . • •. ::-. ! '· · 
. •,,-:; : ,,·· : ··:,.· . ' .: • ~: · : : ' ' •, •• ' : ~- -~~ . ,· 0 ~ ' , ' ' • ~... . .• ' · :., • ' , : .• ,', ,: ", , .''• , · · : ,', l,·,l:.-: \' ,: · ,, ,r '· , : •• _. ',',''•:•,·, ', , •,~ · ·,.: '.'' .• t '•, 
. . · ... :; : .. ··~ .···::.:.. . · _· .~·.o-:: .. -.s~~-de.nt:' i,nt~r~~t .. .. 9~~·.··:s<?~e.ti_~~~ :~ ~~~·ii~lle~~~-~~r ti>y · :·~ :··> ... ·.: .. :.:>· ·: ·.· ·:.: _; r :) 
· · · .·: · ..... ·. va~:io~i' o~·he~<a-~t:i.vi ti~s. <.su~h:·. ~~tivi ti-~ei ·. -~re 'n6t-: .. ·· ·.;: :. · · .. · ·' ~ .... .. : ..;·, :~-> .. · ,. ·.' 
.·.:·' .. .. ·· .. ·. :·." .;· ·.·· ... , .· .... . :.:,...;.'.:· .... ·._ · .. ·· .· .. . .. ::-·' ... :···,; ···, . . . . ·· · .... . > ... ~ ··.:·· :-:·· ·.-·.· . ... . 
·· . . ·~ · _: ·· ·.: - ~: n.ecessarily.·con'fined to ,the regular .. classroom·.' setting• :·· . . : · · ·· ·· 
· ..... . ~- .:.:_·. _..:: · .. · .. ; -: ~--·:.: · ~~-m.~:. ~~t-ud·~~~~·· ~~Y _·b~ · i.nierest~d\~_~'·· .Pr.~i>arin~ _i-e.~ea~~·h .. · ··: . \ · ~- ...... ·. · :~. :·. ..: <:·: · . 
· ··· · ... ·._ ·~ : p·a~ers .. o.~ . t~e_'·_·liv'e·s ' -~-f · r~.o~·s_: .. m~th~~a'ti~i~ns :·or. o"·~i' ·aC?m~ ..... _(: .... · · · ·- ~ : .. . . 
~:::_:.~:·. ·:.· ·. ·. ·:. ~- ·. -:~i~_~or~~-~> t~~i~·_i/·~~t:h~-~a-~1~:~·.:: .. :<.-.. ~~.t·fi~~~~~~-s _\.~~b~ ~ .·. ': .... ·:\: : .:_.~·. :.· ... :· .·.:· ~ -: ·. 
, : .. ' . . . .· , ~; partic!p~tiO~ :l11 . tieid. trips .• or. ih ~~the~aticai cp~ ~e~t· : •. ~ > , , ·•. · ... : . . . 
· .·V1 _ r are ·other .. acti v:ities that· may cap~ure .the ~·· interest .of . · · .. ·· · 
~· • . : • • ~1- . • . • •• , • , J • ... • •• • •.•• : ... ~-: • .., , ·.' -~ -.: ·: • •• ·, · • • • • • ·: . ~ . • : •• , • • • •• , ••• : , ' 
. ~ ·.·· :· .. : :-.:··: :·;·/· : ~- .:~:.: .~~~ e~ : .. ~t~~~~ts.~:/~·:.: ~:·.i;·:: . .. ·. ·.· ... :·. : · .. ··· . .-·· ·.-u· .:- ·: .. <· . . : . . , : ·: :· .~ '· . .. : ... : . . ·· · .~··. : :::··· .. =· ... ::· .. ·::_/.: -:.:. · 
·. ·. : . .-. · ·::.-.-.-· ... · ·· : ··. ·. .. Sobe.i (~'9.75>" poin:ts : .. <mt· · t~~t.>'.•rer:;earch. ·se~ms.'· to . _< _:_ ,· : < · ·... .. ... . ·.-. 
. . . : . ~ "·:.:·, · . . :· .. ;• ·.. i~d~C·~·t~.: .. th~~:.-·~;.~~b:· ~eri.~~i · abii~~y ~~.~ - ·-h~~d· : 9~D~~-~nt: ·:,_·;·· ·._:' ,,::.:·_.'_ ~··.··:. :_.:: :. . \. ·.~ : · 
•;.'. ~ •:~:' • I ... . • •• • • .... : : ' • • · 1.-: .';.~~: ,' ·.· :-.: .. _: _,.-·.; ; .:_:: .. :_·-'· .,: '. ·: .:- · .··· ' ·'. :.-= .' .. :: ·· :· • • ~. ~ · . ·. ' ·· ,. • , ' ,, , t ·.· 1 ,·.:·.··.,'·:1:·;. ' 
.. . · : · . . · · · -' di:fferehces in ·'achievement ·. are .' the res'tllt of"·differences .. · .· · . . : · .. .... , ._, _ : .~ < 
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sug'gestions for selE7cting and- evaluating materials, and 
'• 
some guidance in the .use of .these aids. The cook 
• . , 
attempts to ~rovide informatioq to teaehers at all.grade 
le.vels of matheJJiatics.· 
1 ~oks dealing w~ th the teaching of secondary . 
mlithemati£S m~,e f;-equent referencE!&. to. the expanding 
. - . 
use of. multi13enso:cy atds and acti.v::l,-ties by mathematics 
teac·h'ers. . Butler, W~en .and· 'Banks · (1970) c~e. three 
' . ~ ., . . . . . . 
\ reasons for the increase·d use/of .multisensory· aids by . 
I • ' • • 
.. 
~ · ~ 
.• 
. . 
secondary. mathematics teachers. 'They state: 
. " ... . . . :. 
. One reaSO'a i ·s .. that more~cheto~· .ba.\re come • 
·.: ·to -<.see tlie \l·sefulnesl! ·.o-f.. _ ·r~ii.Dis, . fi,J,.mstrips,· 
and:: transp~encies than: ever pe fore, 'and . 
·nave . le~li~p · bow·: to . use .Pr.oject·i.6p·,_e_quipment 
· fslicc.esefully.. ~ot.her ·· reason · is ·that the 
• ptoje_ction, -equipm_ent '~'ti . · faciliti'-s) for · fts 
: ~J?e 'haye gre~tly . imp~oved. A :t~ is. tba.t 
the. ·pumbe~ .a,nd_ a~cepsi,~ility o~/ films, fi'];in-
~ s~rips , .. ~d: .:t.;-anspar~ncies hav itricreased ·. · 
.~eno~usly, and t:qeir quali t:v;.' , as . -al.so .., 
": improve~. . (P.~ 148f • . :'I., . 
- ~· ·ll·' 
~- -~ . - . 
:~~hD¥D :~1~71), a iea1i_ng mathematiCS educat·ar· in the 
" . ,. . 
. 2~ : .. ' · E;trea of instructio_nal materials in the .mathematics· class-•·. 
. · . I 
·: . . . ., 
. .. 
.. : ·. 
' .· 
. ·-
. ·:-\ ' : . ,. ' 
: \' '. -~ ·:." •' ~·· r7 
_ . .. 
. :·~-
. ; ·, .. 
' ' If, I ~ • 
1 • 
., 
'· · ' 
:. 
- . : ' . 
-. ~ . : '- ... 
. •. 
~· 
. ' . ..... !· -
' - ! 
o. I : • ! 
. .' - . . ' 
,· <.;.. 'o 
r9om; · st·~tes: · · . > 
,, _ ; . 
I . 
· 0 • • -~~ ·y . Insi;;~ctiqne.l .J materials are .as. essen~ial for .' 
· · \ the .mathematics teacher as spices are for the 
·--: • . · rio ·• chef. ·They ar~ ·the necessary extra ingredients . 
.· . that .make · ~e.ac~ing ana. ·le~riing mathematics . 
.. ·
·~-·· 
. a pleas~t·, :'Satisfying experienc·e., Mo,.d.els; · -. · · 
· pamp:q~ets1 films, .and diagrams _ g~ve . ~o a . 
"-matQ..~matics. lesson .breadth and deuth that . 
•Qu!a - be .~if~icul~to obtain in any other 
. · ~( ._•at· . ·. (p. 0349) . . , , . , • 
. ;.t . John~·pn : ·aJ;ld, Rising (1967), in the:fr book entitled 
' \.(1 I 
·, Guidelines· for . T&achin& Mathematics,' devote s.;x ch~p_ters 
. , .._, :· .· . . . : . . \: 
• 7 ( ( ....:....,, • 
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to a discussion of the' u.se of mul ti.sensory aids and 
activities in the 'teaching of mathematics. 
· The two professional jo~rnals published by the 
5 
-~r 
Mathematics Teacher and The Arithmetic Teacher, carry 
National Council q_f Teachers of Mathematics, ~ 
frequent articles relating to the use of multisensory 
aids and activities in ~athematics teaching. 
' ' Resef'ch stud~es have d~monstrated the effecti-veness 
of instructional media w~en the medium is carefully · 
selected and used. Mol~stad (1974) writes that: 
.. . 
....... . . 
Twenty years o.f . decisio.p.-oriented ·media-
·research have produced significant .evi ... 
. dence · to ju~tify the ·fallortl)g claims · 
. wn~n instruc.tional technology is caretully 
selec~ed and~ used. · 
1. I . . . ' Significantly greater - l~arning often 
results wh~n media are in,t~grated' 
into the .traditional instructional 
program. 
. •'* 
2. Equa~ amounts_ of learp.ing are often 
acco~plished in significantly less 
tim~ usipg . instruction&l technology • 
. 
3. ·Multimedia instructional programs, 
balSed upon a "systems approach" 
fr~quently facilitate student learning 
more effectively than traditional 
instruction~ 
. . • 
4. Multi~edia and/or ·audio tutoria~ 
instru'ctional programs are us_;.ually 
preferred by . 'studen~s when compared 
.. with tra¢-i tia'nal instruction. (p. 3901 
. . ' 
. .. . ~ 
~oldsta~ (1~74) refers to a study ·by Chance '(1960), 
who studied the effe·ct that the use of 200 sp~cially 
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When the instructional approach (transparencies plus 
current practice) was compared with the traditional 
lecture - discussion approach on identical content, the 
researchers arrived at four conclusions as follows: 
1. The group having the added use of the 
transparencies did significantly better 
on mean final course examination scores· 
and final course grades (at .05 level 
of confi~ence). 
2. The three faculty mem~ers unanimously 
agreed on the desirability of ' using _. , 
these transp~enci~s in their teachi~g. 
3. Use of the tran~par~ncies resulted in 
an average· savings of .l5. minutes per. 
class .period. · 
. 4. . ~udents,. reported ove"heiming prefer..: 
ence .for instruct;ion using transparenci·es. 
·(p~ 392) ·. . . . ·_ . . . . . . ' · 
"·"· . ' . 
•, 
6 
Other more rec.ent s.t~dies .- l!iupport ·- .the :use. of V!U"ious 
......... 
- educatio~al media in teac~ng mathematics. Sherrill 
(1971) found ~hat' a.cl;lj,._evem~nt with word problems i~ . 
·mathematics was improved by the prese~ce of a pictorial 
. ~ . . 
repres.e'ntation' o'f tl;le pro.bl'em_ situation. 
1 -
Gr,ay . (1973) 
found that a laboratory program ,.contributecl t~ _ the 
improvement in at . ti tude and achievement of' mathemat;i.eally 
. J . . l . 
deficie9-t ~tudents. _ Purser (1973.) · cc:>ncl~de.d that ·the ·use . 
. . . 
or manipulati~~ - : a~tiv~ti~s )Vas re~sible. ·-. - Bl~ze_~ ... (197-~} ( 
. fou~d that st~dents · \?-_se_d -library materials to ·a gre~ter 
exte.nt . whe.n· the t~acher reterred to them 1~ teaching. 
·The iiteratilre and ·exp~l"iJI!ental · studies, . then,·· support 
. . - .. _. ' ' . .. . 
the·,idea tha~ various media' and ·discovery activities can 
•• • 
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" . . . NEEDS ASSESSMENT 
Statement of Needs 
The need for a resources handbook for teachers of 
,c 
secondary mathematics wa·s brought to the writer's 
attention by a pro·fessor at Memorial Unive~si ty ·of 
Newfoundl~d • ." .The p~ofessor sugge·st;ed to the writer 
th~t a hand~ook which called attention to the use of 
. . 
fiims, films~rips·, . the . o~rhea,d .projector, ·puzzle prob- . 
· leins, gfunef:> and .other ·activities ·in the ·teaching or · , 
. f . . . •. 
secondar;r · mathe~_ati-cs ·._might :be use"fti1· to mathema~;tc·s 
teachers • 
. . . 
~ ~-
Subsequentiy.,· th~ w~i ter. an4 · a fellow stuc:i~nt · co~ 
• - • ' ' • • I ~ :" .. 
operated in compiling· a questionnaire to gather some\,. 
. . . . . ~~ . 
information regarding resource materials that secQnd&ry 
mathematics teachers had 1n their schools and the use 
that teachers made of th~se resource material~. The 
questionnaire ·(_Appendix B) was mailed to 60 secondary_ 
mathem~tics te-~chers thr~ughout tbe province ·bf Newfoundland 
. . .· . ' . ' .. 
and _i.abradqr. Forty..;.five questio.nnaires \vere returned~· 
. . . . 
To the qu_es·tion, 11 Do _,you have access to any. ·professfnai . 
material perta1n1ng to .th·e ·t~achi_ng of your specif:i:c r . 
s~bject area?",· ail" resp~n~ents a.Dswe.red "yesn_. Jh~w~ver, 
none list"ed the ti tle.s of a:ny !3pecific resource ha.ndbooks" 
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8 
To the question ''Do you tliink that there is a need 
for more emphasi~ on resources based teachi.ng in this · 
>: 
subject?", 39 answered 11yeslt and six answere·d . "no". A 
· ~ . ' 
revi~w of the additional co~ents for the quest~on 
indicated that re.spondents would make more use of 
. . 
various resource ma.teri·al~ if. suitable items were readi~y 
available. to them. 
·.The re.plies to question 8 gave som11 indication of 
c. 
how often variou·s materials were being ~se~~ The : • < 
. ' 
respOJ:].Ses for a J:).Umber of .the.: inat~;rials are shti:Wn in· 
TableT~ · . Respons~a · ·ro~ . ~he. ·materi.~ls ·rimit.ted :from ·t}te . 
. .. · · . : .. · . . · · .:' . . ·- _ ·!' . .. ..:.-. -~ ' . · : ·.-· . · : _ _ 1 · 
table showed ·that· t~ese. - items we.re :not · use~ ·by. any '··or .th'e:· .
' . . ·. · . . 
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respond~n~~ m~· ·u~_~ : .6:~ mo~t ::;{ · t~esEr mat~r:i..~f~ . ·two . ~r · _. · ·. 
.three ·! times per ·year or -~~·ve~ used : th~m_· ~t .ali. A. few . 
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.:re~~o~dents_ s~ . that th:ey~ .. \l~ed _films'trips ,- _tapes _a~d 
'' ' ' . .. . . · '. . ·· . . ' ' .. 
-
-. . 
· . • / . : , . 
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:' · .. 
transparencies ·.on~e a ·Diorlt·h. · .All -45· of the respondents 
said that tb:e:r made- wee~ly · :u~e . of b~oks; most' likely ··,, . 
textboo.ks, rio.t suppleine~tary· books. The -~esponses: for 
.• 
t-apes -would see)ll to· suggeat,that :they wer.e ·i used_ with 
' ' 
filmstrips~, since the res:pons~s· w~re; in all ca·aes, ·the 
., 
same • . · ..... ' . ... 




' J , 
j• I h~dboo~ ',f~r - ~.ec9.n:~:iar;r _.mathematicei', t~e wri~er,. int~r-. · · · 
.· _;,_ . . . vl~w~d/O~Onty_ ~~~o-nJtii~:l' m~:be~B.tics: t~a~h~rs •. ~~De o~ t~~: , . . k . 
: ··-~/ teachers interviewed- .h~d :·been,-.se-Iit ·th·e.: qtiestiolinaite • . ·The:. · ·: _: ··, > ·. _. .. ~ : .. · · 
"•:· : ~.::. ··.::'··:. ~·~·::···· ;.·. ·_ .. · .:. · ·. : .. · .. . ~ .·.·. ~ ...... · ':.' : .. :··,·· .. :;~·: ... . . · .: /· :. ' - ~ ... ::·_. ·:· '-::·_ · .. · .. ~ · .' .· .: .. ~ ..... ~ . ·-~.:·. ': >.i i ' \ ·· . 
. _; ._..... .'.' i-ntervlews· .conf·i:raie.d ·the ·:rac·t · .that'~: s:ec_onda:ry , ma1;b.Eu;nat:ic~s. · .. · · . :· .. .... ··· .. ·:· .. : ~. · · ..
'. '\ .• . • , ,· -· · . . ; / t~~ciilOrs ··~~~ :1; : t~.i~ ~~~ools. r~~ ~~-~ou,_ri~{bl;.~ ~ci ·t~~: < : · <, · > ~ · ;_" 
.' ; ... ; :·· .- ·· ~ · .. · .. : · .. · ... : .. · .... · .'·:·t~~tbo.9k~::_ .. :·~u:_;'or .. t·b::~· : \each·~-~-~-··int~~~i~1te'ti_ ·: ~:%P~~~s~d.>i.ha: ·· .. .. · ·· :·.':~ · :· .... _ .: f . · !.\" . 
. .. ·· . ··· :: .. ·· . ·,·: :·..-::·. :.- .: ·.:·.· .;-:-<.;_ . ...: -· .· · .. ·. : .._; .. ·. ' -~ · ·· ·.:. .. ,'···< · .. .. ·· _. .'.·· ..  : :·,·, ,,.'/' :._ ..... ;'f : ~ · f l 
·· .. · · :·,. , · .-_. -~~eJ.r· ~hat .. a )land,bqo_k -for ... s~co~d~Y .. :~·~~he~a:~cs ·.- ~ould · b.e,_:: ., · .. ·' ·: . : ... ·. · J; ··_..:) 
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\ . 11 . 1 . , 0-: ... 
-Summary of Available Materials 
. ' . 
The _writer's search for resource handbooks written 
~ ~ 
for secondary mathematics teachers . beg~n ·in The. Edueati0n 
Library of Memorial Unl.versity·. The card · catalogue ··was 
searc·hed and the .titles of .all b~oks found that a{;eared 
... . .. 
to relate to the kind: of book sou~nt. were ·recorded • 
·Each .book. was ·.later e.xamined for ·content. The wri tar 
• • . ' f ~ , . ' • • 
next searched the curriculum ·re.fe.r.ence aids· • . In ,add~tion . 
. · ~ t _he ·back .is.sues .of· The Mathematics Tea~·her ·for five· years 
,' ,', I' ,,1 o • ' ' ' ' • ' ' ' 




. ' . 
' ··.:·)\:· .· . were .. searcl'ied;. ', ·;=·· ·. -: •., '• 
·:_· ·· . • .. : ': ·. ·:·· ·.· -·~ ... ' .- ··.·< .. · . -~h: ··~e~r~:~:, ·;ev·~-~e~: ·r~~·:. bo~k~ wi-~h:··:sp~'c:t'fic .. d,aiiy :. : _::. -· ; 
' \ ' ··•· 0. .•·· • sug~~s;~q~S ~n~ ;~de~~ ~~~rtil it~ •:c?~~"fy; ~~t~e~at~~s . 1 .•..•. •·•· · 
: . . :_ 
<: ;_ .. :_. .·:.· <· ... .. .. · .: ::>.~e.a:ch'er.s;; ·.·. ( :.few · books _- were . .-:foJ.ln4·:that did:- . cont~in . some·... · ·· 
. : .... · .. :: .... · .··: :.-· ., . ' . -~ ... !· : ··-~· ~· ... . ·, .:·· . .. ... -~·· ... _· . .. : .. · -: .. ·._ .: .. ·:- .:·.':.< ~ · .. -~. : :. :· .. . ~. · .. : !( .; •• • . ~ ', . . ,' • . .• : -~ 
. :. : · '... ..• use.fril information .for secondary mathematics· • . ·· The. ·· . . :_-
.. . ·. ··. · · ·· :· · ·· eig·~ ~~~nt~ . ··~nd' . thi.rty~·fourfh :Y~~;.books .. pu~l~~he·d by · .The · 
·. : :. ·· .· . · : . Natio:na~; Co~n~ii .of :~e:a~her~: C>f -~~t~em·a~i~s: we~e fou~d ' to 
. . . .·' . . ·. / 
.. c'ontain. much ' excel~ent' ·_·:information relating to ·v~r.iqus ) . 
. aspects () f sec.ondary- 'mathemat::t.cs. 
~ . . l . • . ' .. . ' • ' • 
·A. : sour~~bbok. -~r llds, : Activit.ie~. 
) ' 
Teaching · Mathemat.i'cs; 
.. 
·and s~rateg1es by Sopel 
' . 
. . 
· -- ~nd Maietsky_ (1975) is · ~ ··excellerit 'book with . m~ny us,e·rul . . ;. 
• . ) • ' : • • : -~ : ; • I • ' ' ' ••• • ' ' : ' ' , ' .• ' : • ' '. ' .: • • • , ,'I • • ' '' 
. id~as ~d .. suggesti'ons. _for ; seco.ndary·"mathematics .' 't~ach~r.s. 
· .. . ·.·.A· M~th~mati~~: -.La.bd"i.at~~Y-· ·k~ndb-~ok ·'ior·· s~~oridar:/ -~c·h~~ls· . 
' 
····_ ; ,._ 
•: : • I 
. . . . 
. :, 
·:·.: )ly-.jc~ul:i.k.- (19~'2) · ~bntrlns -~ -- ~~~n: numb~r· o:f ' useful ' 
, · . . . < e~er~is~~. ·.' .-~~~~~-, ·.· :t~en,- ~ '1(-e~e · the .· ~~1J/·_.·~p·c;k~ ·1'~und. which . 
') 
. , . 
• , · ' 1, • •• ' 
. :' .:. 
·J. 
. f • • 
• j · '. 
i ·.·. ·, i . ·j :: ... 
. :'/ ;)· 
. -f •• 
:-· · . 
: ·.· . 
. \' 
\ ) . ~ ' 
' 
. : . 
. .. 
·'·)· 
. · .. ~. . _. ' . ' ·.. ·. ·.. ,· ·. ~ :: . • , .. : . ... . ,.' . . . . . ~. . . ~ ' 
.. ~~ 
..( 
. . . r 
·:, ·._.. ·, · . .' · . .. : .. ' . :·· . could _1Je ~on~;ldere.d ·~s·. resource .. h.andboo.k.¢ :wi:th any woi:-tli-
wliii.e -~i~fOF~~ti'ob --~6;- ·s:ec~nd-~y: ~at~·eEQa~.t.~s ~- t·e~clie~~. . : .. 
' ' ,I 
# . ~ • • • • • : •• ::· 
. :.:· .. · 
·, .. 
. ... ( ' . ... . :· , . ',, . . : . -~\ . . . . . . .· ·, ... _'. ... 
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12 
The search of the cur.riculum reference a,ids au.9. . . ~)back 
issues of The MathematicS Teacher . fa~led to produce any 
.. 
titles of ~ooks devoted ~o teaching suggestions ~or 
secondary mathematics. ' · 
Rationale for Dev.elopment of Handbook · 
s; 
All of .. t~e bo,eks found p;roved to be unsatisfactory 
for th~ kind of handbook . the· writer · believe·d would be 
' : . . .. ... . . . ' ·. 
~.ost tit;~.eful to . seco.nd~y niath.~matics tea~he.rs·~ The · .. 
· .e.ig~tee~t·p ye~bo~~· ·c.!. ~c:TM~ ·· -whi:I:e·· it· d~~s- . h·~ve ·on.e 
·· · -: s.ec~.±~n . :or. ~-e·rY. · .iis¢r'~l·,~i.~tor~atto~, · is · <i~;~.te~ ; .: ·.· ' · 
· · p~:i.-~.~~1~·- ·to. a.cademic···.arti~le~. ·:·.·_Tiie .:·thil~~y-~o~~th ·.;e~~·, .. ·: 
. . · :,:· · -~·~o~ · ~ :r· NC;M· i~:. ~: ·· :~~~Y ·.:~o~d·. ·g~n-e!·~l . . rer~~en~~.' : t.e·.~bo~k. · ... . · . 
. ' 
.. 
with ~il~y 'excellent'. ideas arid ~~ch info~at~~~ use.ful . to 
. . . ·•. : · . . 
· the seco~d~~ · mat.hematics 'te~chet:,- but i ·t,. too·1 'was ·· 
conside~·e.~ un~-a~_isfacto;y. · · .Sd~el ~~ ~al~tsky . ~19?5): · 
• hav~ · wr~tten an -ex~ellent ha,ndbook• };.ut i,t fails ~o ·-
. . . . 
mention ~otne Of· tpe· thfngs -Which the . writer·.l;lelieves:· 
.. 
. f?hould he includeci. .l{rulik (1972) is too- l'~i·ted ·fn 
... . 
topi.cs cov~red . to' 'me~t ·.· ·u~e ~~ed.~· . . .· · ~ .. ~-
,.ori .the . basis~.of _pe:r's~n~ ~~er:i:ent:ie in teaching 
.. . . \ . . .. . ~ . •' : . . . ' : ' . . . . . . . . . ... \ .. 
se.co.ndarY mathE;tmatic£;J -' for· _f'ifte.en y~a¥1:1 1 .and from the .' ·~ .. . ::. ii~~6~~t-~on ... o~t~~-~ ~n th~~ twe·n~y · ~~~i~ · wii·t~ _· . 
. ,· -~-; -~·econc(S:Z:y. mathematics t 'eachers'," th.e writer was convinced 
· ~ .~• ' ' • ' • , . ' : • . ' I . , .. • ' . , • , ~ 
that. t~·e .. best soiution to the ;needs f~~ a hand'ti~ol_t · WOl,ll!i 
be W'~fte ort~. The ·wri·te;r pas do~e· this.._ .tv:ery. · 
• d .• 
I 
' . ' .. . 
• . 
. , . 
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13 
effort bas been made to produce a band~oak·ta meet the 
needs of secondary mat·hematH:s t~achers aS t 'he writer has 
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CHAPT.ER III ' . ... 
ANALYSIS OF USERS AND OF HANDBOOK PURPOSES 
Intended· Users 
The handbook was prepared for the .secondary math-
em~tics curricu;J..um in Newfoundland a:nd Labrador.· . The 
intended .pri~ary_ U~?ers, therefore,· were the sec~n-dary 
\ 
..  
. ~athematics . t~achers · of that prch~inc~.: Th~ content· and 
presentatio~ of .... mat.erials i _n :the . handbook, howe~er, . 
. ; . \ - .. . . . ·. . · ' .··• . " • 
.·should .be ap'prc)priate" ·fo.r : the.~ secondary mathiematics" .. 
0 0 ' , 0 ' ' 0 o 0 , o > o ~· 0 • 0 0 0 ~ I 0 0 0 M o 0 .~ f 0 
• ~ ~ ·•• . J,' ' . . . . . • 
. "curriculum o:r . other .. provi'ri.c.es as well~· 
' . . . :.,· . . ... 
'. • .Q . 
· Conditions of Us'e 
<\ 
Ful~ use of t~e i-deas and actiti.itl:es: in the hand.:. 
. ·.book are open to all s.econdary mathematics . teac.bers. 
. , . ·. . . 
I . ' . 
·The ideas and activities presented do not require 
~ ·. :·. 
extensive training in met.hoc;ls courses.; nor do the.y". requ'ire 
an abundapce ·o,f equi;Pment. -The sec·tion devoted to . :the use 
:· of the bve~~ead p~oje·ctor· a~sumes· a ·basic ·knowledge of ·t -he · 
. . ' 
prep.aration . ~f transparenc~es. · Some : suggestions 'in: the 
·section .de·voted to p~ojac .tt;; ioeq~:i.re ·adequl:lt~ ~i'Q~ary · 
. . . 
faciliti.es.- In preparing· the h~dbobk; however., . the 
~ ' ./ ' . 
-~".writer wa·s conscious o~ _the · fac-t that ·many· secondary 
. . 
mathematics te~ehers in ~his· prov~nc~ >wou;td no~· have 
1._ ~ccess to w~l1 stock~.d ·r~source .qe~tree( o_r. to adequat~ 
. . ·. 
~, . 
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budgets. Consequently, the empha~is 'in. tlte hand·book is 
on prac~ical ideas and suggestions that re~uire. no . . 
special training, no special facilities, and limited 
· ~ -... !inane~~ ) resources. 
. , ··~.r . . , ' 
'"":"'~-&;f._.!', -;: 
. - -
• ;t;. A • Purposes of Handbook 
. . 
In general terms the . pU:J;POGJ2S . . of the h~dbo.ok are: 
1. To ·provide A numb~r ·of specific: 'iqeas, ad.tiv:lt~es . .. .. . 
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1 ' ' ,' I~ : ) ' ' . .. ' • • • • ' ,-1 ' • ' ' : ': \• • ' • • ' ,..', • 1 1~ ' ; , :1 ,~ 0 , 
· · . ·2. ,·-'To .·provide,· sgme.: sp_eeific <info.rinatiRn :rele_vant ·to . . .. · : .~ : .... . · .- , . 
. · .. . · l- :-··;·· ~ - -. .. _ .. :·. :: -~·- ··:· .· _ ··.· ..... . .-·: ....... -._- : .~ .. . ~ ..... :/·:~ - :~·. · ·:·:-: .. : ~ : , ·J~: .-~ -.: . · :· · - ~ . · .. ·.r:· f·· · 
. . :_,. . the , us~ · of . _fi+m.s:,- . :-p.l~str,ips · ~nd ·: t~e· ·. oy~-~~~~d .: ··.•· .. · . · y .. .. · · ... :· . · · : . :·i' · .. 
' · .. · ~ . ·~ --~: ~ .·:._ p~~~~-~~~r · irl -\~~:~h{~-~ - ~e-~o-nda;y · - ~~t:h~e~~ti:~:~_- -.  :_, .-· :)-~ · .'_:: .- :· ~- , .·.···:· ·._·:_ : ··-~-·:. _<-\ ...  <~ .-_: .
-- .. -·~- ... : · . .. _:· .. . ___ ;: . . ·-,_·.:· .. ·-,_·;··· · .. ·,_, :-. -' . -~ · . ·:·~:.·.· -~- >.: .· ... _ ..  ·_._ .. _·:-... ~· : ·:: · .·. · . .. .. ...... ·>-': :. · ·J.: t--" 
. ·. -?.• . T·d. ~rqy~:~_e_ so~-~ ·: s.p~-c~ric.:_'~~r~rm.~tion _ret~~ant.:· to_ · . .- .. · ... .. .. - .·_:.:~<>·p~ -:1- ::._.r~, 
, . . 
'• 
. • i ·:··· •. ........ 
.the ~s_e · o.f a· nu~~~r~ _ 9f · a~tiv;t!~'s in·.' ~ea~.~-{~g . . ·· ·: - ~_.· .. · ·-·.· ,. ·. ; . . J 
_. 
5secondary ma~hematics. . ~ 
. ' . ~ 
.", • I 
.. ·
... 
•I ' • ·, • • ' • . : ' • • ' ,• 1 
· __ To proviqe ' an. annotat~d· l?~bliogtaph~ of ,_._book~-~ _,_ 
.materi:a1s · ~e.comme·p.deri' ·-ror_. seeob~:ary~ ma.t:h~matic·~; : 
~ . :: . ' . . . ., ~ . :· ' 
·- . . . . . . - ·. .-: . ; . . ;.; .. ··'' 
5 • . To provide a .dire'ct·o-ry of .'ptibld._sher's· ~nd- . their· . 
. ' . .·. . . . . . ' 
: . 
• . , ·' o· • 
. ~an~di~:. a_geh.ts . ·for t~e ·J·telp~ ~n t :he_ ~i~~iogr~~hi. • . ·:- ..  ,. . 
. . 
' . 
I ' . , 
' ' ' t : I ,• .. · , . ·,•, • ' 
The _· particul'ar ;pufPoses fo~- t~e i!?-di~~dual - -c~~p.t~~B-~ ·· 
of the pari4pook:.-·are .. in~:~ud~Ci in- Ch~p~er ].~ .of ·-~Jds re_p.ol'·t.·_ · 
··, : . . ' 
' • 
.. 
· .... . 
. ·, .. 
... f . .' 
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. -CHAJ>TER. I-V- · 
, . 
PROCEDURES AND· EVALUATION· 
. . .' . ·' 
. -:v . 
Preparation. o.f the. Handbook· 
.. · 
'b -
• ~ o • I 
., 
• • I~ 
.. 
It .was decided to <?'rgan'iz-e :the ·. c·ontents into eleveri ·~ 
chapters~- . Each·· 'Cl:~a:Pt'er was . prepared wi t}l one or m9re. 
,p~t~:cu~ar·. pu~p.o.s~~ - ~~ ~:iri4· .... _. . ·. . · -. ·.· . 
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~ 
2. To provide .. a number of appropriate puzzle and 
) 
- ~ recreational problems together with solutions. 
( 
, 
For chapter seven: 
1. To discuss the purposes of mathematical projects, 
and make some suggestion9 for develoying student 
interest in proj~cts • 
2. To provide a number of specific suggestions for 
appropriate student proje,cts. 
For chapter eight: 
·2. 
To point out a number of uses for models • 
To provide descriptions for a n.umber· of 
appropriate mod.els for teaching s.econdar.y 
. mathematics •. 
' ' . . 
·.·. ·· . . 
For ~hapter .. -nine·'; ·· ·. 
. . '\: ...... . ' ~ . . 
1. To provid~- .a niunber of miscellaneous items 
appropriate for secondary.mathematics. 
For chapter 'ten: 
1. To provide an annotated bibliography of books, 
films, filmstrips and materials recommended 
for secondary mathematics. 
For .chapter e'i'e.ven: 
. ;, 
1.· . To provide -a direct~ry . ·of publishers and their 
, , 
Canadian agen~s· for the items in the 'bibliography • 
.. . ..... . ' ~ 































Scope and Limitations of the Handbook 
The handbook· was designed to focus attention on a 
number of aids, ideas, activities · and materials suitable 
for . use in the teaching of .secondary mathematics. In 
particular, the handbqok disc~sses the use - of 16 mm f-ilms, 
I 
35 mm filmstrips, .. and · the ov~rhea'd projector. In 
addition, there ar~ chapters devoted to mathematical 
games, _puzzle · and recreational probiem's, projects, and 
mathematical models. Tlrere is an annotate~-- pil:>liography 
of re.comme~ded books, filJliS and filmstrips and a directory 
of publisher~ith t~eir Canadian agents. 
- , ' , I . • 
Because the •han.dbook. :was designed to focus · attention 
on a variety of aiqs, ideas, and activitie~it bec~e 
necessary' to limit the1 space devoted .to4l each ~hapter. 
The writer has, therefore, trie·d to include· aids, ideas, 
/ . ,' • c.. . 
. and activiti~s that may have application to more than c;me ' 
grade level. The) aids, .ideas, and ac ti ~~ ti"~s are· lik~wi~e · 
/' 1 . ... " 
limited to £hose that are practical to almost . any classroom 
' . . 
situation. 
-~ . f( "' 
Tne suggesti ons ·are those · that require 
.. . 
' . 
relati ~ly small cost to implement. In some cases .the 
. 
. . ' 
'· 
ideas and activ~ties will serve as a model of the kind of 
things tha~ r.an be done. .J,. 
, The natu;r-e of the handbook placed cert_ain -limitations 
on t he evaluation or·. the indi vidual i tems • . It ·has not 
. . , . 
·l;l'een possible, for example, due to ti~e : li.nd expen,se, to . 
na1ie· each item field tested by a .random selection_ of 
.• 
.: -:.~~ ,. .... ;"""-;,,.-:.;.·~ -r ... ----:-·-:-:·":'·.- ---
. • 
• 
·,· : . -,.·,:.: •. ,: • . ... ·~ ~.· ,. • ,~ 1 • I : • " . (I ', 
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teachers. The evaluation of the handbook has been based, 
therefore, upon the assessments of a. small, but qualified, 
number of teachers and other resource persons. 
Organization of the Handbook .. 
. Eiich .of the eleven chapters was divided' into a 
number pf sections. It was decided to begin each · chapter 
with a 'general discussion of information related to the 
'l) 
topic or· the ch~pter. Each ·9.p.apter was then completed 
with a number of specific suggestions or examples of the 
kinds qf i te.ms. disqussed. The completed handbook com-
prises Appendix A of this report .• 
' I 
Gathering. o.f the Materiais 
The mater'ials fo~ the. handbook came from the writer's 
. . 
own experiencet gained in teaching se~ondary mathell!~tics 
I •. 
for fifteen years, ~d from .. various pubJ,.icati6n~ fpund in 
' ' • ~~: ~:.. ' \ /1.~~ • 
The Education Library at Mem.o.rial University· of Newfoundland. 
All the university holdings of volumes of The Mathematics 
- : 
Teacher pu~lished by Tpe National Council of Teachers of 
Mathematics were searc.hed. · 0! the many items found, each 
·.was carefully considered and some selections were chosen 
for. inclusion in the handbook. The. items .included are 
listed in' 'the acknowledgem~nts section. items ·selected 
and included fro~ · other publications are likewise list(ild 
0 
in the same section of· t.he handbook. 
' _/---

















and chapter three, dealing with 35 mm filmstrips, the 
writer made use of information found in the catalogue 
' 
published by The Department of Education, Division of 
Instruction. In addition, several personai visits were 
made to the Division to gain first hand information. 
Observations made by the writer regarding what is 
available in 16 mm films and 35 mm filmstrips were based 
on ·a search of reference · sources, publishers' catalogues 
and reviews found in prof~ssional publications at T&e 
Memoria~ .. University Library. 
A large part of the sectio·n of recommend~~; books and 
materials; chapte~ ten, was compiled with the help of 
r ·eferences found in the library. ' Two reference sources 
were PE!-rticularly help~ul. ThElse were Mathematics 
' ~ . . . . . 
Library, ·E1:ementai•y and ,Junior High School by. Hardgrove 
ancCMiller (1973) an9-,.The AAAS .Science Book LisL: 3~d 
' I ..... \ , 
Ed.ition · .·(19?0). Other se1ections.· for chapter ten were 
made from bibliographies found in yearbooks published b.y 
The Natio"nal c.?uncil of ,Teachers of Mathematics. Some 
other sel'ections were found in biblio\sraphies contained 
I ~ ' ' 'tl ., 
in· various other books dealing with the teaching of 
mathematics at the secondarY._ leyel. Sele:ctions were • 
made also from favoui'able .reviews found ih other. p.ro ... 
• I • 
fessional pu~1.ications·. The · 16. mm films were ·selected ' ,. 
· from AAAS Sci~nce i ':Film Catalog . (1975). 
Chapter·· eleven, the directory of publi~hers and their 
.. 
,. . 
· · ·····---.: ~:. .,;~ ... ~~~~~~~~ .... 
\ 
\ 
j ' . 
! 
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Canad~an agents, was compiled partly from reference 
sources and partly from information sheets suppli~d to 
• 
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. the writer as part .of a graduate . c~urs~ that dealt with 
the selection of materials for schools. 
Writing of the Handbook 
After the individual chapter purposes were written 
.down and the materials collected,the actual writing of 
the handbook began. A ge~eral discussion of information 
relating to the chapter topic was !irst written. This 
was followed by the· wri~ing and editing of the individual 
•,, 
items • ..... ,.. ... 
Informal Evaluation and Revis-ions 
- ., 
. . The handbook ~as sul;ljected to two_·.;.informal' ~ValuatiOJl~-
. . . ' ..,. . 
a~d .;evisf~n~:. · .. Tn~ ·_fi'rst) dra_~t. 6_(-.~he h~d'bC?ti.k was pr.e~ 
. .. . 
pared and· ·given ·to a small. number of ~e ;now_ teachers for 
their ~tf'set;v~tions ~nci . ·suggestions. - The writer the·n 
prepared· a se.cond. draft of .the handbook with ·various 
revisions b~sed on the ~bpervations a~d suggestions m~de 
by fellow teachers. The second draft was s~bmitted to 
the writer's s~pervisor for evaluation-. ·The supervisor 
. . 
in turn s~ggested some ~hanges and· r_evisions; in 
' . -
· particular :with· respect to chapte;rs two and three. The .· 
writer -then rewrote these -two· chapters an·d made a number 
. ' . . , .J •. . . •. . 
of" other minor revisions·· to other chapt.ers ... The .. third 
' . . . . : .. . . ' 
• 
draft of -the handbook was then submitted to the ·supervisor . 
. . 
who approved 1 t for field tes.ting •. 
. , . 
... \ 
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Formal Ev-aluation and Revisions 
Prepara~ion oi the Questionnaire 
In consultation with the supervisor, it was decided 
to prepare a questionnaire which used a five point scale 
to evaluate how well the purposes · stated for each chapter· 
. had been achieved. In addition, it was decid_ed to 
include a section of general information pertaining to 
the respondents and a third section asking respondents to 
give specific comments ·regarding the strong or v_~eak 
~ . . . . 
points of the chapte.,rs or s.ectJ.ons of chapters. 
, • ' . • 
The writer then . drew . u:p · th~ · questio.im~ir·e · (Appendix · · .. 




·c .) anci·1 · .after_ qbt.ain~ng, approval f..ro.~ ·t -lie supervise~, . . : ·.; · i . 
preporrd ~he . ~ue~tio~~airil ,' ;or mal;liDg• '. . . . · .. . / · .· , : l) 
·s~bmi::~::Y o:0:::.H::d:::\:::b:::~:~:;n::::ared; ;0~ . ··.· · ' . , _.· • •· · ~-' 
: ' . . . . . . . ' .. ' . ' ' 
ma11i.ng • . · On~ ·copy .o.:f .. the ··han.dbqok . .-and _ : ·t~o· : copies .,of the · · · 
. ,· ' ' . : - . . 
questionnaire . ·~ere maile'd to twe'~ty..:four ~ econdary. scho·ols '. 
. . . . . . .· ' ,. 
throughout ·The Provinc.e or· Newfoundl~uid ~nd . L~brad~r • . The 
• d • . • . • .' 
handbook .and questio~mair~s w~r~ se_nt ·t _o t)le school ' . 
princi-pa~s. A cover;i_ng letter was included, aski.ng ·~the· 
p~incipals · .to pass alQng the h!ui~boo}t· to ~wo metllber~ of 
.. ,. ' '• . . 
the -school . . staff for completion. ·A ,J.etter to ree_pon·den~s ,., 
. ·> / . . . . . 
was. attached to. the questi.o'rinaire. ·· Four que.sti'onnair~s . . :. 
: • , • • t . • '. • •• • • • • •• • . 
' . 
. were se.nf· to ··school .. "t:?oard - ~Up~rV=!--sors _and · two· q\lest:i,otinaire_s 
wer_e ·atibmitted to :l,.~struct_ors at Memorial University· who 
• . . · 
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were involved in secondary mathematics methods courses. 
A· copy of the ques~iOnJ:.laire is incl~ded in Appendix C o_f 
this report. Copie-s of the letter to ~rincipals and the 
letter to respondents are included in Appendix D of this 
report. 
Results o·f the Questionnaire 
A total o'f fifty-four questionnaires .\vere sent out .• 
Forty-eight w~re sent to· schools, four were· sent t9 
school ,bo~d supe'rvif!ors and. two .were sent ·to instructors 









-at :Memori~l Univ:ersity'! ·. ~ ~otal of t~enty questiorinaire.·s · · 
. ' . ' ' .. . . ,• ' . . ' ' ( ' . '" -): .. 
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The . school board ·supervisor had a· ·g_ra{,ie s~x ·teaching . .: . ,. :· . 
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'c.ertfficate and"sixtee·n ye,ars·. 0 f BJq>erience : in te.a~hin·g 
secondar;r_ · mat~ematics . .. . A-:·~U!Dmary _Of inform~tiO!l .on 
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/ Table 2 
'reaching Experi-ence of Respondents 
Years of Experience 1-5 6-10 11-15 16-20 21-25 
Number of Teachers 1 11 5 1 2 
Table 3 
Teach~ng Certificate of Respond~n~s 
Certificate 11 or' 
'Qelow ·. ·111 lV y VI Vll.· 
' ) , · ·. . . 
' .·· , · 
o . b · 0 · 4 11- . 5· ~ · · ·Nu1lb·er:· o·f Teache·rs 
. . ·. . . . . ' ' . ; - . . · • ' . ; :-. ·,. ~ . 
. . ,.. ... . ~- . ·. . -~ . · se~·~1.~n ·j>of ·. the . qu-~stion,ntdre .· ~sk.ed · the·.·.;~_sponaents· · 
' • • ' I ) • • ' • ' ' I ' , _.. , , , • , , 
j 
.. · .· -: ·l 
. . . ' i 
. .·.· .· ;:. ~. : '): '.. 
: .\\ · . ; .: ~.:--:_ . 
.l •. , .. 
. . .. 
'" · · · .. :t~/~~~e_. tq~. - h.~n~b:6~~·; . cha~~-~~; ·-~~ ·~~-~~~e.r~· .  6ri ~ ·thf3:t;P.ti~~-~~~s · ·.: 
, .. -. . .. . ' .. •. . . ~ -. .. ·. . . 
'.. . . - .. , · · . 




_ ... .;. ; ' 
state.d .'6r' that c~_ap~er· •. . ·_,ie.~~'o:nde~:it~s ·were a~k~<f .t~ . ra't~ 
e·ach purpose on .'if .fiv~ poi~t.'\scale from ''.~~~; to· exce~lent 
. . . . . . . . 
acco·rdi-p.g to. the degree. to ·which they felt t~e purpb!Sea. 
\ ~ 
~' . 
had "Q~en . achieved·~r the chapte;r. 
. · Re~p_ond~n1ts : .were ~.sked ·to indic.ate the:Lr ratLng .bY 
c;trcling ·.the approp~iat-e . ·~Wnber • . _The .t 
are show'h ip. :Tables 4·,~ 5, ·.6. a.nti '7. · 
. . . · .. ~. . -~ 
The· ~ at~n:g fqr th~ ·tables ·;1.!3 as · f 
. . 
results 
'J ·. ' . 1 ·represents poo_r; · 2 represen.te~::~air; 3 ·represents · goqd·; 
. . ~ . . . 
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Respondents• Ratings for Chapter one 
n = 20 rating 
' 
O-bjective 1 2 3 4 5 mean 
. ,.J 
1 • . Research sup'~ort far 
' . 
instructional materials 2 ' 6 5 5 2 3 





0 3 2 11 4 3.8 
' • 
-
. • . 
. . 
. / , . 




'. f.el t ,that· the re.terimce·s -to :t.he .suppo.rt o{ r~search · was 
p·o~r·l~ . or ·~Jl:l~ . fafr~y · a:chi~y~d. ·. · ~9~~ of .. ~~es~ .· ;espond~nts:· " •· 
co~~~ ted . t;at . 6n.e': refereiic~· ·~~6 : n:o~ enough. it .should .be . .. • .. •. ,, 
. . .  . . . . . .. . . . . . .·· . . . '. .. { . . . . . . ; . . . . 
·'noted.·; .ho~e\re~; .  t .h.·at; tw~iye ·r~spondents · ·re.lt th~t tb~ ·.on.e~ . 
. • : ' , , . , . .. .. . I , ·. . . . ., , . . . , ~ , ~ . 
·reference. in·. the introduction was satisfactory. Fifteen :. 
. .- . \ - . . . 
9f · the twen~~ respondents rated objective two as. very 
. ·~ . gao~ or ·exce;t..lent • . Such a rati ng would seem to .. suggest · 
· ' .. ' . 
that respondents . felt a strong neeci for the handbook. 
. . . 
'.rhe mean for objec:tiver one was 3 . while tha~ for 
. obj~ctive 2 .was 3.8. 
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.Respondents• Ratings for Chapt~rs two, three and four 
n:. 20 rating· 
objective 1 2 3 4 5 mean 
Chap'ter 2: Films 
la Usefulness in secondary 
mathematics 
2. Supply and what 
teachers can do 
Specif.ic .su,ggestions 
. .: ' 
chap·ter 3: Film~~ri:p~ 
1 • .. Adv~~tages, :supply and 
Chapter 4: The Oyerhead 
Pro·.jec·tor 
1. Specific .uses in the 
classroom 
I 
0 1 3 10 6 4.0 
·o 1 q ·9 4 3·8 
0 1 3 11 5 4.0 
' 0 1 3' 11 5 . 4.0 
. ; 
0 1 0 5 14 4.6 
f . •• . 
' It can be seen tbat a high percentage .of responden~s 
. ' . 
. rated t~e objectives f .or . these chapters. as. good·, very 
• ' ' . . . . ·- ·': . 
. -:.· . - .. ' .. . . 
goo.d or . excellent • . ·- .The overal,l,;:. Jiie.an r~ting W~S . 4 • . A 
• • • • t ••• • • • ., : 
.' number o:f res~ondents expressed'. 8.' desire for specific 
( 
in·~ormation regard-ing titles o·f ' filD)S and filmstrips 
• .. I' ~-
. ~· ,.. . 
























available. Chapter four was rated quite highly. From 
the comments it was interestihg to note that many 
teachers sa~d that they w~re unable to make much use of 
, 
the overhead projector. In most oase~, _one or two 
machines had to be shared among many more te~chers. The 
troub~e of making sure a machine was available when 
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Respondents' Ratings for Chapters 
five, six, seven, eight and nine 
.. 
n - 20 rating 
-
objective 1 2 3 4 5 mean 
Chapter 5: Games ' 
' • 
1. Roles in secondary 
mathematics 
·• 
0 1 7 8 4 3.8 
. 
2. Points conc_ert:ting 0 0 10 ' 5 5 3.8 
3. Appropriate 
. ' . 
gan:'es · ~ 0 3 7 5 5 3.6 · 
. ' 
(. ,. . . 
' . ' ' .. 
Chapter - 6~ 








1~ s~s;~ested.· ;use_s , · · . . _·:: .o: ·1 ' 6 7-: 6 -3.·9. .. · ... 
-
' 
. · Appro.priat~· problems ·2 
.. . 
' 10. '2. 0 1 
·7 Lf:;q . 
' .. ' .. . · ···: . 
. . 
\, L ~ ~ .. 
.. ' . 
' 
. '! . 
'· .. :, -
Chap.ter .. ·7: Projec·ts 
. . • 
., 
' ~~h': L. Purpose·~ of and 
. ;.· 
student in.terest 0 1 10: 5 4 3.6 
.. 
. . 
-2-. Appropriate projects ·o 0 11 5 4 3.·6 





1. Sug~ested useS' . 0' 0 4 ' 10. 6 4•0 
- ·-






chap.tex:- 9! 'Miscetlaneous T I 
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• t • • 
. ' 
·L·-_, 
. . ., 
·. ' . 
. '• .... ---·- ___ ... __ -~--: · .. ~:..: ·-- •' . 
. 
,.:, _;, ...;.~ .:.~ ...... ~-,.:~··~%: ~.·- .·. ·. ·--; . ; :,.. '. . :,.·.: . . ·. 
. :·.; .·. < ~ . .':': -~ ... ... ~.-
.J 
:: .. 
.. ! . ,. ~ ' 
... · · ~ 
These chapters were· well received by re~pondents. 
This can be seen frbm the fact ·that the mean ratings for 
chapters five, six and seven are close .to · 4 while the 
. --
means :for chapters eight and nine are 4 and 4.2. A 
small . riumber of ·respondents said that they · did not agree 
with the use of games at the secondary level.. The 
lo·wer rat ing given by these respondents IJlCI.Y have been 
. 
influenced .by. this feeling. Only a f~w. res·pondents gave 
. . 
a · rati:ng :of ~ir. som~ ·respondents ma,s:ie the; comment that 
.time·. to .c~_y:er t~e prf3scr=!-bed cour~~ . was a, problem·, . so 
i!iere wouid b.e yery ·llmi ted ti~·¢ .avail aote for S\lc~ · . 
. : .. . . . ·. . . ~ . 
. . 
~ 
. \. : . . . ' ~ . . .. ' . . . . . ~ .· 
.~ctiv;i .t;i..e~ .as ·games, problems, ,pr,ojepts· or ·models. . S_c:i~e ; · 
1 
... :.r~spo\icten~~ p6in~~~:.. but' ~ha{: ~~~:·q~ate. :i~b·~~Y . faciiitfes' · : .. · · · .. : · ' j. :· 
/. · ~e~e '~ ~ f.~l~m·· :·i_n .. \i~~~g · W!.itt~~- -~r?~ .. e·;~~--~ · ..... · S.~.~h · ~.0~-~~t~ . <. -~<-:.:· · ··~ :.' : ..' ·: <.::~:) 
• • : , , ' ' • ' • ' ,... • ' ' .~ ' • ' • \ ' ' • • ' ' • I ' l • • • ' · ' • • • ' ' • 
··, : . 
co.ncur .with ·those the writer ha.s· 1Jq~nted·: out i n: the hand-
b~~.k •. ·. The· s·~t:ti·~il of. ~~slc.ell~eo~~ ·i t'em~ ~~~e~·ved ,: .. :._ :. : . 
I· 
Table 7_. 
:i~~sp'ondenta • Rat~ngs ~or Cnapters ten and eleve~ 
' ' 
. I 
' . n .. . 20 ·:. rating 
objective ' 1 ·.2 : 3' 4 ·5 ·mean 
-· 
Chapter 10: Bipliography 0 0 .3 .9 8 4.3 
.. 
: 
. Chapter. ll: ~rectory 0 0 ., 3 
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. ·-: · : ' 
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, · ' 
. ,• 
· ~.J . 
: . . ·: -:.• ' , 
'· ~: . 
-~ 
X 
respondents. There would' seem to h'f- a 'g!".eat need f9r ~ . ( 
informat:i,?n of- thi$ kind. , SinCe the ' two cha~ '\- __ 
' clof:!e.ly related, it was not surprisi~/~~ ep _ratings r 
for the twa wer~ tb.e same_. . ~- , 
~ i 




'fhese two chapters w~re very well -received by all-
~------........:.-------~ dents. ·made only a few sugges'tions for.· ... 
I 
- _. , J,; . 
·- l· 
·-· .. . . 
; . 
. . 
~ . ', . 
.. · .. ·-.:.. ' 
'. 
.. . ·.; 
revisions to the handbook. In the -final draft . of . the· 
·. 
, • ' . ' ' I - ', , ' ·. 
h~n_dbook r·evisions . were made t<> . ~hap1;.e;rs o.ne ,_ sev·e.n a_nd ·. 
-~. ~e:n~ : __ A;s . a---numb~r of; respoD:d~n~-~ - ha4. :e_xpressed . dis.:. .. .. . --- r . ;: .. --. ·-· 
• • • •• - ' • • f • • ' .·_ : -· :. • • •• • • - • __ :: :. ~ : . ·_·. - . • • • • • • •• 0 : • • '. • • • • ·_ ~ •• - c •• • ~ • •• • •• 
_ ~ __ ;, .. _s~t-~sfa~:t~on__-::w~~h the small am~~~t_·.- o~ - -~es~~c~ ·,d~~:~~b-~~ · : . _: · , ·.:: : _·.:.: ·'·'.:'\'.:-·:·.,: : 
..- · . ·;::_ .·  ·.>.· ;Ln _ ~-~~ha~.t~t · --~~-e._~ .: revisions . ~_.ere m_~d~ .. .. ~.o~ _- o,~-e~~?-~e . _-t.ii~s. :_ ;:_ · _;: · _:·. <:.- ::." \ .. :>-1 :j· :,:. 
_ .. _.. . . . _. ·.: · ·. ·q_~:~i~l~nci~ ·:· _._.se_~eral1 r_e~:po~~?~nts:_,_;~'aid_··.·t~at:: t'he ~ _ ~i'~-~:;p~ · _ ,_:::·.·:·-.: :-_ . _"<·:::-:<_ ·--:·.-~ .-::.·:·_··;_VJ 
. '.' . . · __ : '·to_pics'. r'or ·-- .p·r~j-~cts iti cha:pte%7 ·a~_ven wa.~ ._a' ii't .. tle'. brier'.- _. . :- . ' : __ .:· ,, · . . •' ·. :;-; 
·.·.: .. • . . , . . , .· n . ... . ·. ,., . -~ . . . 
' . ' . ~. 
. ~ Qne r._espond~nt sent along . a ~~~-·t _,o!· 'other · -~dpic_s· ·,t .hato .. -::._ · .. , '·.::··· . . 
. , . 
might )Je :l_ncludecf._ ·The wr!~~r · decid~d to -add al~l. ·o_f.' . . -. . -~. · · 
these· topics as an addi t':lonal section en-titled ''Other 
.Topic-s'--tor: Projec,ts". 
~ ~ .,· 
'· · : ...... • 1 
Chapte-r ten was enlarged by add,i.ng: 
. ' . . ' . . 
a section d~vQt~d - ·to films and filmstr~ps_.- -These were. · · 
added.· -~artl~: )~·· ~atisfy 'the reqti·~~~- mad~: -by -·~omeo :T,e~po~q_ents~ 
. . ·who , SU€;g_e~~~-d : -~hat .sJ~h infor~~tion . Vt~uld:. be · h~ip~~~.- ·. 
. . . . . . . i . ·._: · . ·. --:· ·· . . . 
o • • I 
. -· 
. .,·· 
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Conclusions 
On the basis of research in preparing this handbook 
an~j from comments and ratings given in the questionnaire 
. the writer makes the following conclusions: 
0 
1. The 'various pur:poses stated ·for the ·handbook 
. ~ 
generally ·have been successfully · achieved. 
2. ~he various purposes statJd fqr the individual 
. . . .. . . . : 
chapters · ~ave been successfully achiev~d. 
• ' • _, i;~.. . . • . . ~ . . 
· 3. Teac'herEt.l o.f ·secondary mathematics, · while re-
• • ~ . I . _,;. ', . . ·,:· 
cognizj.ng the worth of f;i.lms ,- . !~1mstrips and the 
. ' . . ~ :· 
. over~e-a:a projec-tor, mak~ :h-tt.;te . us·~ of. th.,.ese a:t> 
t \ • • • 
.~ . ·t>· . . . ,. '· 
). the. pre~~nt- time, b~ca~se of .th~ ·\rery ~l~~ite~ 
supp·i~ ~~ai'l~ble tp them . for use. · 
4. ·T~achers of 'f?econd~y JDathem~tics, seem;& generally 
• 1\ ~ ~ 




an~ projects· can be bjn~ficiBl ~ut claif that 
;Pi-assure Pf time to C·~Ve~ work pu,t_s 'SeVere ..  limi.ts 
4 ~\ 
upo·n. ~lie alllount .of time that can be., used "for these 
·kinds of ·agtivit:iles:· ·pro.jectsl!. in· .P~tic.~l~; . 
• ,. ?-
)JlUSt oe limited because library resources are 
. ' 
~ust not .available ·in many s~hools •. 
, . . . . 
·' 





























:to teacher and. pupil at:ti tudes .reg~dl-~g ·"the . u~e 
. . 
of films,. filmE?·tr.ips., games, puzzle probl~ms, -and 
projects in s_e.c.ond~y mathematics teaching. 
Recommendations 
. The writer recommends: 
, . 
1. .That other handbooks. of this kind be pr~par~d in 
other subject areas. 
2. That other handbooks ·in secondary mathematics be .1 
' \ prep~~~· (S~c~ ha~dbooks migh~.·co~si.der· taking 
one or two of the chapter topi,'cs and· .t .reating them 
. . t .· ' 
in more d.e.taii than-the present · writer has peen 
•· I . . · 
abler- t .o do. ~: ,. 
' ,. 
" 
' 3. That· mor~. ' res_earch be carried· out ·to' determine the · . . 
.; .: .... ' 
attitudes 'of •.students !llnd teachers towards current 
I ~ \ t • , ; \ ~ 
. ,, ~ .. - . . . . 
·teachi:qg pra9tic·es in,' secon'da;ry m~·thematics:. In · 
. particul~r . t~e :·resea~ch .. sb,ouJ:d. seeK .·to . de~~i~ine· 
I .. -
whether or nQt .too muc·h emphasis is preseri:tly: b:eing. 
i 
place.~ upon the us·e· of the' textbook an~ .the chalk- . 
... 
board. 
4 •. , That all tea~n!3r~ · of s~oondatf, mathemat~.cs -m~e · 
. ,. . .. ' ' .. ' . . 
;· e~e,ry effort .·to i~kure t~at ·the mathematics . . 
' ,. I ~· ' o 
.... ~ . : .· .. ~;· l' . 
·section of schoo+ libral'~es is ~equ~tely stoc;:ke.~ •. 
• • ; • . ·, I . ' . I 1 . I , , · . ·.: . 
· 5. That teacbers of ·secon<iary ma..thematics, through :, 
· • • · .· L 1 ' • 1 ' , • 
- t · • • I , 
p~rsonarr i-lque~t . atW: .. ttiro·ug~·- CJihe Mathe~at_ics · , ; · 
.. ' \ < • .• • ~ ., . ' . 
· 'council · o·.! The:. ~ewroundland ·'i'e~c-he~s As~o~iation, 
• '· / . ~ T • ~· , ' ,. . 
make recommendfitiori.a· to The :biv;ision of' Instr.u~-tioti ~ 
I ' • ' T ' 
. · ..... ;: .' , . · ~ · -, ,. . a . . ~· . 
' . ~ ' 
·:1 .. ·:. 
··. _( . 
-. . 
:• I 
·~ ., I • 
' . 
.... ' . , .: 
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• < L ...  
I ,,·· , · ~>, ' 
of The Department of Education that it make a 
.. 
determined effort over the next five years to 
provide s~condary mathematics teachers with a 
wider selection of current films. · 
0 
. ' 
. . . 
.. ·.• . . ~·~:-~ .. ----:~~ :;:-. ·: .. \ 
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Research indicate~ that the wise use of instructional 
' 
materials such as films, filmstrips, models and trans-
parencies are quite effective in the . instructional process. 
l'r 
This fact is as true in mathematics as it is true in any 
other subject. Johnson (1971), a leading mathematics 
educator in the area .of instructional materials in the 
mathemat~c~ classroom,claim~ that: · 
Instructional· materials are as essential . for 
th:e mathem~tics teacher a:s spices are fo-r the · · 
· chef. · They are · 'the necessary extra:. ingre.dients 
that make teaching and.," l~ar.ning-- mathematics a· 
pleasant·, satisfying ·ejq>.erience • .. Models, . · . 
· pamphlets,, films an~ -. :.dia~r~s give :to a math .. 
· ematics lesson b?:"eadth and depth that would be 
difficult to · obtri,n ),n any ot_her way. (p • . '349) 
. . . . 
Many research studies have been done which demonstrate 
the .effectiveness of instr~ctional media when the medium 
is ·carefully seiected and used. Moldstad (1974) 
writes that: 
Twenty years of decisio~-orient.ed media 
research have produced sfgnificant evidence· 
.to justify the .·following: clcdms when· in-
structidnal .technology ·is carefully • 
selected ~nd used. · · 
1. Significantly· g~eEJ.te.r learning oft~n 
results when media are integrated into 
the traditional instructional program • 
.... 








2. Equal amounts of learning are often 
accomplished in significantly less time 
using instructional technology. 
3. Multimedia instructional programs based 
upon a "systems .approach" freque·ntly 
facilitate student learning more 
effectively than traditional instruction. 
4. Multimedia and/or audio tutorial 
instructional programs are usually 
preferred by students when compared 
with traditional instruction. (p. 390) 
, . 
,: 
Moldstad (19?4) refers to a study by Chance (1960), 
who studied what -~ff~ct the use of 200 specially pre-
P.ared transparenc'ies would have . on student learning •. 
• ' ' ' I 
When the instructional approach (transparenc::!-~s plus 
current practice·) wa~· compar~d - ~ith .t.he traditional 
lecture ..; dis_cussio·~ approa~h on . ide~tical cont~nt;th~ 
' 
researcherS. ~rived at .four _cop.clusions ~s follows:' 
1. The\: group having,_ the . ~dded use o'f the . · 
t~ailf:!parencies did significantly better 
on mean finE;tl course examination-scores 
and final course grade.s (at .05 level · ·· 
of confidenc~. · 
2. The th;ee fac~~y me~bers · unanimously 
agreed -on the desirability of Uf?ing, 
~ these ~ransparencies in their teaching. 
3'. Use of the transparencies resulted in 
an average savings of 15 minutes per 
class period. · 
4. . Students reported o'verwhelming pre·ference 
for instruction using transparencies~ 
. (p • . 392) .• 
.. 
·. 
Other, more recen~ .atudi'es support the use .of various 
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~l97i) found that achievement with word problems in 
mathematics was improved by the presence of a pictorial 
representation of the problem_ situation. Gray (19?3) 
found that a laboratory program contributed to'the 
improvement in attitude and achievement of mathemati call y 
deficient students. Purser (1973) concluded that the use 
• • 
of manipulati ve .activities w~s feasible. Blazek '(19?1) 
found that students used library,materials to a greater 
extent when the teacher refe~red to them in teaching. · 
. . . . ' . 
The l~terature and · experiQlent~l studies, then, s·uppo.J;'t . 
. ; 
the idea that v.ari.ous media an·d. disco~ery activities ca~ 
. . • , .· .. 
be ~ -ffective in niath~mat:(cs teachfng. 
"sec,onda~y matheme.iics tea~he_rs ~a~e . had_ - f~w · r~sour~e. · 
. . . 
handbooks av~l-able to them. · ·The Thirty-Fourth Yea; book 
published by The National .. .c9uncil of Teachers of 
M~_thematics contaiQs many useful ideas . that the secondary 
mathematics teacher can ad~pt, but it is not a handbook 
of specific ·i deas a~d aqtivities. The writer was able to 
locate ·only ~ne such genera+ _resources halidbooJt.· It "iS 
entitled Mathematics; ·. A Sourcebook of 'Aids, Activities, 
' ' ' : . 
and Strategies, - This book 'iS listed -in the --bibliography 
•/ ; 
section, The. writer ~ecoJIUDends ·it highly_ · to ~11 second~ 
ary_mathematics teachers. · 
I 
The writer . h~s attempted, in this handpook, to br~hg 
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together a variety of usefu-l ideas and activities and to 
.provide some other gene~al information helpful to busy 
teachers. In particular, · the handbook attempts 'to 
achieve two objectives. They are: 
1. To .pl-o~ide secondary mathematics tea·chers 
with some specific information relevant 
to secondary mathematics. 
2. 'I!,o prqvide secondary· mathematics teachers. 
with a number a.f specific ideas, activitie~, 
and .suggesti·ons usefUl ir:t teaching se·coadary 
mathematics·. · · · · ' · 
< 
The' w;rit~r .siilcer.eiy ~ hop~s ·that te·a~hers of ~~condary 
. .. .· . . . 
. :mathem·~t~cs ... ~iil<r~rld the :ide~s, ,activfiie-s.,. -~~gg~~:t·i~ns · ... 
' ' • o ', ' ,' ' ~ : • ' ' ·; : ' o ' ' • • • ' • • ' ' I o 
. . . . . . ' ' · ~ . . ' . . , . . . . 
:and ._information or · practical use; in: .'their. t:~a,ching~_ · 
: • • · .• . . . ·:· · =. ·. . • ,'. . . . . ' . · ·. : ' • •. 
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CHAPTER. 2 ·· 
16 MM FILMS '· . 
F-ilms are recognized •today as 'a;'Jl effective instruc-
tional . aid .in the classroom. As recognition of this 
~ 
. ! "tact,· considera'Qle sum·s of money are being spent ~ach -
.; 
.•. -1:.' ye·~ by departments . of 'government · to provide films on a 1 
j 
free ' loan ba~is to sc1lools. Some subject areas __ ;.. ·· 
' ' . mirl,;ly .sOcial , atodi e s and ' t-~··· sci elic e s -- h!' ve_ m;.cie 'Wide il · _ ,_ _ j:,_ 
- ~~e -~r fil~~~: ·_ . _ This_ ·.~.~- not :rue,_ 'ho~ever, , r~~- ~atheina~-l~~·; ·. . . . • ·- r\.-~,: 
at. ~h-e- _s·~~ondar~)..ev&l,. T~d:~ ~~~ : be. _due.x_o .. the f~?_t. :tha~- .'·.>., .. ·:.;j · ·_ 
? : ~ · _ -' m~thematics· is. ,larg~ly ·- ~~~c~~~e·d: ~~·th ·~a~,str~ct iaeas. ·P.s- -... - · · _:-, :: .. . : ! .. :: 
,; · -· · .· · ai·e~lilt matfle~~ tic~ t~~~~l'f! -~ave t;!lditicinaHy 't~Qu¢1ii . < , · ,; 1 lf 
, . . _ ·thE~ tel(tbotik ·'~d tl\e . Cba:ikbQ.ti:a. to b~ ade~U8.~e fOr ' ·. ·· ·· .;. ~: , • Ji_\_J_·,_. _ 
_ mat:hemati'cs instru.~t~o~-.· ' · · .. · · · r. . f._ . . 
.:.' 
· : · T~e~~ ~e - ~e_as. or' ~a_~-h~mati~-~ ;: .how_~v~r, tl,lat are · . · _. .,- (' ·_. · 
, I _l-:, • 'difficul.~. or ii:npracti~al ·t~. pr.esent ~n a textbo.ok. · The J' -:.: 
·, : .. ; ·~· ·s~e£: ~rue fo; ·teacher _·pres~rit~t;lon. at ' th~r chalkb~~d. · . 
·suc-h ' areas. as ~he. prattic.al ~~~s . ~r< ina'theinat'ics~· the :· ' 
. . . . . . ~ ' . ' . ' . - ' 
. - ' : , ~ . . . . . 
:i.~t_e-.tr_~~=!-on of inathe~~ti~s·. -~ th. 'other. subje~ts •· .:drawi~~s: 
~-i::c~~~~-ex ,;~fe~~di~en~i~~~ -.:~:rr~cts~ · ~d - ~;n~~'! ideas_:· ., 
• • . , - • • ' - " # , • • l •• 
that - ~epE!~d ,on .:~oti·on~ ·: ar.e .. -~eldo~; · -i'f . ·~ver·, 'd.ealt' with 
. - ; . 4' ~: . . . . . ': . ': ' . ·. . :. :" .-- . .. _,: - .• ~ . '. ·. . . . - . 
:f:n t~x~bo·o~.· ·Through th~ .· _ine~;tull! o.f· ... film~· all of :··-&shese · . 
'. area_s~ a:nd· tit~e~s . as '!ell~:;~-c~-.:·b~ etf~ctl!el;_:p_r~·~;n}ed~ .. .. ' 
' . , · , , • .:, ' : . • I . ·. • • ' • " 
' I . . ': ···-~ . ~ . ~ . , . ~ .. I ·. 
,•,< ' • 
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Mathematics teachers shoul), then, give careful consider-
- ation to the use of film~ in instruction. 
Why Use 16 MM Films 
Some concepts ~d information essential to a good 
grounding in mathematics are difficult to present in 
textbooks or to illustrate at the chalkboard. Films ~an 
,, 
b~ used effectively to bridge this gap in the instruc- · 
0 
. 
tional process. Johnson and Rising (1967), two noted 
.mathematics educ'atC?rs, point out that films can be used 




1. . Visualize ··abstract ideas so that they have 
.' meaning. . . 
•, 
2 • . Illustrate _applications 'o1 mathematics . in our 
world. Al-€houg~ field trips. are best for 
s~eing mathematics in action, they require 
time and· community resources that are often 
Lt-• 
not available. · 
Bring to the cla.ssroom . imp'ort~nt first hand 
accounts of .new activities in mathematics. 
Build favorable attitudes toward and interest 'J 
in mathematics. The uniqueness of mathematics--. 
its 'power, its elegance, its artistic side -
is seldom dealt with in te-xtbooks. . 
. r . • 




Illustrate ··the discovery of rela:tionships, or 
principf_es. -~ 
Present· ·-'dynamic ideaa. that depend oli motion. 
The use· .of animation ·or slow motion ca11 give· 
dramatic· -illustrations of · mathematical ideas. 
' ' ·: :· . . 
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47 
presenting s~pplementary materials • 
. · 
9. Provide complex :drawings of three.:,.dimensional 
effects •. Th·ese are very difficult to do vlith 
drawings in ·textbooks or on the chalk~oard. 
10. Teach how to solve problem~. -
11. Introduce a new subject or unit. 
12. S~mmarize or review units within a course. 
(p. 235) 
What is Available ··in Mathematics Fifms 
The high cost pf : films makes i:t
1
• im:possiole. fo;r 
in4i vidual schools 'to. purchase film9·~ 'Films are, 
\ . l 
there':t:ore, usuc;Ily pu,rchased by some · c en t;rald .. zed body. 
The centralized body then makes the · films'' available to 
{ • • J ' .. 
1\ 
schools for limited periods ~n eithe.r a rent~l-or free 
. .. \ . 
loan- basis. .The latter service is available to teachers 
in this pr6v:tnc<> ,tough The Departm~nt of Education, 
Division of Instruction. 
·, 
• 0 • 
At present, t~e numb~r ~f mathematics ' filJDB · avail-
able in this~: p~ovi'nce, through The'' pepartmept of Educa:-
tion, for. use at t~e second~y f;lchool leva~· · is not. 
large. ':t'he ·current film 'catalogue issued !bY The .. 
t ... •' 
. Division of Ins'~ruction lis~s approximate~Y . .50· titles .• 
' In recent . ye~s; how~ver, the number of.good quality 
, , " 
mathematics films bei:q~ produced . has been steadily . 














these will be added to the present sup~ly at Th~ ~ 
Department of Education. The num~er added will depend, 
no doubt, upon the demands mad.e by mathematics teachers. 
What can be done· to Increase· the Number of Mathematics 
Films A.ailable 
If good quality mathematics films ·are being produced, 
mathematics teachers should seek to keep informed about 
them. Teachers can do this by r~ading the reviews of new 
. . . 
· films. Such re·views can be found 'in the two professional 
magazi~es,The Arithmetic .Teacher and The Mathematics 
Teacher. Other publications, s .uch as Canadi.an Materials . 
and The ·ws ~~.ience Film ca·.~~og, c'ar:f:oy .usef.U:~ . tnfor~a:tio.n: 
as well. Teachers could .. pass along their rec_qmmendations 
.. 
for film purchases to the body supplying the film· se,rvice. 
Some Suggestions Regarding use of Mathematics Films. 
; 
' " 
There is no ONE way which is ~lways · the best way to 
present a film. The following suggestions may, therefore, 
.. 
prove helpful. 
1. Prepare stu.dents for what w..tll .be seen in the 
film. Teachers should care.fully preview· the 
fi,lm . to see how the content and. trea1;men.t 
re;J.ate to ·what· students have studied or are. 
·about· to study.. 'Diff.er.enc~s in vo.cabulary~ 
for . ~xample, should be <iis¢ussed~ . Students 
mi'ght be inst·ructed .. to view the ·:first showing 
· .for ·ove.rall gener~ impressions of the points. 
th!3 film ~s try~ng to make.. A discussion of 
these po~nts coul~ th~n follow • : 
8 
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2; Provid·e for a second or third showing of the 
film. · Students should be asked to view the film 
keeping one or two purposes in mind. Follow the 
viewing with questions and discussion on the 
purposes. 




Remember that attention, purpose, 
motivation,- responsibility and thinking 
are just as essential when using film 
as th~y are at any other time. Hold 
students responsible for learning from 
the film. · Nonattentive students should 
be. treated the same as they woutd be 
treated in the regular classroom situ~tion. · 
Dq'n"'t h~sitate ·t.6 stop the film and comment 
on ·· ·what wa~· j1fJ?t shown. Reverse the film 
and·' reshow ·if deemed n.ecessary. TeAcher 
comments .can ·,be m~de during the showing if 
the sound' in the film does not int.erfere~ 
ori .som~ occasions the' sound might be 
. turned o.ff and the teacher provide the 
commentary.· ' ' ' 
,. 
if possible, show the film in sufficient 
ligHt · so that students may take notes. If 
this is impossible, stopping the film for 
short interva1s . to make notes has its 
advantages. . 
d. Encourage students to eJtplore any unkn.own 
territories . suggested in the film. One way 
to do . this is to ask. students if there are 
any unanswere.d questions in the film. If 
so, a discussion. of th~se could arouse the 
interest of some stud~~~s to explore them 
further. 
49 
Make an' ~ff9.rt to me~sure the positive · and negative 
effec;:ts : o.f th,e film~ Did the film, for e~ample, 
make any change · in student attitude?· ·D:\.'d the film 
broaden-the knowl.edge of students? Were soine 
points clarified by the fiim? · The ·teac}ler can 
gather information on these, and other questions, 
by obs.erving the students, by discussions and by 
having the .. s.tudents do wr;i.tten work requiring 
them t9 demonstrate an understanding of the film. 
9 
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5. Keep a card file of each film used. Lined cards 
measuring 5 by 7 would be helpful here_. Record 
all necessary informa·tion required for reorder-
ing the film. .Record also a synopsis of the 
. film's content and the points students are 
expected to get from viewing t he film. 
Additional information r@garding positive and 
~egative effects, vocabulary, etc., can also be 
recorded. These cards may be time consuming .to 
~ prepare but they -will ·prove to be timesavers in 































--CHAPTER 3 L 
- 35 MM FILMSTRIPS 
The 35· MM filmstrip 1 is now widely used by teachers. 
Its use in teaching mathematics can be very helpful. 
The filmstrip brings together in a logical sequence small 
units of mathematics. Filmstrips have .. a number of unique 
advantages which make . them useful to the mathematics 
·( -· 
. teacher. · 
.. 
. \ 
Soma Advantages of 35 MM Fi~~strips 
1. They ate relatively. cheap ·to buy~ This mea~s ,. 
t):lat ind.~vid.ual schools ar~ able to))uild uJ? 
col-lections. 
, · 
When filmstl"ips are . available in 
the school· the teacher ~an plan a lesson using 
the filmstrip ·with the c~rtainty tha-t the 
filmstrip will. 'be ther.e when it is needed. 
2. · ~hey are particl.ll.arly well suited to ma~y _-·. 
topics i n mathematics. 
3·. The teacher can always be in complete ~ontrol of 
~he rate- of presentatip~ · at the picture~. - I t · is 
. . ~ . 
easy · to advance ·or rewind quickly to . d~sired 
secti ons. 4udio tape~ that sometimes accomp~ny 
. ) 
filmstrips can be used or ami tt~d~ ,B:s the . 
teacher wishes. · ., 
, . 
11 
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4. The filmstrip o f,ten permits the teacher to show 
the class a large number of pictures, diagrams 
or facts quickly. Such filmstrips are quite 
useful for revie~ purposes. 
5. The filmstrip can be viewed on individual view-
ing machines in the resource centre. Slower 
students can use filmstrips over and over again. 
In addition, · students who miss class presentations 
can use the-filmstrip as a help to catch up on 
work rntssed. 
. ' l . 
6. ·. F.i::J,mstr'ips sometimes deal ~ith 'such topics as 
?. 
' l.the ap-plications o .. f m~thematics ancf th~ h'istory 
·of mathematics. Such· •filmstrips are a ~helpful · ~ 
supplement to the t 'extbook and helpful for 
enrichment and motivation. 
Filmstrips· often co.me complete with a teacher .. 
guide containing a synopsis of · the filmstrips, 
. - . 
. bac}tground information, lesson plans, vocabulary 
. . . . 
lists -and· fol],ow up · classroom ac ti 1fi ties • 
·What is Available in -35 MM Film~trips 
Individual schools ati~ ·district resource centres · 
. . . . ' ' . ~ 
wishing to build' ·up ~ol'lections of mathematics filmstrips 
. \ . . 
will find that ma~y goog · i~ellis are ava;llal;ile for purchase. 
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· , .': 
wi)l se.nd items to prospective customers for preview 
purposes. Hence items can be carefully previewed and 
judged suitable or otherwise before a committment to 
purchase :ts made. 
53 
. The Department of Education, Division of Instruction, 
has available a small number of titles suitable for 
secondary mathematics. These are. available; free of 
charge to any teacher requesting them. 
In'fqrmation 'on new titles as they become, available 
~ 
' , , , ' ' ' · II . . 
can be found in profes·sional publications, · vario~s z,efo. 
ere nee sources and, : of cou~se, distributor 
' 
The Arithmetic Teacher and· The Mathematics 
sections devoted to reviews of new products 





and materials. · 
The suggestions already ·made regarding the use of 16 
MM films are equally applicable to 35 MM filmstrips. 
·l • . Prepare the student for what is to be seen. in 
the filmstrip • 
.. 
2. Show the . films.trip more t .hail once. 
3. Maintain an effe~tive learning situation. 
4:;. Try to assess student reaction to the . filmstrip. 
·5. Keep a .reference card file for eacli fiimst.rip • 
'· 
13 
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THE OVERH.EAEl PROJECTOR 
Few technological de'velopments have had more of an 
impact ori teaching than has tbe overhead projector. Few 
have offered more advantages to the teacher. The 
simplicity of operati'On is perhaps its major advantage. 
One merely places a transpar·ency on the stage of the 
machine -·and turns the machine on. The · projec~or allows 
the -teacher to ~ontrol effectively' the fJt:tention of the 
. 'class at any time, by· .SiJl'lply turning the machine .on or 
' ' 
off. Whil~ using ,the overhea,d projec.tor the teacher i!S· 
facing the class and thlm can maintain the eye-to-eye · 
contact that builds good rapport with students, 
There is usually no need to adjust classroom 
lighting unless direct sunlight is -~hining on the pro-
jection surface. ( . . ~ A screeD, while it is recommended, is 
not . abso~titely necessary. A · light colored wall serves 
quite well as a ~re -jection surface, 
The horizo~tal stage of the proj.ector is easy . to 
use. A sheet of cl~ar ace'tate _is placed on the stag~ 
of the projector. The teacher . then writes on tile sheet 
·of acetate wit~ a grease/ l?en7·il or felt pen. The pens 
come -in a yariety of colors and are of two ~ypes·, those 
that make permanent markinga and those that make markings 
14 
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easily removed with a cloth and water. A pen marker 
should be tried in advance of taking it int~ the class-
room for use. Some markers "bead up" or run. Others 
' 
smeat: easily. Felt pens which have been especially 
manufactured for use with overhead projectors are 
recommended for best results. 
Many_co~panies are in the business of producing 
commercial transparenc-ies for use in the mathel!latics 
cl~ssroom. These product~ are usually well done, the 
' 
artwork is gooa and the mathematics accurate. Two fac ..... . · 
. tors, ho~ever~ militate against the . e~tensive us.e of . 
these transparenci~s. · Fir.st, they are ·quite expensive 
. ·, 
and, secondly, they usually come.r4-z:~. sets. Teachers often 
' ' find that only a few in tbe set are useful for an 
individual class. The best transparencies, therefor~, are 
those produced by the teacher to fit the needs of the 
classes taught. This does not mean commercially prepared 
transparenc~rs should never be purchased. It does mean that 
they . sh.ould be purchased only on· 11an approval" basis. 
This will avoid costly e~e~ditures 'for sets of trans-
parencie-s that may gather dust on a shelf. 
Purpose ·of the Section .. 
Tbe. purpose o~ this section of the handbook is to 
suggest some specific ways in which the mathematics 
15 
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teachers can use the overhead projector as an aid to 
effective teaching. 
.. 
Suggested Uses of the Overhead Projector 
1. The overhead projector c~ be used for the daily 
discussion of homework. Used in this way it can 
I 
be a real time-saver and get the class started 
ciuic,kly. Each student can be ·given a sbee·t of 
·acetate to place in a notebook. Assign diff~rent 
st·udents to pre:Pare the h~mework problems on the . 
. ' 
sh~et of acet~te. During class the .. students· can 
' ' \:·~·~ . . ' 
then present the solutions to the cla~s for .dis-
cussion. Through discussion, the entir~ c\dss 
.. 
can learn from the errors and strengths of 
fellow students• work. The sheets of acetate 
\ 
can be easi1.y .cleaned with a so·ft cloth, and a 
little water. 
2. The teacher can use the projector to show the 
' > 
solution to many types of proplems. The complete 
solution to the problem can be carefully and 
' neatly prepared on. ·a transparen,cy and then pre-
sented to the class, one· step at· a time. This 
is easily ·done by using a sheet of paper to cover 
· any desired ·part of the solution. This m~thod 
also le.aves the ·teacher ·free- to. -!lirect attention 
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solution has been discussed, the full solution 
is there for students to copy or study. The 
transparency can then be filed away for any 
future use t~e teacher may wish to make of it. 
3. Review of basic facts and concepts can be 
quickly done ·ir. these have been placed on t:r:ans.;. 
parenci~s. On any given day, a few minutes of 
the cla'ss period can be us.ed to have students 
read •'t},le i·n:fqrmation_ ,on trfln~pare~ci~s •. ,~t. is 
a we.ll established fact that the" mor.e· often/ we 
se.e a stat'ement ·or a . di~gram th~ gre~t'~rds the 
. . 
chance we will. remember that information. 
4• Individual items for a short quiz can be written 
on a transp~ency. This can sav:e the time o ft'en 
:taken )up with pre})ari.nl ste"1teils and duplicating. 
A few items lieatly printed or typed on a trans-
. . 
parency can serve the same purpose as dup~ic.a ted 
hand out sheets. 
5. For many~ lessons in mathematics a base transparency 
. 
can be used over and over. · There is no need to 
mark on any· .prepared tr~spaJ;'ency to call at ten-
'tipri to details or explain things. Simply place 
· aJ seco·nd she~t· . of clear acetate over: de prepared 
master and m.!J.ke any markings on. the top ehee.t of 
ac~tate. . T~e to_p sheet can ·be easily cl.eaned · for 
reuse. For exainpl'e, · the teacher m_~ want to 
17 
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discuss with the cl~ss the ideas or base and 
height of a triangle. The var+ous types of. 
' . ' 
triangles could be neatly drawn on the base 
transparency. B~ pla.ci, a · second sheet ov~r 
the maste-r .the teacher could 'indicate tne 
' ' 
rela.tionsh:l.p between base and height for the 
. . ' 
various ·tr;Langles. 
In teaching c()ngruen_ce of t:Wo. triangles the · 
58 
' .. . . I 
:overhe.!ld pr~jecto~ ·can ·pe !3!fect~;ie]Jy .. u1;i·lfzed 
. . .· ' ' ' \' . . · 
by·· usfri:g · tri~gles of .differ~nt colors. . It 
~ ... . ' . - . : .• . "' .. ' ~ . 
wpuldbe ~~~-Y - t~ · demonstrate ·the .·:l:dea' o.f . 
. ' ' . . '. . .. 
superimp~sing ~ne over the .other to illustrate 
the S~, SSS, .and AAS properties of c.ongruency. 
The variou~ -p~ane ge.om~tric figtires such as· the 
,., 
rectangle, _parallelogram~ square, triang_~e etc., 
can be discussed effectively by using the stage 
f ·' ) • • . • ' • ' 
of the overhead project.or. .Nar~ow strips of· 
acetate- o.f d:iffere~t colors· could be use.~ to . 
. , 
form 'tile various shapes. The · strips can be 
" ,•: ~ .· ' . : . ' 
marked off in.to unit~s : oF length if desir~d. . Three 
strips of ~engtha · 3, 4 and 5 units respectively 
' - . 
the l'roperti~i· or .plmi~ - f igur e.s, as ~el;t _ .a:s . 
• 1 • • • • : • •• 
~tatem~n~s of t_heo·~e·m~ :and cbrpll~ie_s ·ca:n. be . 
_phys;icaily demQ~strated ' using· strips or·. ac;_etat·e~ 
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' Work with ·graphs is very well sui ted ~o the · us~· 
' ..., -~: - . ' 
-t·· . 
·t 
:: ::P:v:::::dc:~::c:::: :: :::;e:~~~s:ency , I' 
,plac:i,ng, t~e Dia~ter ·t~ansparency ·o~ the s:a~e of . J· 
' 'I ' ' • • •. · r , , t•.' (• ' • 
th_e · pr,ojector an image ca_n·. be projected on the . .t · c~:lkb'bird. ~hi~ .wou@..d_;~~~ parti~\tlfl~ly . helpful . · f ·· 
.\. ~L. 
·' 
. '. . , : ~ ' . . . .. ;va# . . . ' . . . < • • • • ' . i . ~ :_ .
w~en: hav.ing_,,st.ude~tt . d_o ~~I;Jlple. work .· on . th~ chalk~ I ,· . _. 
-.'_ b~_&rde .. ·, E:ra~:i.~g. ;:~e : s't~d~nt 1 ~ ·_w6~~:;· from.:· ~h~· . . ··: ... ··. ; ·(·.: ;. 
··cha:lkboa%-d . wc:~id : ·;t~av~_- · ·.th~ g~~ph _  1Jne. th~~e . fa-~ · : ·~ _: _:·. · · · · ·: .. ' :l">;~: ~ 
. . 9..n.o.ther ~tudent ·to·.·use:" . ·rProCiud.n·g n~~t ,and·. - . ·. · ·._:. :·· : .·.-.. ."- ... } _· . : .. . 
• • • ' ' :: ' , : ·· ~ • • ~ •• , 1' • ·. ·~,' •<• ,· • . • , ,I' " , • -~ ' ·'. : ·, • • · ' • : · ; , . ... . . \.. . ~ ·, -~ ~ • • ~ ' •' ' • • • t : : ' Q ' 
I a:cctirate g~~ph£;1' .on. the ·. ;chalkboat_"d can be . time • '' ' '. ;.-· ', .' : 
. ' ·:.· ":'!.". .-.··,;, . -.. ' 
' :...· • • .. • t • ..1' 
· :· consumiiig. -. By u.slng ·the ·. over~eaP. projec·tar. and · · I · 
a ma~t?r sheet.of ;ra;t>h paper t~~ tas~ 1~ nOt , . 1 J 
·ver;y· time c.onsumiong and the work can be much more· 
. . . ' ., 
ac;:cur(lte ~nd ·neat. I:f a seco~d sheet of . c~ear 
aceta't~ is·. plS:~ed : over the ~.aster trans.parency o·n 
. - 0 . ' . I" ' 
th~ projector. s _t .age the t~ache.r can work on this_, 
·~h~et ~ithbut · m~king ·Qn th~-·-.master copy. The 
. : ' • . • ' c . • . 
p~ojectb~ ·:~-an _be~ use"d to demol')stratf3 ·~rrec_tively .. . 
. . . . . . -~. .. . . . . . . ,, .. ' . . . - : : . . - ' . . 
·the solut:Lon set.- to sy~tems of equations. and .' 
• ~ • I '- . ' . . . .. ' • • • . 
.. 
'in~q~hi'~ies~·::. -·Th~- so~~tiob ~e-t· . f'o.~ the · .. ·indi.-vi,d,~~l ·_- . .- . 
. -. . . . • . .:: • ' . • • . . ' : . • ·_ , ··: . . . 0 · · .. . . . . 
· ·~ 
:· .' '. 
·' 
. .. · .. \ 
. · . . 
., 
. . ·. :~ 
. ·. · ' 
. ·· 
equatiOnS!' or. inequdi ti~~ _in .the . syst~m is·. g~~t .. . 
. • . ' '· . . : ·::;! . • . . . . ... : .. . ·.. ·. . . . .. .' .. ~ . •. . ·_·, ~ . : .. •' \ ' 
. , , d.ra;wn on: __ . s~parate .,shee~s of-·acetate·. ·'The f!i·heets, . · 
I • ' :-· . . 
... 
: .. 
{' • • 
; ·are th~ri. · -~iaced·. one·. ov~r ~the · ~oth~r · t~ i?i~pla;.-· .8 i; : 
the e~i~~toii· set - ~ :to- : th~ ~ ~ystem~ . -.. ' 
-~ ·-
. . 1 ' , 
·~ . ' .. 
o ', t ' > ~ • ' ' I "• • ' ' • • ~ 4 •' ~ •• 
e. 19 °' 
ol' 
• • • l .~ ' , ' ~ 
. ; ~, . ' . ' · ' 
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9. The overhead projector can be an effective 
teaching aid in teaching students how to locate 
.. 
~ information from tables of numbers. The teacher · 
can simply prepare a section of the tables on a 
master transparency. Care must . be taken to make 
sure that the numbers on the transparency are 
large enough for easy reading when projected. 
Merely duplicating the table unto the trans-
. parency is likely to be unsatisfactory because 
figures in pri~ted tables are usually small. 
' 
Consequently• the se~tion of the t~bles shoul(i' 
be d9ne by hand or with the use of a typewriter 
. ... . . . 
' that· has cht;~racters: of the . proper size for making 
' . . ' .' . . . ' . . . . . . ' \. ~ 
• transparenc~~s·· · ·.Projecting a ·section of the 
tS,~le un~o·. th~ screen · make~ ·<it e.a~y. f~r .. al~ ·;:· 
. ' . . ·' ., . . . . . . . . ' 
. ... . 
way to look ~P ·int:ormation .i:n- the tables is 
. . ' . ,· 
demonstrated'. · 
10. The .. te.chnique .of number nine applies . equally . well 
_in t~afhing students .how to , JII,ake correct readings 
. 'from -~he ruler ~d"p~o~:r.actor • . ~lastic . copies" of 
· .. ·_· th_ese:. p~oject w:eil~ ·. Me~rem'ent . s,eiit~o-rk · · . 
' , •. • ' ' I ' • ~ : • ' ,~ : f . . ' • ' • ' ' • .,· • ' ~ ~ 
· ~- .exer:~-i~es ·.c·an J.>e .)rac~d on the s:t.~ge .of the . ·pro~ .. 
. · j~citor •. ·. The·~ .i~ac·h.6r . then iis~.s th~ ,~l~r ·or 
. . . . ' . . ~ . . 
.'. · . 
.. 
·,. 
·, · ,_ .· · . · :·· · .. :Piotl:actor to. =~e . the :· r~quir_ed ·.measurem'Emt. 
- .. · .·:.·.. . . ·, -. ·. 
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The ' placement and reading· are bot~ then pro- · 
jected on the screen for students to see. 
r' 
11. The overhead projector is effective and useful 
in demonstrating the basic straight edge and 
compass constructions of geometry. Often when 
' J 
the teacher performs these at tpe chalkboar~ 
the student may_not have a clear view qf each 
step as it is being done~ ·Proper use of ~)le 
st~ge of the ove~hea~ projector can eliminate 
·this difficulty. 
I> 
12. The mai~ po~nts · of the · lesson which. the teacher 
woul~ ordinarily ~rite . on the chalkboard can be 
.. . . . : . 
plac~~ on a transp~~n-cy~ ' and the : various points 
' ' , . . . \ . 
, unc·ov~r~d . at th¢ · -~ppro~r~at~ :tim~·  t · Op.ly the . 
' ,. . . ' . ·,._ . . . . ' . . . ' . . . ~ 
partl;cular p~int, f'ormul~, or term ·:·be+ng dis- · · 
' ,: ·. 
" • ' ' • ' • I /~ 
c'ussed'.tfhould be displayed • . _ To do this, cover 
. . .. lo . \ 
' ' } '; ' 
the · s~ctions of the t~~~arency with pieces of 
9 light cardbDard using masking tape for a hinge. 
• I • ., 
At .the appro-priate tim_~ ~anY,_ p~ece of. c~dboarci . 
'-- . ~ ~ ' . ' ,' 
c::an be lifted .to reveal the desired section. · 
The . _i~ems ,hen covered can b' easily:_ identi.fied 
-by wit fng a 'd~plicate .on th~ cardboard covering 
, , • r • , • , ' • . . , 
the item~ The . student·• s attention .is .then ·. -
. . '. . · . ; .•. . ' . . ' . ' . . 
. ·,_.f9·cu.sed ~·on .. _.the ·point: under · d~scuhsion_- · . 
' . . ' :' ' ' ' ' ' . ' 
>-:_·~l.). '··copies 9i ctlqr~~ from _tn~ student I s .:terlbook · 
------- .. • " ' 
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can be transferred to an overhead transparency . 
for class discussion. Again care must be taken 
. I 
regarding the letters or other symbols~ 
Depending ·on what the teacher wishes t do, the 
I 
diagram can be made with the letters ot symbols· 
omitted, .or these may be hand printed in s•it-
able si~etYJ>e. 
In discussing topics concerning banking, c·opies 
of various form~ used by customers ~an be hand 
.drawn on transparencies. 
In g~ometry:, discussions j,n~lvi-ng ~we> - column 
' . ·). 
. pro'ofs C;an be conducted U.l[:lip.g.· prepared ··trans-
. . . 
' . .,. . . 
parencies-• ... .Either~ tile' ~s-t~tenient·~ o:r reasons i'n . 
' ' J . f, • • 
'the .proof. can be·: ·.onlit1te~ . an~ ~d4e4 . ~ _· students . 
s~pply .tli~~. ' · ~Agai~~- ~h.~.: sfat_~mertts :: ~~;: :\>e . ,. · .. 
' .. - : ;··  ~. .. . . .. . . 
- supplied· and · _ ~he ·reasons r~quireda; .. · T~achers -who . · · 
. . · '· ' . . 
··-have mo~e than one blass can. sh~~ the. t~arisparencies 
. - . 
. produced . in_ cine class ~0 other cl~sses. -. 
- { 
16. · To . file t~ansp~en~ies ' use·.,a pa~er- :Pu?-c;h and ·file ·· 
·.the transparencies ±n -a . l~ge · ring binder •. The -': ' 
. ., ' .. . ' . ( ' . . ' . ~ ·.• ': . . ~ ' 'J ... 
. ··. 
binder is conveni~nt for takfng · alcl'ng to . class(. 
. · ' - . . . . 
. ~ ' ,. . . ~he. de_sir.e~ · · tr.~~parenc'i_es .· ~a.P ·then~ ·l,_e: -tal[~n 0\1~, ·--
. ~s~d, and :-;~pla_ce.d. : _i!DJ!ledi~_t$~y t~ : the'· propfir . 
• • • ' - • • • '":: - • : ·- • • ' • -:_· 1 • • ~ ', ' • - · · • • • • • 
. . -place • . .. . . ' ~~:' . . 
... ' " 
: ._, .· . . ' · 
. .- , . ', 
_j - . . 
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Learning in mathematics can sometimes be stimulated 
with amusement and pleasure. · Games are often considered 
to ~e mere~y a recreational activity _but if properly used 
they can serve to facilitate learning in the classroom. 
Many 'types of individual and group activities · are 
\ ,.. 
essential i _n learning mathematics. The uniqueness and 
activity or .a game~ sometimes serve to break up the 
. . 
m~notony of drill while at the same . t .ime accomplishing 
t -he s·am~ qesired end• Teachers can try to ·capi tal~ze . on 
s_tude:rt.t in.~~;rest i~ the ac~iv:ity arid. comp.et~t,ion <:>f games .. · 
and ~its~ this ·ihterest 'to p~~lri~tv th~ -le~n:lng ·of·:.math- · 
• • ' • • • • • •••• ! , • ' •. 
ematicll !3ldlls~ . . ' .. ··' 
' ' .. , 
· -~o '·keys t~ learning. ~ath_ematics ·. ar~ _ m~~ingful 
experi~nces _. -~d practic_al ~pplications. These -two -•·keys 
• t I ~ 1 : • 
nee.d to be combined with a variety or syste'matic practice 
' . . . ' 
and drill. Since practicJi. helps .to . build a~c.uracy; 
, ' : I~ ' . • 
effi.cienc~, .an,d retention, ·-it i~ --~ essential-- p~t of_ ,.,. 
, • . L 
~ . 
the learning· process., · The pract;lce · ne_eds ·to be pur_pos~_ful 
. . . ·... ' . - ~ - . . . ' ~. . ;f". . . . ' 
and to be admini~t·ered in .the right . aDtO\lnts · an-d . at t~e 
' • • • • • • • •• It) .. • • •.• ' -\) : ' 
-. _r1.ght' tim~·a. _i sy~te.m~at~c ~~rQgram ' ci! .'pr~ctice' .can be 
.. stimuiat'e~ . and.~.-e~~c~d. - -~y- · th~ use· .' ~f mathematical games.-
. • • • • I • " .._ ;-. , •. • ' , • 
' .. - ··. ' 
' q :. 
\.' 
·. ·: 
. . . . ,.,... .. , . : · . 
.23 --.-, , . . • . ~~. . • . z; . ~ 
.... . . 
:' • I • J 
.. 
. , . . ! • J,. ··: . 
• . , • .: ' • • .&. ' ,, • . 
. ' / · . < : ... ·-~ . .· :_ ·' 
,;· ·· . . 
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: _ 0 ~·:;· · ·.: • • • ; . · .-. ,. # . 
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Purpose of the Section 
The purpose of this section is to identify the roles 
of mathematical games, · to suggest a number of points to -
remember about the use of mathematica]( games in the class..: 
room, and to describe a small number of games appropriate 





Roles of Mathematical Games 
l · 
1. Games can b~ used to make practice periods 
pleas'aht-and successful. •c 
2. · Games can be used to teach vocabular~, d~finitiona, 
rules and· .formulas. ' 
. '• . .) : . . 
3• . Game's ci:m be useful ·±n_p.roviding·ror individual 
.. .. . ' . . . . . 
differenb"es i~ _.that s.tudents '. c'an seie.ct . and play 
. . . ' . ' . ~ . . . . . ' . '. . 
game~ · ~ccord~ng·· ia· ·.needs :and· in-terest~ .• . 
~ =. • ' .. . ' .• •• . : • • • . . . ' . ~ . • ,· . • ., • ' ' 
lt• Games he,lp to fost~r de_sir~b'le atti,~u~ee( . toward~ 
.. ~ . 
·mathematics. The informality, .the competition; 
and thef satisfaction of ~ontributing to a group 
.activi~y ~ake · game~~ · .a satis:f'ying eXperience. The 
student -_-who :_f-inds :enjoyment and satisfaction in 
. 
the mathemat~c~ classroom is lik~ly to . develop- ·~ . 
favor·able .a~titude· ·tow'ards the · subject. 
. .:· . . .. .. · .. , · ' . ': . 
Games offer . the_ opp_ort·unity for . student•teacher . · 
. . . . .- . .· ' . . . . ' . ' . ~ ~ . . . ' . . ~ . ' ·: . , ' ' . . \ . 
·planning an~· -~tu~en_t .leadership. . Tb.e o:ttgani~ing, 
' ' ' • • ' >' ' L o ' ' o 
. ·planriing aP,d '. directing . 0 t c~ass:r;-ooJ!l games can be 
~ • • \,1. • ! • . ' . ' . . ' ~ . . \ •. ~ ' ' ' . \ ' 
do~e·. l _argely by studenJs-~ : Gam~s )y , t .heir v,ery_ . · 
' l . . ' ... .·. . . . . . . 
. :-·, I . 
24 .. . ,(; .. · 
' ' I ' • ~· ' ' 
.. 
. ' .. ~ 
· .. ..... ~ . .. ·. . ~ • • .;; . 0 .. - 0 ~' . •. . .: . ·'· 
:'.' 
'~ . y 
. ~ "• . 
. . ' . . ' ' 
· ... -:.'l ' ', 
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nature are unique in the variety of opportunities 
they provide for student directed activities. 
Four Points to Remember about using Mathematical Games 
'. 
: ... . ~
: . ·~ 
. '·'. 
1. Develop a game according to the needs of the 
class. The game should make a contribution to 
learning mathematics. The items used in the game 
should be closely rel~ted to the regular class 
work. Major emphasis spould be~on the learning 
of mathematical con.cepts and skills . rather than , 
on the pleasure of J>lilying' th·e: game. 
~ 
2. ·. Use the gaine at the iprqper :ime. ' For · a g~~ to 
•J 
• • ., ' ' . · C'\ IJ ' • . 
make the ma~mum ·.c·ontributiori, .1-t; should be used· 
at the time. w:hen the · i 'deas '·or skills are '·b.eing' .: 
. '· , . ' . ' . . . ... . 
·taught and· . reviEhi'ed~ A game. shotild : be .played . 
. ' . . . . 
also for a relatively short t-ime so that- st:udents 
. . . . . 
do not lose interest • . · 
Plan and organ:i,ze- the ·game carefully so that the 
. . . 
in~ormality .and the e.xcitement of ~he setting do 
not defeat· the purpose. Have all D!~terials at . · 
' . • .,• 
·.·ha,nd so tli.at . t~e ,game can proceed in' an orderly 
• I ' ' 
fashion. Keep 'the· rules. simple.-:· Use· ·a·- f.ew > · 
,. . . . ~ 
prac~ice ·pl~ys t :o :'g.et ~tar,ted, .. th~n -~?CPect ~_ork-. . 
~.~· p:roce·ed -:i,.~ -\~ · ()rderly mann~~ .• . 
.. behav~or ~h~~ld no 'i .---be tol~rate~-• 
. - -: ' . ( . . . . . . . •, ... 
,. ... · .~ . 
·.·: ·~· · ,' 
. . :: 
... .. ' .. 
U.ndue ~o~sy: 
,. . ' 
.c'?_aching. aho_ul a . 
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66 
never be allowed. The loss of points for break-
ing this rule will usually be . sufficient to 
maintain proper behavior. Avoid the choosing 
of team members by pupil captains so that low 
ability pupils will not be embarrassed by being 
last choice. 
• 
4. Try to emphasize the responsibility of learning 
something from the g_ame. This can be done by 
follow•up activities such as discussions, . 
readings, or tests. 
~ppropriate Games for,Learning Mathematics 
'· 
. ·The approprfat~ :games are lilnited ~nly<by .the· in-
. . . ' . ' - . · . . ' ' . 
genui ty -or" teach~rs and ~tudents. . Most le_s.so_n~-- in:vol ve 
. .. practice . ~h~t can: .·be .. cohverted i·~to a: :le~ni~g game·. .A 
, , , 
0 
, , I , J ' ' 
' . ~ ·; . 
-pl~y or turn wi~l usu.ally invol~e working a ' preble~, 
. . 
· making an association_, givi1;1g ~ de{i,niti on, stating a 
. .. . ' ' 
-formula or identifying _some property .or char~_teristi.c. 
Quiz games, boarti games~ and -card games can be success-
1'·: . 
. , . fully used.· ) . 
While mBfy mathem~tic.al' _g~e$ ar~ , produced commer;.. 
cialiy, t~e -/ri.ter be.~ieve.s · .th·~~:-.. ·t~e· . ~~~.t . games,. are .. those 
i _nvented l;>~, .;,.~~· -~ e~c~e·~ 81?-~. stud~n:~~j.-t'o :ri.~ -. the ·. ne~.d~ ··of 
the p.artig'ula,r plass. . . _ . . . 
• i 
... 
... . ~-. .... 
.. · . .. :2~ . ... : ...  
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Materials needed for making Mathematical Games 
Games can be made from simple, inexpensive materials 
such as 3 by 5 cards, pieces of cardboard or heavy paper 
and pieces of plywood. A supply of markers in various 
colors is useful as well. Drawing original designs on 
the backs of cards can sometimes be a worthwhile geometry 
assignment. Calendar numbers are always available to be 
cut and gl~ed to cards. 
Some Specific Games 
Spin It 
This game fitlf! many t _opics. The g8J!le is made by 
dr~wing a c~rcular region qn a large sh~et of heavy 
' ' ,• 
The . paper. C~- be' taped to- a w~ll or the chalk-
' ! 
board. ~he: c:f:.rcular region. is then-divided into .a 
suitable number of ·sections. Items placed in the sections 
may be simil:ar or they may be mixed. A pointer is 
mounted at the centre. 
To ~lay the game choos~ two teams~ A person is 
appointed( :to keep scores· and ·act as l(l moderator. Pl!;!.yers 
take turns spinning the pointer •. The player then has to 
\ . . . . 
_solve the proQl~m ~n a given time limit. ~layers may or 
. . ~ '· . . . . . . . 
may not : ~e permitted. i!P use penc;i.l &l'nd paper~ ~; Th:i.s will 
. . . ' ' 
depend . upon · the . ·ability of · the _players and the df:rii~u~ ty · 
~ ' . . . . . . . ' 
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five points for the team. If a player bn the team cannot 
correctly solve the item or~ answer the question, the 
' .. . 
opportunity to solye the ite~ or answer the question is 
I • 
passed to the player's .opponent on the other team. Should 
the player's OPP.Ol!'ent fail· to give the corr~ct solution, 
play is returned to the next member on the team which 
•" 
selected the item. If this player still fails to give 
. ,. 
the correct solution,play is passed again to the next 
~ember of the opposite-team. · Play cbntinues in this way 
until som.e meJ!1ber of one of_ the . teams manages to provide 
. 
the . correct solution•· Tile ;pJ.:ayer whose· turn is next 'then 
spins for :the ' secon~ item • . If the pointer stops ·on an 
I • • ' I · ~ ' ' • • • ' , 
item which has . ~ready been answered;that piaye~ should 
. . • . . . . · . • _· '• .. . _1:j 
~pin agcQ:n until the --·poi-nt.er st.ops· 'at. an i.tem· 'not {e:t 
-. ·. use·d. ThVper~~n who\ is . mo~erat~r ·· ~-e~p~ :~ rec.ord·J\ lte~s · 
. ' 
. as· they ~e . u~=Jed,o To make this easy to do, each i tem .can · 
be' 'assigned a number. ·· Play continues for a: ~et time or 
i ./ 
' ,. ., . ' I .. 
until an agre~d team .score has been earned. • 
,., 
. \ 
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The rules of the·games are the sante as for Spin It · 
·~ \ ' 0 ' 
except· the ind;lvidu·al items are. written on cards which 
can then be ·drawn from a suitable container. An alter~ 
nate me.thod would be to mix the cards well and then take 
them i~ turn. As an item .is used.it is placed to one 
side. 
Count Off 
( It~ms for this game should be written on separate 
cards. The object of the·. game is to count by adding or 
. ' 
subt~acting a giv~n.number. The numbers use'd may be 
. •' 
in:-teger~, fractions or dwmals'l'. Pen and paper m~y be 
·29 
{~ ... -- ·--. -.- --
... ' • 
·- .. :~-::-· :_-:....;...,.! • .:... . . ... ' i -. -: . •.• ...-. .. -.-- .. - · ··- ... ~, .• ' 
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permitted or not permitted depending upon the ability of 
p 
the students and the difficulty of the calculations. Any 
convenient number may be used as a beginning number. 
Students playing should be arranged in rows or in a 
circle. When a player makes a mistake, that player moves 
to the front of the row or to the beginning of the circle 
,... 
and the other players shift back by one position. Tne 
winner is the player in the last posftion at the end of 
the game. When the leader reads an item from the cards, 
the piayers respond in turn unt.il, some player makes a 
mistake. Play then continues beginning at the .next~ player 
and with a differ~nt item. 
Mathematical Bingo 
Materials 'Needed. · · A number of 3 by 5 cal,l cal-ds, 
one for each i -tem to be used.- A set of player cards. 
Each player card can be cut from heavy paper cr light 
cardboard. Each player card is divided into 25 cells by 
drawing vertical and horizontal lines. Cell sizes will 
vary depending on the nature of the items used • 
• 4 
Mak~ng the game. Assign 5 problems _to each student 
·in the class. The proble~s can be written o·n slips of 
paper. Answers to .the problems . can be supplied or the 
. . 
students may be asked to work ,out the answers. Answers 
j •• 
- _ ... 
: 
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., 
to all problems should be carefully checked. Have the 
students write each problem on a 3 by 5 call card. Next 
hand out one player card to each student. Have each 
student then write the answers to the problems he has on 
.. -
. > 
the player card. Answers are to be written in on the 
player card using a random order •. Have students write 
the word "free" ,in .... the centre cell. Now have students· t . • 
~ exch~ge th~ player ~a~ds. Once ~gain instruct each 
.. , 
student to write in the _answers to the,prbblems he has. 
" 
-Exchange player cal:ds 'three more t:i,mes. Each time h-ave 
' stud~nts - ~rite in the aris~ers t6 ·the probl~m~ held. 
. . . ( •, . 
Thi~ - wil~ - c·o-mplete one .class a·~t of -- player . cards. _· 
' . . 
Add:Ltional. :sets of player cards , can be made' in a simi-lar · 
I 
way. , ,fA , 
.. . 
'Playing the game. T~e game i s p'laye'~ · like : or~inary 
bingo using ~he call cards and playe-r c'ards. The caller 
- , . ' , 
- I . 
for the game selects a call .card and reads put the 
problem ?r writes it on the chalkboar~.- An alt~rnate 
method would be to have the ca_ll cards made on . acetate. 
'j\ 
~ Items could then be placed on th·e stage of the overhead 
\ 
project9r. Each student playing . then individual~y 
• 
solves ~ problem and· ·covers the answer if it appe·ars on 
the ;playa_}'! _ -.~ard he_id. The caller keeps a - r~cord· of _ the . 
.  
·, _items callecf .and the corr~ct· matching answers. Answ~:r;-s 
31 
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.. 
can be written on the back of each call card. J! call . 
cards~are made on acetate the answers can be placed on 
masking tape near the bottom of the' card. A time .limit 
suitable to the difficulty of the problem. should be 
allowed for solving th,e problem a~d co,vering the answer 
on the player card. The first player to cover five 
cells ,in a vertical, horizontal, .er diagonal line .wins. 
Play can continue 1lnt.il severill w±nn~rs ru:-e found • . 
Sui table topics!' .. The . game lends l tsel f ·to all ... . 
. ' ~ .·. ' ... 
ievel~ ·olqifficul ty anci ··:to. _many. ·~o:P:ie.·s ·;- · In. algebra ::·.-... . ~-. . 
• • "' ', , ' • ; ' ' • ' ' ' ' I ' ' ' • • ' • ' ' • ~ 
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· PUZZLE AND RECREATIONAL PROBLEMS 
Stude~ti:l of mathematics enjoy puzzle probl,ems. 
73 
;. 
- - 7' 
Although these' are often thought of as recreational, 
other worthwhile bene·f,.ts c.an accrue from the.ir use i~ 
the mathematics classroolll. For exBJDple, they may ,., . 
. '· t ,. ,'! · __ 
_,- .. r~ 
· stimulate int~llectual c:uZ:.iosity, develop abiii'ties -~ --~ -. I_. . 
; 
sp-ace ~erception, _. anq_ m<;>des. of _th?-nking. . . . ' . .1 ·. ~ 
, ·. . . •\..11'}. 
.-. 
, . . . . •., . . - ", . . . . '· .' .. · . _; -~ · . " ._.... . - ~ . ,' ,., . ' 
: Using ·Puzzle Problems in · .the Cla.Ssroom· . . , ... ·.· · . ... ·_. · .-. -- __ : .. :, 
' ... : : ....... ' ' :-~--': . ' : ' . -· . ' . . ·. . . - ·. ·. . . ; . . ' . / ._- . " :: '-; 
1.· .. A w~ekli . p~zzle: · p~o'bfem .coui'd ·.be . :P9sted ··o.n ·tlie ·. ·._. ... _·._. :: __ _. ':'. ·.- . 
·' . • • ••• ! : # • l ::· •• • . • : • . • :···:· ~ • , · ... ~.~ •.•. ': -~ . ~ ;:~·. <· : ..... ·' : . . -~ · : ' .·· ·. , .. .. ·. ;. ~ · . 
.· ·_- ,; cl~ss_room · · bull,etin . board .· and~:s't'UdeQts - encourage.~-_-~. ·_, . · . ~~- -· . .- :_ . 
. . . .. : . : to su~i~ ~i i:te~ si.l~tiOh~ •-' .i.~ ¥>~ ~~~ ~f t'h& . ';,' '\ : . :f 
:- ·_ . -~~-~k ~the. - n~~s -~of s·~ude~-~s-~\i,b~~-t~p~~·~~~~~~-t- ., _:_· _._ :_: --- .. ----~ ---_·/ ::-- :·:·v 
• • • • •• : • • • ' • • • ; .. t ~ - • • ) • • • • • • • • ' • ,' .. 
~o-llt'tiolis ' could 'be _· pQsted~ : })(u~~-ps.' ~-o·m~·,_~~all' . . : · ~ : . : . . .. -.. 
~, ' o • I ' / 'rt' ' • I',,: , t~;- - '_.. o • ·~: ' , "'4*.;'. , • o : • ' ', ,, ,;.' 
· · .awar~. could -be · given to· t~e - s_tudent~ . .s~ubllli,-tti'l,.g; -:_ · ' : :-- -· ' -. -. .. · 
• • • • ' • • • • • • • ' • • • 0 • ~- • • 0::0 • • • -:· 
' - the ,Jfi~st correc't solution . 6r :to·· the .· st~dent ,_·.· . ' . .. . :·. 
. . . ·. . . . ., . . . .... . . . .. 
I . 
.• :· t'': ~- . 
0 
. ·' 
• • • 0 
; 0 . 
•: , . 
. : . ' .. ~ 
·· .. · . 
··.: . 
--;-· .,..:_· .:_· --'-----:----:-- . . ·.. ' . :· . 
. .· ..... 
. . . ' . 
0 .. ' : 1' •. •· •• 
.· 
r 
... , , , 
:. ' 
... 
' 3. The last period befo.re the Christmas or Easter 
.. ., 
4. 
Areak ~ould be devoted to solving puzzle 
\ 
Occasionally • .part · of _ th~ \regtil~- class :Pe:i·od, 
. . . .·. \ . . . 
· · or a •-~~~e .: ~~~s· .. per.io.d,~~je. -eak~n ·to d~SJ. 
, . w~th-: ~uz~le problems.~.-- . Pui~le p~~i~·m~ · ~elated 
•' . ' ,•, • ' ' I 
.·· .. 
' 
·. .. .... ·; . to work ">c~~re~tl1 i bein_g ._st·udied;,_. .. ·.o:r,- · ~ox:~· ':rec·ently . .. 
,  . 
·' 
· ' 
. . : . . 
·. . i • 
· ' 
. .. ?. 
. . . 
. ·. \ 
·. -.. -:. : .· ~ , .. . . : .. ~ ·. . . I . . . -. . .- .. . ;,• ·. . . : . : 
··s·tudied.:woU:ld be espec-ially u~eful: ,for· the·se 
.·· ,times. ·. s~~de_nts -:~h~:: ha:~e·' succe~s~tilly . s~lved·. a 
Oj •, ' ' .. ' I ; ; ~ .. • ' I ~ ~' 




ciaa·s. < ·stude,n~s· goti.'l~ _ ·b~ . encotiragid · to · writ~· 
. . . ' 
. ... ' ' . ' \ 
'th~ir' own -puzzle .. probl~ms and test them on 
. fellbW:··. _!3tud~nts ,or ~he t.eac~er •. 
. i :;,\i·:'' : .· , . , . : ' · , . ~. • . . . · · ..• :Lor~ ~1 :::~:t~::c::~::e::::::7 mPiy. ·of ~uZZies 
:~.' ~'-.,.: .:_· .. · . . . . .. that ta:f~ ····pt~~ed .~to·. b·e in~e~~·stii;g': _to :.~~ud_~nts· • .... The : ~;i:te;""'.: ___  
·:. · . ~~~11 -.' , • ·', , I • ', ·~ . • ''I,·,~: , .. , ~ • -. ·, ' , • ~ •, ' • ' , ;• • •',~·, , , · ·., ,· • ', , , ·,': • • 0 ' ',.: , · o ,' ' ' . . 
.. 
.I 
·' , \ 
• ,/ 
.-, :· • .. . ' ·.·:, :·. . _. . <·.11~ ·-:_ ,l;·nclude'cf.' :her~ a .smB:).l INm~er gleane·a· : f~om variOUS 
. . :::.' t·· ·.· .~. /: _o~·. . . . . . ·\ ·· ·. ·"' .. :·. ·-·. J.·.~.: - : ··· ···· .. .._"·,-: - ~~ -- ~-·<= ·· . _. .. :_ .,_· :. · . . ~ - · . . - · ... · .. ·. ·· -. · ~ . ·.: ~ .... ·.: -.·. ;_r ,... j: -_ 
.: <--~~::: :·.:;·-:· .. / .· ..... .... _.· .. ::::'. ,.:· so~f.-~~~ ---~- -~~~c.he;ra· ~sliou~d. _·-~~~~~1~~ tpe .bi~liogtaphy'-s~~·tipri -~-i :· · 
:_·.-··\i·~.f<-·_-, __ · . ':-:· ._.· · -> . , :_- .·.· -~- . -oi ~~ · -h~d'l:!~·dk -~or·:·~om~·-: btioks ·of '.;~ .. z~.J.e~:~. ·Soltition8· are . :. . _._ .  
1
1. =: _· 
._ ... ,':· -:~: ...... '._ ·_· : ·.---8· ; _ .. __ ·i. ... ... : -~ .. ... · ; . :,' t · ·· ·~- ~ -... ·: -':: .--~· ~" .. ··. · .. ·· · ' . · ··;. ··. ···_· \ .' ·'· . .. · ·.; .. ~ .,·· . ..... : .• ~ , . ·~ : ·. '· ·-.' _ ._.· _ ·::-'..'_;.~:~ . ·:<<-: -~::·_ ... : .-:.-:. '~.::_.>:·-: ' ·::,-giyf~ .. : ~n --~.h~ s.e.ct_iQn: ro\l.C?,.~~- the -~-~~~ie_ms_.-· ·:.: .: .. --_ ..- ·: :.: ·:. · . ·.· .. . .'l· -.. _._ • .-::~.-
: .- ::;}.} >· - ~ ,-:.. · . .- ="-.. :·:_:· , .. '· ·.-:.: '~': . . ,_.. : ;.-. . :; . . · . .-;_ :, :· ..-:;· .. :·: · ..... ·. _.._;·. : ·. __ ,_ :;~·;.  . ::-' ,.; .- · ; ;; .. ·', ··:·: : ; : . ·- :---. ·. · . ; · . . ·_·-. : .. ' ., · . .. ........ 1:. ·: ::' .... ' ~ ' . :: ·. ::. . . 
·--.·.- ·1· :. ·• · . ·. · . " . : · .. -· Building .a House ' : .. ·· ·. f ·"· ... ·.',- ·-.: .. · .• · .' .'·. "- . ·.: . · ... -, 
:.-_ ... :;)':: .-.~ -----~ ~ .:· . · .·, ..... :· ·· .. ··._.,,·.- :··· ...... :· ' -. ~ ... ·. ; ~· · ·:: .: .: .. ·. '~·, .. . · ·:. :~·., . ,·,~ · · .:. . .. ..... ..  .::,:. ·_ , , . . ·. 
~ A)/ : :: .. : :._,, :· :·/ :!'--• ·: · .-. ·. · · ..- ·.: . TWo·· ·aeil \iecide, -to :.build .. ,t·hr~e. houses·~·:·. · al.'l exacth;-:-.-: · · ·_, . · •. · . ·: . :·.:-. 
<:;:i: :[ .~~ . ":>.-.·:.·:; : .' :·~·-: :_ ~~-< · .. -:\.-· .. ·. --.~ ·:. ·< ~:.-.::' . ::-> .. ~:~-.. ·:_:: :·:.: . :_ .· ':'' ",_ .. :· .. -~ -:~)._, .. '\ ... ~ --:-_,_. :~_· .. ·. ·<: .. :·>.; ·:. :' .: : ·.·._. _·. ·; .i::.·_. _:,. ·.  . ' ..  . ·t' · .. :_ · : : .. _.; .\ .·::; .. 
. _,_, ... .. .. . . . ,, .. . . 14-ike. The. first man. built _his house in f .Ql1r. ,reekS.", It ... . . ... _. .-: ~.-;~~.,f.>.-:', ' . • •, ·,:•; • < ..... :~·· .: : , .. -•• ; ',-' ' : ,;'.:•: '/.'. ~- :• :; ,' ••• •• • ..... <,,; .. · '_' ' :,~ .=.:: • ,.· ._'' '.-_:: , .. , •.~:.- -~.- ·_. ··:·.: '.:- .:.::. >.> • • .~·." <.·',: -: .• ·>-~?:':-. ·, _:-..: . ·,_. . I ·., '.~~: · ' • " : •".:. :: ..... ~ ' 
-;-:_.; '/ ::-_-· .. .... ·• · ":-~-~ .. · · ·. ,. :-:' ·.took::t·he. second .llian <twelve.- weekS· tq,. bUild .his· .house·.-·_--;.-It-_ · .. .. · . .. . · .· .- ··-·. 
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75 
0 
both men wof# together. at· their re~pective rates, ·how 
·• ' . . .. 
long will it take them to build the third house?' 
Which· Saiary would you· Choose .. 
·~ ... 
'!'W(> ···~n: · start.~_d· ·wo~king in the ,sam_e o.rr.:i.ce: ~t. the . 
·,a~e . s~ari ./ Afte.r ~- period :cit ·time they .. both decided·'> . ~- : 
•
1
• • • ' l . •, ;." • ~ 1: ' ,; ' , . ' • ' ' , • • • ,. , , • ' • ~ I, · : , , , • . 
< to · ask for a r.aia·e •. · When they presented . their · request 
• •• • · ' :-· .. ..... : .. I. • • • • . : •. ••• ': · . • • . . . ' 
. _ t .o their,·:;bos~, 'btL answered .them as . follqws.: .··"You-· ~o~h 
. . ·. .'· . . .•. . . . . . . . ' · . " 
have. done: e~ceptioii~ work and de~erve ·the .raises ·fhic~ . · 
' . . . . . \ ,. . . . . 
I am abp~t , to>o':r:re·r .you • . I w~il gi.ve you yo_ur choi~·e of . 
a Sloo· raise . ~very six mon~hs, or a raise of · S300 ·eyery 
. .. 
' . ' 





• 4 ,I ~ • • • • • .. 
· The. Carpenter-. Problem ·' , I 
• I • 
.,· 
I • ' . 
... .. · ' 
I 
' . 
. . · .. ~- . ·": . . . ·. : . . . • .. · . ~ '· .' .:. ~- . 
. J. ···· ... :._A carp~.nt~r ~- .b~i.l~n~ , ~- bo}ls.e, came ·across a squ~e . : · : · · · 
· ~~le.·:,: _i~_-;th,~ · _.'·ilo~r~ _·:·The. hoie _ ~~ ~~ct~y·~ 2, ~~ •. square:~ ~ · . · · ···. . . .. . 
, · .. .. : ·. . . . .·.. :· ··..... . . : .. · .. . I . .. . ... : . .. . : .. 
. Tlie· o~y · . materj.'al _ he ha~f ~n ~ail4 to>repf4( the hole· was-, . .. . . . . . . 
:',,~ ·<.;.~.':; ,.' ,! ',·,' . ·:: .,· • r ·.· :. :·. ·'· . 1'"; , , ... ' • ' ·,"I ,,~ ', ··.,: ... : . • ,, •: : • ... i 
-,: .... ::: ·. ii ;._ci~c~lar ~r.~om b~n~e.: ~ e:~.- : i~ . :di~e~te;r }~~d of.">~~urs.~ . . . · . . · ·. '!.:.- _. 
• \ • • ~ ! . • • • I ~ • ' • ' ... ,. . ... • . . • • ', I • . ' · • ·• . •• . ~ • • .. • • ~ I . 
.. ... : ~ .. ~~~r,-.. and··sa:-.• · .~,. ·~. ·.~b!~.' ~~ · j'~p·ai,r. -:~ ~· · ho~~-~ - : Ho~ :.: ... '.~ .. :· ·. _: ..... ,. ·, !~ .... IJ 
· ~-.. -~-:~~ ·;~e: . ~~,~-.:.·t_o:. -~o<·~-~~;-~· ·.:_._.· ... .-;; : ·.-.:: ~ · ~- :->·· . ·. , · - · · .,.·'·:··.<··. · . :~ · . ·.:_:· :·· -~: .. :· -~ . ·: .. , . 
• 0 ,' I : .. • • • ' ' o ~ • :"• ' •: ' ' ,::, : ' .,, : • : ' -~ --:-:• 0 '• ' , '~ ' 
: ' .,. ' ' I ' ~ o ·_, • ' ' , ' • ' ' • ' f o ·: \ I , I ' ': : ,t' ·~ ' o 
. .. · . .. •.'· · .. · : . i .... :· " . ' · ... ·'· '. . . ·. ·. . . .. .. . ·' . .. : ·.:, 
. : ~ v~~n~.:~-~::. ~ss~ ;·: .' .. · . ~- :::: :. ' :,· . ·, : .. ·.. ~ . ·, " : ·. : ... ··> .. : . •· :·:. ::. '~·~·<:' :: , ... · ·. : -~ . _·~ ·.· ..  :. . ·.:·. 
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_,. 
·., . , 
. ·~11~- Ho~s~-T-rad:et Probi~·m -_ .·.- · ..  : ·, ·:-:.. .. : .. ·. ··.: 
• ' : ' ; J, ~ •' ' • ' ' • t ' : :: ' ..: ; ~ • I : • .. ~,'"\ • l ' ' ': : ; ' .... ' ' • ' ' ," ' ' • ~ • • 
:, · A iio-r.s~-:trader ~ · c-oi!lplaine({ t'o ·his .·rl,':lerid.<;th'at .·the 
. . . .. . . . .: ' . -.' ·~ -':· . . . ·. ·. ·' . : . . . ·, .... '11' . . . . ·' . . . 
day· h~d -b~en; .-a· · v~cy .. ~oor one-. H~ ·~f~ ~Qld t.:wo·.-1?-~:r:s~s 
' '' •· : ... · . . . ' . ·'. . 
for S75 . each~ On.· the .. Jirst horse he made a pr_o.fit .. of 
. _:~%; ·~d· ·.on·-~n-~. ·secon.d -~~ ;took·a· -~oss :6f 30%~ ."'!'hat . 
' . . t · • . . ' • - : ' . • . :_ • . · . . . . . ' 
~;· · .d~e~~·~ ~· . ~a~·m .~lo~s ·~t 'all"-, ,~sse~ted·: the<rrie~d• 
·.·. , .i~y~ur ·p~~:rit . :~d .i_oa~: \>.al~ce .. ~ach·· _oiher ~· " .· .... ,_;on_ the. . . · 
", . . . . ~ ' - ~ "" ' . . ~ . : . . . . .. 
. . .. ·. ~b~1;.~ar~"-, ... _ .~~d lf~ .· ~orse~:tr~~~t, ~-- " :f · 'ios.~. :·~m~s-t· : #l5"·.~ · :_ 
.. · ·· . Who -wa.S right? . Show· Yihy •. : ;-. ·: . ·. · · .-... :·. ·:· · .. 
,'"~ .-.· ... . . ···. ·. · _ .. . . : ... : · .. ~ .... . . • ' . · . · ~ , . . ~ · ; ·, : '·' 
· .. 
.!. · . 
:. _· .. , . 
. .. . 
. : '-
' '., ' • , ., .• ' ' I i. •: 
I ·. .. 
'. ·· 
-~· t • i. ' • ' ' , 'o ' .'• • •' •' ~· : I ',~ o ' ' • , :. ·. · ... · ~·· .,1, >~ ~ ' •~, ; ) 
.... _:.: "·- ·. . . . ·. -·~> ~~-~~: .~t>~.,~~~~·-··> ·_. :.- .. ·· . ,'.1 · .. .. <-~-:·... . .. -.· .. -.· .·  ·:. - . _,:"::'~ . :_.·:_ ~.:: _:~.--.. =>:~: ·· , .:: ·_. ::-: d' 
. :.-'<. ... . _.: _: ·. ~~::·-~.arm~r .. bought. p~_geons .for ·50 .. . cents ··each, pigs· for · . '_--~ ._: :: <.;· · 
' 
1 
· • ,I . S5 , ~~~~ ~d · ~ii,J..~~s . fof ' s¥ ~!'9~; ·i~e,?~llif SI~O ·f07 / :> ," \· ·~': · 
.. :- ~-· • • :. · · ·· ·. · . -.: ·- ... _1q¢ .-.a,trl,m~~~ .. ho1r :ui~ _.or _··e~ch di.d he ~uy? ;., ·< /:/ "> :.·· .. ,. · ··· ... 
... ·.-~··· ·,;:·: ~ ·. ·;~:·.> ~~ ·.:_:.-<~·~ ... ···;·_·:''. \;/·'~;:·<··f·:· -_:::·<_:·~·· ·.·-._ .. ·.- .:· .. ,:-'-· :~ · -: .. ~· .. ·::.-.·: .... :·.:;··:: · .. : -:~· .. ~ ;< : .. ><-.:·.·-'·-: ." . . . :_:> _ 
·.· .:." ,,.- _.· . ·. :··. · : .fhe ;·Man...- Selling .oranges .-.- .: _ .. ,:_;_·· ··_:_- ,.;· .. ':' · .: ,- .. :· : · .· ·. :,.:. · · .. ... · · •· .. , ··· · 
, . ~~ ~ . · .;:,· .' : · ' , · ,·. · · , · . . .': . , .·• . · ~ ;- .,"". : :·,;. · ':' , · : .~ _J,', ·,·, r ~ .· .. ~·· .. \,' '.·· .,,' •• • '.•.r:.>· :::: .. :: _:!" ... ~.-. .'; '' /.' ... : •. • ' . •, .'.' : -... ·· .~ ·.: ·. '~:· •• .-•.. . : .' ' ' .... / ' 
·_ :>r ··. ; . .-.-~ -~- .· ..  : .. ~. >-. :-· .. : _ ··~- m~ -~ ~.: seJ.:ling _o~~g£s,,· o_n :'tb,e.: ~~~~-~ -· ··-: ·T_o . . h:l.~ : ... - .- . · · · · : .·~~ ~ .. j ..... , --.- ~ - . - ~: .. _.··-_,_: . : ·~d:t.~~- ~d-~s·t~~~~ -: :li~:-~ ·pi:a_, ;h~1~~- li~~; .. ~ran!~~/~·d:-~·t;6 ~~:-~;~~{.: .. ~o ·· .. ; :.:. :.·~ ·:: · ... >. , 
· ~ ,~! ·. '' . . ' .. . .·. :_-··: · .. ~:·:.: .. :~:'. ·.:-~ ··._·\:~·-~··:; ,::~· {:· ·.· ... : · · :· :·.~ ~- ·~·:: ; : ::~;:· .. _ .. ..... ::~· > :_: ·>:·~:::·.-·::· ~·#:·~.- ~ ·. ; .·:·-': .:::: :": ·.~· · .. ··:, _...!:._' : ·- ~ · .. ~.,:~ :· .. · .~ ..... ~ - :>_:._' >::." . . . 
. ·,· . ' .. : .. :. : . :. ' h'is' 'second'_:.-c:·uatcimer.' hfi.,: soid; nalr.f:·o'f ; what .. . a:s . :~eft:· and' 't:rio . . :: . : . :. ' 
.. 
. · . .. 
; : ~- .l· .. I' . . . 
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' . 
left and two more, one orange remained. How many oranges 
did the man have to .start· wi~h? . . 
. ; 
. . .. . 
' .. " ,; . 
The Clock Problem -· ·' 
": ' ·: ..... .. . > • 
. ; ·. ~ -m-~n .. has t:~,9~ 'c~ioc~~~ on~ · ~i~ck.·_do~~·: .. ~ot . run '·at_· ~_t; ....... ~· ·:·.,:.,.:··· .. ·.·:.·: 
. . . . ·_, ' ~· . ' ~ ' ' . • i ' I ' ' ' : ' . .. ' . . . I ·;. · . . . • •• ~ • 
. .th~ · «;>the;r lo~es. ·:four -minut~s ~v.e_ry : day. · .. ·\,Yhich ·clock ~ is .. . , · · ~· 
:.; ...·· ; , '. ::~ c:::~:r!~:::c~1 i' · ~xPi~n: :, '(_ . ·. ~: ·'. ' .. · .. •····  · ..· .··~ ~ , : .. •··. : •. ·· .... . . 
{ . . .' .. 
";l : ~ 
.. : Sup poke._ y~u .have· a: .3. ~m~ : .cube which is painted· red. 
. '• • 
' . . A~~wer the following : ·que~tions: ~bout,.' ' the cube • 
. . . ' ·: . ~ ' . . 
. •, 
·' a• r How - ~anY :cuts ~~ required to di'vi.de. the ·c-ube ; ... · 
' • •· · .. ·. ~....;:, '. . . ' : . 
' , , 
,·, . 
. -into one em. ·cube's? , ~- ·· . . l 
b; !low ~~il.Y cnb8s would tiiere be? · · · · ' ; , ·· 'I 
' • , , ··.· ... ; ':·.· ·· '·>: : .. :·, .: .. ,: · .. : < _' '•,.' ·,· ,\ ' 1· . , ' • .--· . • , • ' ' I , . · . .. ) 
.. · ... '- ·.c. _. · . Ho~ . many. cub~s. :WQ~ld hav.e four -red faces? · · • • , 
C ' • ' ' ' • o :• ' ' ' o: '• ' • ' • ' •, ' • •:' '• ' I • o - · : . 't ~ . ' ~~ "', 
:··.:.,. .- . . _. .d. ~ .. How · ·*any· _.cub"~~- -.'~puld· -~i:ve :- i~~e~. ~ed. _fa.~~s? .__ ·. ·=· . : . . . 
·, · ··· · ·· · .e • .'- ,-. uow':-~~; ·::·~·uil:e~ ::w6ti~·a ·.:~a~~- ·~•-o .:_·z.e~-: ia.~-e~;~ ·. · -·.-, · . ·· .... ·: .. 
, : .,: .·. ·. ···:.:, ~ · .. ·,· .: · .·.·: · · . . . · ·. · ~· ·:.· . . ' ·.· . . · · ~~ ··.': ' ~ · . .. ·. :1 .. · .. · .. ~ ' · . . ·· . . .. . 
·< . t .... ··:Hojr:_ ~~·: ~~bes' wp~~d. ·;h~~e·.t,n~· ~~-d - ~~i~c;-~?. ' ... ~ .I . L 
"· ..-... ·:·<>. ,: ·;': 1:··. . : i ' . . . _-:· ·:;:_ .. : ·. ,' . :·· • . ..::. · ' :o: •' .. : -':-. ~ .. ' ::. ·. c ' : · · .~:. • . . . .. ~.-:; . .. • • :~~ - .• . ·-t. -:· 
:_ .. :~-~-·.:'_·.,_-:~_:.).:_.·.:. :_.. ::: _:·~<· ... :. . _ _. .. .- · · · .. g·~ ~ -.:~.fl~.~ ·-~~~ _c~?es ·· '!~~t,.d _: .~~ve .. : .. n:o· : ~ed: -~a~~-s? .. · ,_ "': · '.:F·. 
•· •••• • ... . .·· . ·. > Courit tniirJ.:U;eS ': , \:. ,, . , ;,: · :;,,;C_. ·': . : :Y(: ' 
'"> :-:~: .. " '•: • .. . ,.· : . • .·.;, • '.",• • , ,: , ,. ", I .· :· ·~·, . ·: ;.;;,: ' . ' ,- • ;: ' · ' .. '• , . ·• c'. • '. ', , , ·, ..: . · • , ',• .'; .-; . ·,', . 
:_;. .. ::·/·:>:·: .. _ ·-~·· . ,.-. . · ·· .... . · ... : .. .-. ;·':\~~~e·_. is · -·~ ·:P~obl~.lll:}t¥~t · :r:.~quiie.• .':b~·t~ :a ·.~yst_~ll\.:: ·9~ .. ···> . . .: '.::< .. · · 
::: ;>_:;:{: · .-. · ; ... ·:~ :/ ~~~~~k·: ~~ ::~~~i~n6~-~-;~._ :.· _~j_~~li· : c:~~~t~: .. ih·e·. -~~~~;:_ ·di\~l~g{e~· .. · · · ·: •·: .·: ~.:_:: , :-\. :;.:._.;:' 
.· .. tr· · . d ·· ... ··._._~·:. . · ·. ~ .. :, {~<~~~ · .H.~-~-~: ... t -~~~<~~iksi·;~ ·::.i~d'i~d~,.-~ri-~glfis _  · ~·! · ·ali: ·. \. :'_ :-(<<..: .. ·.··,··. ·:>.· 
: ::• ~~ 0 ',," • • • o ' ' • : ; • : . : ' • · , :' .. • : '', "),••'• o , , : ' • 0 , ' \ ' ', •• (,: .. ''.', ,.·, : _. 'o ' ,, . ,--, · ~'• ' , • , o ,' ' •,' ~ ..... • >I o I • '.' '• , • • ,• • ' t ,, , . : · ' : :••,• ·:~ ' : , "·~ 
i .~><·:~ .-.: :._ :-:_:~>.::- :_. _ _' ... _·· .. :·_·.::.::_. ..  -~~~~~~·---;j.~:·- ~i'~e:~--~<~~;.S.U§i~~--: .7~thiii' -~~~~g~~~~---~.t~~~\ ·.·= <:_: ;._·.< ··.·~:·'.-.- :~:·.·:_ ·,-~· · :~ ... 
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' , 1 , ••• • 
·· The Traffic Officer -. ana.:· tlie· sjjJ~cier·. · · . . , : :. J • , , . 
~ . A~ r~fii~ · ::q;fic~ .  ~: br~4~~~·:. :~ · .. ~s.P~·fd~r. ·be.~tire. ·t~e )~~_ge~. ·· 
. . . ... ' . . :. ' . ~ · , . . . • ... . \ / ! ·.' _:. : ' 
"How do you ~!t~ow. th~s man_Jas·. SP..~.~ding? •,1 ~a~ked the - ju,dg~. 
·~I followed hill1," replied th~ officer. . ··•rn · :f~c.t 'I 
,• 
·followed him for ten klli. The ·ti,rs ~ five· km he drove . at 
the rate of 80 kmih aird:- tne· · a~~qnd fiye . km he drove at· 
' 1(, 
' · . . 
the rate of 40 ~h. So you see, he· 9tveraged 60 km/h .over: 
. ': ... . -. ' . 't 
. ' ·.-:the · ten ,)tm, ,,qis.tan~e, -~hicQ,. is .5 k'm' ave·~ ;qur' .. 55 Iqn/h ~peed . 
• • • • • •• ' ·. ~:· ,: .: · .. ...... ~. · ;_-..... . ' · : . : ~-: .: ~-; ~ • ~: . • •J . ·· . ! ' ::: -~_·. -~-~- · , _- _: ' ::-· . . 
: .. ' l:l,.mit·. · . . J. -'am · . th~reft>l:'.e .chargin·g_"t~i~ ·. man · with dr.iving a··.: 
::. : ~· ·: :::: • : ~ :.~ : .. \ -'\';: ,. · ·'•.,: ' ' ,, ,t:l: ':_:· ···,:t , •, ;:• ,• ,':_, :' ' :~ :_,·, ,·': · ~::• I • I ' o • o 
.\ ' . 
.. · .
. ··:_·. ' : 
' . "• 
.. 
I · •. 
~ ' .. 
. ' ; . di'~ta#oe '· a'tio ·~· , at-_ an:: ··avera~e· ' sp~ed."of" 60 · kiD/h~'! .... ' . . 
· -·~ .. ·( ·;,·s~·n·~~ - ;~~- ~titJ:-~ :-.(::~·~~./fn· .t.hi~ .. ~~nne·~~·~~ - :~epi~~,{ t~e · . , ... : , .. 
'• •• -f. .- · .-.~ . ·: : . ~-- : . ' ) · ·:- • _ ::~ · - \.::: : . ·_.:_. :·.::·~- ... - .... • _: : . ... _~-- .) • ' _ _ ._,4 · ~: ~ :.' \ :~ _=:·' . .• ' ' , • 
' . ~. 
'. , .... 
. ~ · ... .. · · · .' . _ju~~~·'·:'.:~T_.:·~i.~~ -:~h~~-~ }~~···.~~~;;~~ .:~e ~~s~ ~ ,: I:f_ wh~t . y~u . ~ay : ~ :. 
· ' · :. · · is t~u,._e,_ .. :~hi.~.· ~ali . : 4i·~:.· :no~::· ·~.1i.~n · ~~~-~ag~- ·55.' ~h· .. :_ ror .the :·:. 
' ' , ,' ' ' : ' • •• ,J •' ' ' •, ',' •. ' , ', . : ' '· ,.·•:, I • • ) : ' ~: ,:-: • . : :.:~ 0· ' ; ' ' ,· .' •" • ' • • ' .., ' • ' 
. .- ~ ... .-: · :-::··· ·· ·,.· .··t.en km>·.,.:Whc>'.was ··:c:·or.re~t:? : .. · ~ · -:: ·:' -~ . .- .... · ~ ·:··· 
· ....  · ·. .: -.'~:. :>~,: '.; ..... ·:-. ... .. ·. · 0· .• · . .. '·· ·· .:·· .:·, .  _: .. _· : , .... ·- ! ·... .. .. . .:'\· ..... ' . 
_ .. _.. .. 
. .. .. - ·,,.t ·;. - .. · . . .... ':J.= ·-~- - !,._ ., ' : .' · ··• . , · . 
·'· .: . 
. ' 
' • , . 
·, .· 
.· .· 
~ r .. • ·· . .! 
: ; ' -~ ... i :· ~-~ . 
. ' ,· , 
. · . • ·1.;. 
•' ... . : 
:·:; . :. -.:l >'.>_, ... · •. . · Wor_~n$ :r~r·.·~h-~ -- ·~or~.e : _ :~: ,:- ..L .. · ·. ·: ,- . . ;.·-- .-: ._.. .·· . :. ··. /- : ·.<~ 
, , : :~ . ·• .> ; .. . ' : : .. · • , .)• ~.;,'~R~ed tO wo~~ .~~·-:~~ , ro~ ,l2~ . ~ta, ~o1~•·;~ .' •. · •. · . • ' • ' 
.. , ::: < . · . .. ·· .. ··. · _ · ·., '.· · :. : : .. _At:. th~ ~nd o':seven .mo;r;1th's . .tbe·)>()Y. ·quit .• ··. He r,ec.ei~@d .· . '.: . · 
.· .. ,1, ' 
:I /"· , , 
~ :, ' ' I '.- - • 
' : .; 
~- .. ·.· · .. : .. · ·.· · .. ·. . ' 
. ... 
·. ,·, ... .. 
·. ·: '~= ' . ... 
····: ·: . 
. . ~ . . . :. :f· . 
. · .. ' ..... -~· .: ; .·.' : ·, ·. 
, · 
" ~ : : '• •. 
., . . 




Water and Wine 
-
A glass -is half .full o·r wi:r;1e·· B.n~ ·. ~no~h~r .. three time·~ 
as large is one-fourth full of ~fn~~ .. >Th~: :g~a's~s , are 
· .. filled with water and mixed, together: >)hat .·p~ft', of the·. 
' : • :•. I • ,' • 




~ . ' . 
. i •. . . 
'I .~ 
.. I 
Filliil~ . t·he<: Res~rv~{~: _ ··... ::". . · .:· : ·.~:::.:>._ .. < . . ..· . I - ·._ •.. 
. v -:'-1 .. . 
, One pipe· can .fill a reservoir in· .10 9-~ys ~ .:ailot.her 
c·an fill .. it· . in: .. 16. ,d,ay~~ .· :a~d a thir~ ,.c~ e~pty it .·in 2~ 
. . . :· · ' ," .· .· 
. . \ . . 
days;· How long ·vd:ll it take to fill the · r.~servoir if all 
the pipes are 'left open~ 
\j 
I 
··How Much is the Bottle . ·- . 
.· · · . R:i.ch .,Mr•_ V.anderf.ord ·bought. a bott;t~ of very old' · 
• • ' • : • , • I ' ' • • 
. · ... · ... . ,. ·. . - . '.;French br~dy~ i~ a iiql,lor' store• ·. The ;rice . ·~as 145 .•. · 
•• • • .' '· · . ·-. . • _. •• ·- • • -'. ••• , • • • • 0 • • ' •• 
·:.:.·~.:.··~ .. .. .-. :. ' .... :, .. ,. Wlie~ . · the-' ~~·or.~· .own.er . h~ded. him. -'the wr,a~ped·· b~tt1~ hQ . ·.-!. ·: 
• ' I • • ' "', ' ' ',;' ' • ' ' ' ' . •', • ' ' • o ·, , o ·, ,: • ',1 ·~ ;. ' '·, ' : • ' • . • • ' ' • •, J ' ' ' ' • ' o r • • ' . • :• :• 
· .' . _.~ .-· .· .. : ..... · · . .. ·.-: .. ·: . .- · asked· Mr. Vanderford to do .. h:idn .a fav.or. He would like to . 
. · ,* , ; . • . , ,' ' . . • . I • • • ' ' # • • ' • : • . .. . I • • ' • •• • 
·· --· .:~...-.·.:· .. :···:, ..... ... - :· . .. . __ ·. · . . : ,: · . · : .~ay_e_.'t~e:: oid ... b6,t 'tle b.~ck .tb···P.u{ on Cifsp~a;: in .his s 'tO.re .. ·: _··;·:: . 
:· ..- ~.<·.·.: ',>~( . .- ·. ·. . ; ·:. ''·::·.<:·· .. ·. ·:·. ·. .. . . ... ''. . . . / 19 . ' . ;· . , · . • . : . · .. ' . . . 
. , .. . . ·. · · · ·. f.Wind«?w•··: He: .wo~ld be · wi~l;i.ng ·.t.o pay. · fo-r . the · empty~_- bottlet.· .-.:-
. , ·_ 







. . ~ . ,. 
., , ' . 





J .. . 
: . l) 
. . \ ~ 
.... . 
.. . • (} : . 
• • • l . ~!· :.· . ' _ ... -... · -~. · · .··.; . . ~- ·~. · . ·· . . ' :, . . . · ... · ~ - · . . -.. .. ·: · :, .: _.··. -:· '. . : . .'·"<· .·· .
. . ,i·.· :_'· . ) ·, .. , · .. ,"How mu·cl11~.' /~ ·asked ·-Mr.; .yander.fO:I.'d. >"W~l1f•~ · .t~e s1;t>re · · . . ~ :.: . . 
': : :;1· : 
1 ~ : : . • owne/rep7~~·~ ;, ~h.~ ttiU; b:O;tt~i<cps~ ~45. 8Jld ~~h~ :br..;,~Y · .· .. ~ i. ~: : 
:··,::_:.:.:_._-::·~.::~·,·:· _ -.-.:·.i;';·_ . . : ·· .. ·:,.-.·'_.-.:·.:···:_:·':._:··:_:.· ·;.·_. :.-.:· .. :./,·_·-~:,::_.·: ·~.:.:., . . : .. ·.:.· _ . ..... ::~/) c o~t. ~~~,- :.~~;.~.· ·t~~.~-~~~- . ~ ~~~~~:-~~t:t~Et: .·.; }~~- .•e)llp~~ ..... '~:..7 t~~ .. is .. - .::'-~. < ·· .. .. 
_ . . . • •• _ .• •·":·· :: -~·:~Y~,: do:ll~s,•~ .. -.. int.e;r;~p~_ed :1:1r:•. : :V~der~9rJ. .~no. :,-\ . .' .. , .. ·· ,·: .. ' - ~·:> 
'- . . '.' ' , ' ," · . ·: ' - ~,, ;•: .· .. ~· .  ~···-,, · ,' _'~ ,~ . ·.··. ·. , . ,'., ,:·, ·. ',_' ,'' ~ : ,.:- •. ·' · . .-··· I. ' '' 
. 1 .. .. .. _ _ .. .. · .. . :··. ·. : . ·th<?ught _ b~·:.·~~': his:. r,~~res·, ~'-tt_e.r::·.-~)1~· .. tn.e .... ~tor.e.·-;.<~Wli'r~~ .1-- ~ : .·· .. ·: ·:_ · · · ,. . . 
: . ·.-. ··:.-.:, .. .. ':.;·,. _·· .. ·:·. ::.·_:_· ' ' .. . · . . · .. · , .-,·:··: . :· :-· · : ·_;_ ·:~ ·· · .~ · .- ~.: . .. . · :·~ _ ... . · .~~ .. ,. : .~ _·- ~~~- ... .. ·.: ,'·. ·.·. :. ', : .· .... :·· ·._ ~ ··:: .· .-· .. · _.· •";:· ....  :.:- _. ... _ .. · ... ··:· : .. . '. ·.·· · .. 
... ··: ..'!_.:.:_: :,: .-· :~··· .::.:·_:_-._. .:· · n~o~ry·, .. _f3i:r,; .. yol:J>c.an·~t . fi~e,:~• .. re~l.ie~, t-~.~ - - ~~,C?r~ : o~er. ·. :· .. :. · . · .. · ~· ···.: 
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The Snail Problem 
A· snail is at the bqt~om· of a well 2r/ ~etre~· deep • . . .. 
. t: 
~ery'. ~ay the : SJZail . C·limbe .7 metre~· ·and every :11:igbt it 
• • • . - •l .. • 
slips .. back . 2 metr.es •. In ·now ,many day ,a w:ftll ~- :the--~~Ml < . 
•• • • • • • •• ' • , . . ' ' . • ... ; ' • ·. , . J ' 
'cl-imb. OUt ··Of .the. Well1 . .. , :. -,._ . · . ·: . . . ·,· . · . 
\ .'· . : ,, 
.··. 
' .· ,-:~, :: 
'. 4( . ·• 
·, '• 1 
I ' ' ' I ' , ) I o ' , ' 
I . .. ·;. 
>CatS :"/:::a ~-~n6 c. at~h ~ mic~ in ; miSutes, ~~~~: m:y ;: ' . 
.... I •, ' ' 
. . , \ . ·. 
cat9 are re.qui~ed . 'to catch :J.OO mice in-100· minut~ · 
.( . ' · · -~ 
Th~-' Phonograph Record . · .. . '. 1 · · -
A pli.Olio'graph reco_rd-h~s '!\ total .:liameter "fr ~,em: · ' ·• ' 
' ' , ' . 
.,._ 
,· ~ : -
' ( I 
. 1- . 
. Tpe. r~cording :itself leaves ~n outer· margin· of .~ c~r . the. 
• ! . • . . . ~· . . 
. diallleter of the . ~li':lseg ~eritre o.:t' ~h~ re:co'~d ·is 10. em. I'. '• I 
... , Tl!~~! is·~ aVera~~ ~f 45 troO;es t~ .i~~~ ;c~~t~~t-~~.. · · (:J 
How: rai- do'es · the .needle tr~~e)i:· when ·t!le . ·r~corli·: t~ played? . J • / • _ · : 
. . ~ _·. ·· .< ... .. '. ·_ .·:h-~- - -,:' ·>·;· .. :-. .. . .- · .... -.. : ·l·.· · ·. 
· Th~ -chliin · Pr~blein . · · · ·.· .. ( .. -~ · .-..... ·. . >. . · · · · · -. _. .. ·. .. · .. ·· . · _ ... · · .. 
~ ' ' • . :• ' , . :. " • f ......... ) o ~·: : '•: •' ' o " • - I ' \ ' tl ; ' • " I I ,· ··c, ·~, • ~' ' •~.,,. 
A : ~?il ,ta.s .-. ~ive~ ch¥.ns .:o~)~~r,ee _.l~nks ·. e~-~h~ _ -- ~e W-~~t_s .· , , .·. ·, · :-.- .~ 
. . ·-.· .. ~. •,. ' . . . : ' - .. ' . . ' • ' . . ',· . : :. . . ' i.. ·. 
·· .~o. :mB;ke ·; a. ~i.n~~e .~.~-~-~ . ?~.' · c~~t-1n~ }~nks: ~~ ,we,l'd:i:ng:_ ~h~~ . . .. · : · · ·, ·. 
•• :' o,' o • • ' ':,• ·,, .~ 1 • '. '• 1: :• , , ' , • ' • ,("• .. , y/1 ' • .- I, o • ' ' ,, , , 'o 
~- ·' .>_ ag~n. · .. ·Jlow _should · he ·:p_roc.ee~l' -if·'pe ·_.'flalit~.~ .t·o .make· -ehe,. .... -.. -: !. .. 
~~· • o, \' • , ,_ I ' \ 0: i' , o , ' • • , "; • , , .., f o1, r:- ' . , ' ' o o : 
00
' • • , ' ' 
01 ' • :., ' , 
: _l·~.' ... smail_esf~umQ,e~~ of._pos'eibi.'e: 'cut.s~~. :·, _· , :< .. ~ ·. ;·,:' :.: .·. . . :.. , > . : 
.·J· <·;· .... ··. · -~,. :··>··· . .- ~ ·-.. · .. <·. :~:~;· .: .. :·~-~ i -/~.~:··. - " .~·>.·· ::~::- . -::·: .: ::~: ··:·:_.'~·.:>_:: .... ;:-· ,· - ~ ,: . : .. : .:·<··.·:·;~: .~. > . _:: ~· ·· . ·.: .· ·.· .···.·.i.<>. 
. , . . ·'· .. · ... What.- .is .the·, Average ,Rite ; - . . . · :·.. ·. . ·.. · r-. . . ... ·. ., · , ,._. ,. · : . ... ·. •· · · .... ~ ' :· ' . · · --- ~· .. :. : ... r. · . . ... ,· •. ;·· ·? ·, . \ .... · • .. · . ·.· ·, .. ·,' . . '.·: ,, .. _: .·, • .· · • .. • 
_.. ~·. · ·.:·. ~ . '.· ·· .. : . · · ... ~:':·: .. ::>_''_. ·A·· mali : ar.iv~~. 'to · :~b~k: _:~t~· ~he·, ra~e: :c,-/:·4d krii/~ . ~d· r·e .t~,r~~ ·: _.~ ·· : :.: . :,:·:· ·.-.::· .. 
;·;· . ;·:; ..• • . ,:; .••... ·: ' •. ;ala+ ~~;t~fr ·1;~+·. ~t : ~i" rFf :~/\~6 i'f.?f;t ::~~t i~. • %? ;c;· .•• <L:;: :··, ;· . 
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Inte~ers Problem 
Show .. that no pair· of. integers satisfies the· equation · 
. '·• 
.. · .. . 
. 3~ + 6Y ·= 95·;- .. " ·/ .. .. 
~ ~ .. . . , 
. • . 
. ·.· . 
.. . . . . . ·. -: .' · ··:, · ... Ther~ are:· ir me'ii ·in:-· a, ro1om~· ·. ' ~c.li _one . · ~h:iJkes ·_hB:na.a· 
' • :: •• :. • . .. ~ ... . J ~ ~· · • .. ' • : · • . .. • • :· ~ • ' • ) • : • • • :, : • • • •.· ,' • ':. ::. :' ,_. ; • ' :· • • • • :' • • ' 
... ·:wi·tll: ea~h o·f . the Qth~.rs,' once •. _ -Hoif.'many ha,ndshakes are 
.. -' . . . . ·. . . ' -
; .· . 
., . •. 
, . . · . there? In' 
.•· . 
. . 
Di viciin'g the BirthO.aY ··cake 
... . 
Mac, the ship's . cook,. ·b~ed ·himself a squar:e ~·~irthday . , · 
c.ake;' Four- of his pals. _llOti~ed t~e. cake and demanded 'a 
sh~e~ . ttQk·, 11 answered t~e wily _Mac, ·as he cut ~ut · a. 
qu·al-.te:r .s~cti~n .for ~ pimselr·, "t~e ~. rest 1~ ·~ouraiJ ... ;Lr. y9u ; 
~an · ~~t·· -~t ' su.ch-~ that ' ail, four .pi~c.es -~ra ' exactly ··~h~- ·s~e~ '~ 




s~ap~  and size". · The :four P,al~? were . ~;con enjoying. :a. ~~~e . ./ . . 
. . ;. : ~ : . ~ ·, . ~ . : . . . . ' .. . ' ~ . . ' . . .. . ·, . . . .:. ,. ' ~- ., . . . ' 
·~ow, did . the-y cut . t ·he cake? ~· · .~~ ;~i· ' . ;··. . r • ~ "•' 
¥ • ' . • ' • • • •• • • • • • • • • ~ • • • • ' 
• • • • ?;! 
. . . . . ·. ~ '· ,', . -·. . . ..., . . . . 
, . ; . 
; : ,• I ~ -., . 
:o~ .the . · ·~~~ .. ~~~~ey~ di~ - ~9; - ~~e a single .d,i.~~?n~ ,.cut• f p·· • .. · · ·~ · 
' • - 0 ~ • ., ' ·' , , • • r:..,: : . , '·; ... • ~ • . • r-...;..;.....;,___,-ft:'""'t"'M~~ '( '~ - :. . ' · • =· ·, • .. ~ ·: ~ ~ • • 1· ll, -.. 
.:·: ·:. •. ' - ~-_ ; : ( ~·- : /' :~ ·- ': . · .,~ : .. . . · ·- i .. 
~~ Ma~.·~·~ '·~ s-Hare· -'·. -~: . ~. ·· .. · · . :>~ -··.;. .-. •. ·· 
: ... .- ·_ . _;. , . J .... . · :-. .. : _. . r'~·~::: · 
• . • _.! .· : ~ ~ ·_: •• ~ .. ::1 ··~: ·.· :.·' ··. :· .. . ~ . 
• I • I • ' ~ • ' ,'\ • • • • ' : • ... ~~ , 
' .: .. ·.. . ··.:: .. q : ; .. . ·.!·:· :, ' ~ · .. . _, . : · .. ·~.:·::.: ·'; :·\<·. ;\ . :'.:·.:. . · ....... :,:.:;-. 




.. ', ~ 
. 'l :·-- ·.· 
•' . . I · ,,. 
: .. : ' "~ ~ . 
.. f 
. ·. · .. . 




• • • ', • , · ·• , r • ~ '· ~ . , , : '. : •• ~ .:... • ,' • • •·'· ' 
: :.~ . ·. . .. .. ' , . , · :-:· ,, ' ' .. :~ ~~:.:' ,.!•: ::: : :·; r . •. · .~::·,..;_" · :· ' 
• • ·' ,: ~. ,'', ' • t ~ •; • I ' .' , • ·. ' 1 • .. •-r - , \ : I, , .~ 7.: '\~ . ... ~, • • 
. ·.,. :.·.' · .. · . ; . ~ ·_. '. ·.· .. :·.~·. ·:·:·.:;::·;' ... ·:;:·.-:. ·.:·_: .. ~ ... ;:.- . -: . . > ' ;. , . .. : ".·· :" '.'.. . / .:--..4·' . :r ·. .. . .. . . \.. ·~. · .. ~ .. ::·· . , · .\.: .-.:~ : ·j-- .··.;.· •. ·.>~ :: .. ·.:_· .. ·.:._: __ ::r· . . · · .: ... J -':··: • • , • ·: ·.:::~ • .: · • • ••• • • • ~ • • 
.. . · .·.-'::·~"· .- · , . ., . . .. .... r: . , :~ . .- , ·:·.' .. .. _..:.-:-:':·: .. .:.:· .. . 
'. 
' 
· ... ·.;.;_,;,~·/'"" ·~r~:~r\~:: ~-~'.{~:r.~~;~;~~:;:;;lj.j_w{ilf:~~;~:~~~ "'1*l'~~\~ ·"~"""'-:.:~,· ·,: .-:.~';: .- ·-\~ry;prt.flit,l,~w:.~ ... ::-1·~~1{:m~l~ t~~.:-~·.(.:-,~ '·. "A~r~~:~.~ .: ·. :;:· · ,.-
- ·· -" J -· .,.~ l..;...,.,,:.. rr.:---.,.. .. .......... •.•. ,...,. .. ~ ~! (E.!\~..\''-"'{:: ·;~ ~\~·....;"(~-~·-·;, t" · -:_: .. _' l z .. ~ .... r :i: ... .... · . ~~ :- : . ·.:-, .•• >t"!;:: ,·, ~ .. r · 
·'" 
. 
< \ • 
., 





· ·· Building ·a .Hotlse . 
f -, '•, > • I' 
Div:ide:·· t,lie job' .-(1) })y _ tl;t~ :traction~l part· of. th:e· -job · 
· ~ · .· .. . · .. . ' 
• ' '•: > • • I '~ > ' , ,' > ' ' • • ; •' 
both-m~·n· can· ~o\· -in a week -;-1 . : ( i- ,t _l/1~) ~- · ,. Toget·h~r · ·_the 
.., • ~~- 4 • - . . . ' ' ' . . : : ~~ : • . .' . ' . ; ' . '. . 
. men ~il-l b~i1d o the . .,;)lquse in_ 'thre~ ·v;.eekt;~.~ · . · · 
< tli < • • < · . _ •• .'· dl- . < • • .,, • 
, / . 
~ ' . ' '• i . 
Which Salary. would You-" Choose -· · ... • r.. 
' . . ' - . -. '; -./.1 ._ ! - _- . ... . :.:... . ·.l . . .. : 
. ~h.e b~tter . $ala~y wo¥-ld ·be JIOO .. _ r~ise flvery s~x 
months. Here' 6 ;proof.. Assume 'each man is receiving' 
S2000 a ;ear or '$1009 ev.e-,:y s~- months~ - ·The salaries for 
three ye~rs are . s.hOWJ?.• 
: ' ' 
' · ' 
_) ~ . 
. ':-filo·o :·raise· '"every 
. : ·six .:months·. • 
- tl . 
• ' ' 
.. ; 
< 1300 ='raise ' every 
· year. ·· 
. 1: - . . - . ,-
·. ' .. . 
·' ... . 
: 4 . 








.. . . . 
·. '·/ ~·· .. ~ 
:· ..... · 
.. 
·· . . 
< ' · 
'. 
( 
•', r • 
ti\ . 
,'; ; :. : 
·, .. _.. . ~ : . 
0 ·, 
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Dividing a Figure: 
Th·.e ··solUtion looks like this: 
. ,• 
~ I, :, '• 
. '( 
. \ 
• • t~ ; , 
" ' 





The Horse-Trader Problem: 
.The· horse . trader was- correct. He made a profit of 
:$17.3),. .on one horse "and tO!o)k a los·s of S32.14 on the ot he,r 
·: 
for an-~verall · ioss ·or ·Sl4 .83. 
\ .' :. . .. ·, . . ' 
The Man • S8llinil . Oi-angr . · 
. The :man · started ·w th 
• 0 . •·•• • 
.. · . 
The Clock ·Problem:· .. ··,· .. 
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Count the .Triang1es: 84 
There are 47 triangles~ 
The 'Traffic .Officer ·.and the Speeder: 
. ~ . ' 
.. T~e judge ~a~ correc.~. Th~ av-q'.f&ge ·~peed for .tb~ -
10 kui .-·was 53 .and qne ·third kin p~r . hour. 
:' . - . . ... . ' ·· ' . 
' . . .. 
.. . 
. . .. 
: · ~ - working. for the. ·Horse: 
·. ~t the end of 7 ·months the boy. had earned $140 .and 
'7/12 of the horse. He received -·S100 and the- hol"se. If 
5/12 of the horse is wor.th. 140; the whole horse must be 
worth $.96. 
Water and -Wine: 
·The total amo.unt of wine is one and 1/4 -~-imes t:he · 
sm~l, glass • . The total amou_nt ,or' the mixtur~ _is _·_4 times 
the ~malF gla,ss-. Thus .• · .·5/16 :part o.f the mixture. _is,. wine.-
. ... ,.. ~ . . ! •• ' 
·. Filli ng the Reservoir.: 
.·· . 
The part fill.e~ ,in one day is 1/10 T 1/16 - - 1~20 or .' 
: - . 
T 
~ 
\ ·~ ' ' ~ fi 





t ' .· -
I 
9/80. Hence ·it wili' take (1 ~ 9/BO)'ior ~ -8 and· 8/9 days. ·: .. 
. . ')' ' ' . . ,• .. ' . ~. ' . 
How Much is the Bottle: 
.-
..... : 
. . . ·. "'t'- , .. .,. 
.. .. . , . 
.· .. 
.\; 
r •, ' 
. .I' 
. . ., . ~ 
. 1 
85 
fourth. ·day. At the end ·o~ the third day t-he snail is 15 . . 
• ' . ;. . ' 
met:r:es:_ up; so that ·.at · the. r.~t·e or. 7': mE)t~e~ ·ro:r the day . it 
w~n. ' reach·- - ~~~ r;i,m within 5i'1: ·ar t~e _ciayl~ght ·.hours .• .. 
,. . ~ ' .. . . ' ·' . 
.. :· ' 
Cats and Mice:· :· · ' ... . . .· .. 
. .. ,
' . . •.. . '. . ~ . ' 
:··· _5,-·or ; c·o~':·S.~•. unless theY: ge.t tired _ be~ore .. the job ~s 
done. 
T~e P~onograph Record: 
•' , I 
The nu1;,11ber of grooves per centimetre -.has _nothing- t~ 
do with · the answer. The needle is stationary except for . 
. , ~ 'the moveme~t towards the centre of the .. d~~?· 
distanc_e.· travell'ed- is :15 ~ (5+ ~} =· ·8_' ·cm. · 
':. • • • • • ,........ • '> 
Hence th:e ... 
'· .. 
. : . . ' . . . :·· . . . :'" . . .. . . :, . 
:.The. Chain Prob'lem: . 
·. · ·- ~ · .. cu·t all: ~ three i~ljks of one 1£mg'th of chrln · and. u~e 
1- :' : :' • • : • • . · ' • • • :: ': •• ~ ' .: • ' • • - • .. ' • • • •• • 1 . . . • . 
· " them -. to . W:eld -.together. th_e . telllai:ning-. foy.r_ lengths~ 
' ,, I ' : ' • ' ', ' • • ~, : '; : II ' • ' ' 0 o ~ ' o ' o 
. - . ' ' .. , .. 
Wh~t ·is· the: . Av~rag~-- ,;R-~~~; -~·:· . · :. ·- . . . · . . . ·. •• 1, - . ,. 
·, . 
. .. ' ·- '. · .. i . :. ·. ..... . ···: . . , .· . ' .· ·.·.; . ' 
. . . · . . . · ,· ·: .· .. 
. Av. Rate· : Total -Distance .. 
·. .. · · · · · . To~~- ·Time :- ~ · · ... · · , · · 
. . . . ' . . . . :- ~-. ~ - ~ ,_.. ' . . ' . . . 
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. :If distance travell~ti".to · wo-rk is .d ~kmi .the . . time· would . be · · : 
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· ·. . .. . 1 . > .· MAT:H~'l'.ICAL :PROJEC~S .; • .. ·:.. . .. ·.-
_, . 7" . ... '.' :.:·-· .... -- . ~ -· ... ~ .. ·' : .. .. ,·.· . . · .. : .. ··· •. :· .. ·. : : · .. --... ~ ·'· ' .: ..... ·. " .. ·-.. • · -~ .. !, ·._.· ,. :-.-- ·. ·. ·,-_ .. : · Pr.ojects_· s~rve: - -twP,· purpS>.se·s . ii1:·math~m~t.ics: •.. ·- ~~~Y . :.: _,_;· . ·. . .-; · · 
•' ., : •. ' ' : • ' : :: ."; ·: . .' • ·, .'; '• ' . ~ .I. ' • :, ' ' : ' ~ • ' ' ·, ; .',.·. ' , ' ' ' '. • • ' ' • ., ' • I • ~ · ' ', : .:. :~: .. I '; ' , • 
· ; : P,rovid~ ·_a. .. c-~iall~pge -~ o : .the. ·s:tu~e;Dt. ·._t.o 'de)!ve. _:l:rito : sc>,me-.· . . ·: _. .. :: :.: , · .,, . . - · · : 
- ~-· ·'"! -~ . . ·~ . t 
.. 
·' '· 
. ' ' I .. 
(._ .· ·_. 
'· 
. • 
· ;: -~·::.;~~ti~~~~·· :·~~:P~-6:-,-p_e;t,.~d . · ~~·~ ,· .. ~~ciu~.r~m~n~·~_. o ·~ ;iit~ -.·~~-e·sti1~; .. :_: ·- · ·:·. :-·;.·,··. ~- -.. · · .. )· 
. . .. . ~ . ' . . -: . . . . . . ' : ... , . :: . ·~ .. . · .. ... ' ' . . . . . .. ' .. ·.: . ·. . ... ~ . . -
"ork,· ·: - ~o · the extent .o'f: 't_he · st.u~ent'~ :a:t>ility •. _._; They . give .J :. 
• ,.: •• - .... •• • ••• • • • • . ' ' . " . • • • • • • ·,_ • ' • ' • p. ' ' ,• ' • • • : ' '.. • • ' • : • • • : • • •• .. .• • • • • ( ': 
·a .- ~tudent ;a gl;-imp~e o.~ : the .· .f~scin~~iilg. ~tudy- - ·. (Jf. the histo~t' - , ~ :·: ·:: ·:::·:: . 
of ·ma.th~m~~i"c_s_:. : so -;~~at- .  ~~them~t_i~1~ .··or thE3 ~f1$"t _b.~¢ome. ~ ,:·· . -.~.- .· >· · :t::_.:::· 
. . )iving pepp~e • . · ': . .. ·. " · .. . ·.· · · · ;~ · - _, :':··· - .:.: .... ·. }.-;-_-:. 
, • ' ~. ,' ~I # ' I 
' • . • . 1, ~ :.· , ... _. ·Dav._e~~plng st~dent_ :Int:e~ es~ . 0~· Pr?~e~:~s · , :· _ ! _ : .• . . . .· . . ~ ;._· · ~<. . .. 
· :<:;suc~~:ss--~n.the ~evelopau;~t.·· .. or · studen~-~~nt-~:r~~t .in>· .. · · : · ·~· '· __ . ; ::·-. ·t·· 
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niat~~)ili.UCill, Pr~jeC~;;; ~iil d~Jieid :1~ i&rg •. m~as~,:~·' ot~)he . . ·.·•. ' .• :. f.·~ 
. ;~acb;r. ~e te~+:t caf se~~ :~~ . ~ ·,~~~ate st~~~~\ ~1it~~ ·. · ; -· ~ : _:;t '.CI ~. · 
.. ·-
·· -' est· by. tllrowi'llg· out . a casua1.- ~~ma;rk, ""an:.anec'odote, · o'» · ~ . · -· :·· ·:_',-_ . · · ::-·; . ,\.:·-·..-.. : 
.. ". . .' ' . . . · .. ·. ~ f.e ~'e;,e ~:· to sO~~tJijj,l! ~ r'i.i.,Iorl..~~ ~;;;:~ .• • ~~; :""~·~ ~~~h·' .• • ; ~ :: ·:X ·-r / 
·. _ "'. _· ··. · · .. ' . --~~~~-··;a; ·~-~-o~~~· :: ~eini:: S.~~~:·e~. ; .. ::.·.~:n ·:~d~~~:i~Jl~ .. ·:~.Ii~ : ·:~~ap~e~. ii_l~ _-- -~:\.~--.: _.::.( . _/··:::._::[>:- · 
• " ' "l • ,• r ' •'• ' - ' , • • , • • ' ' ~ ' ' ' ' ', • • ••, ' ' ,· ., ' ' ' •' ' • ' • • ' • ' • ' • ' • ' ~ ', .,•- , · · I. ' l": I ' • ' 
· ·· . have _.to ·shQ~,-:.~nterfj.st, : · ~nt~ti~i,asm~;. p.il,r;{OI a r~adin~SS,:··to :'gi,ve: >·,·,-, ·'.: · ... ·.-~-~~ -~·.:-.(; .\: 
_, '. '•:a!-=: \ · .-... ~.~: -- ~· .; ~: ·.,- : .··~· ·· ... i_ .. .. · .. ·. : ::. ·.: ..... ·., ... ' ;!'. \; · . .. ~·-- .. ~~~~.:_y , .~.- . :: . _ ' .. · _~ . ' ·~- : .. ... :. ·',' - -~·.· .• ·· · -:·."": :.:··.:·: . ·. ~ ::~- -~·- /; : :·_ ~ _ . 
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devedo_ping .a· pro'ject'. 
. ~ . 
.. -resource· materials, . or 
.·. 
• 4 ,l 
- ~ 
It -~~~s· ·~ro:vidi~-~ · ad~quat~ . ' 
Qirec.t'~ng students to . them·~ 
. ·.\. . 
·. / /. . For~s·_ .of· ·Mathe~t;lcal _ProjE[c.ts·· 
88· . 
The mathematical project - ~an take a number . of 'forms. 
. . ' ' 
o ' '' ' ' • o - ~ , .. • ' I ' ', 
'It ean . cob.eist .'of'. · ~ri -brS:l' or written 'report, don'e on some 
I ' • ' • 
. . 
,: boqk; ' pers'on, ·or' ·topio. ·rt .' can cons;i.st of ~!-tildi~g some . 
. .. . . 
.mO-de'J,: ·design·ed' to illustrate an id~a in ·mathematics. it .. , 
' ' · : ' • I < ' 
•, •r 
. '• -: ·: ~ .. ' : 
"' .-·:, ;.-.:. ·ca~ be·. a_ •Bli~e~tap:e ; · 0~ t~i~vis-fon productiqn. It can be ·' , ' 
, ,' \ 1 ·, ·, I • ' • ~ '! ~ : ' ,. .. ~: : , , • • • • ~ · ~ .-.· ·,, • ' ' ' • • ·.4' ''· . , J • · , ' '• ' • • '• ' ''• 
· · .  : .. . . . : · the -preparation of .. a . ~'\lmber. .of'._ over-head proje.ctuals· . . . ' · 
·.·._·-_.:·,.·.·:···.<". ·. ·. 1. ..... -·:.rel;ti-Jjg t.~ ·.topi6s i~:· ma,t~e~~t.1c·~.-: · . !t c~ri · b:e ,. the pre-·· .· :.-/ 
· · ..  _ ..·_: · .. _::·_·. · . <·: .. :- . ~ .. .- ~ar~.t~on ·. -~~ ::~ i~li . 6h·~-t . -~/.~-~t~~~~~i~~l, :. t.e~~;;· ·r?rinhi~s,_~:-.. ~'·<. ~- . ·.·, i: · 
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tz:iangLes can be formed.'. When th~···mtroel - is held in a 
.vertical pos·ition,a plum~ bob suspender,i from the pegs 
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d. Angles inscribed in the segment are equal. 
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This · section contains. ~. n\pnber ~f items which the · 
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a. I am usually thought of as part of a whole. (10 
points) 
b. My -appearance may be changed b;t division or 
• 
116 
mul tipli.ca~ion without changing !DY value. (8 points) 
c. Somet·imes I am less than one. (6 points) 
d. Sometimes I am calle·d a ratio. (4 points) 
e. Sometimes I am called a per cent. (2 p9ints) 




.a~ · I am a geometric .fig~re •. 
· b •. · I ·.am present . in· ev~r:r room. o, 
. -· ' ' 
c. :. Somet~me·s 1 am' a. ·square .• . : : 
.. ' ' ' 
d. · My o.pposite - ~ides - a~e-. p~:rallel. : · 
~';': ' ~Y . a~e~----~6_: ~~~-gtb .. ti~ei. -~i~th: .. _  
0 
. f~ ---My_ -~o~r ~o;ne·rs-- -~- .---.. ~~ght· -~~ies. Y: · .. 
' 0. · : , .. . ·-~ . · 
. . ( ~: .. · . . ' 
Formula. · · .. 
a. I 




am a way of exPressing rel~~ionship~. 
am used . . to u;~e pred'ictions. 
can be translated ·.into. a. sentence • . ', 
. .' 
·d. I 
. • . . '<9. . 
can·· ~hange · my. ~ppearanc·~ by.· the muitiplicationJ 
' . . . · . . .. . ' . 




• ~. : • ,'· . : • <( : . • • • • .. .. • • ' • ' • : • : • '' • 1 
I am '.an _expr~ssion o·f equali;ty. ~ade · up 
' •'' • . .. • • ' • ! • . . • . ~ 
of sym~ols, 
ovari~bi:~-~-~ - a~d nfunher~~ _. · - : · . - . 
:·: . · . ' 
·. / . . . 
.· 7$ ' 
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' ll? 
Point. 
a. I ~- a location in space. 
b. I have no dimensions. 
c. I am usually represented by a small black dot. 
d. 'I am the intersection of two ~lines. 
e. Two of me determine a straight line. 
Per Cent. ~ 
:. I am used to :dvertise \..\ale·. 
b. I am used very often in a bank. 
c. I am really a fr~ction. 
d. "I am elfan~ed ·.to a . dec_ima:J. oet"ore . I .am. ~sed. 
. . '
e~ I am st)· many out . of one hundred~- ; . 
- ~ . I 
·-
. · ... 
::·. . . ' 
·· · EUclid~ ·. .... ... . . 
. . . . ' ' ~ . 
.; 
'• . •. "'· '' 
.. 
,_. a • . · .. ~ ·:wr~t.~.· a~· . fam~us :_;~th~·~:ati~-~ - book.: 
. •[ . • ' .· ·4·.>..,. · · .• ' ' . . • 
· ·:b~ ~ .· :t lived a~ou-t :300· 13.·- : . c~ ·· .· ~: .· .. . . · 
' . . , . .· . . ' ·.· · ... ' . •' ·, . ,. ' _ .... · 
... 
c:. ·.·My. oo·ok .· is' a . beat':·seller~· : ·' 
·d.. ,.: Mybo.o~ ~~s· ·~r~tte~ · i~ : ··G~eek but has · been translated 
in.to many' languages. 
. . ~ . 
e • . My book is about .geolltetri·c ·theorems • . 
' . : . . . . . 
' i Angle-.'~. 
• •• ro 
. ...... 
•' . 
. . :. . ~ . . . '
. .. 
• _.a • . ·. _:I have .·no .. .iridth 'or ieng~h but- s.~ill can be .-measured~ · ·· . 
. .•.... · ·, . 
. . 
·.b.~ . ·1· ~ -~ ~impl_e g·eometric · ;figure.' 
- . ~ : . 
0 ; o ·~ I • ' .. ' '0 
have·6Dly: two ·sides. 
. .·• · . . ~ • . , •. ' . ;· .· . · . - .·~. ·o· 
· hav.;e. _qne. __ ver~-·~ .· . 
: <? .•. ·I 
·ti~- . I 
y 
. .. 
. . . 77 ..  
'.·· 
... . . 
•. 
. ' :• .. . 
' . ' . 
'•Y' 
···· · · . . ,• . 
': '·\ .' ,: :' .:) :. ;· ~"·; ::,;~ · .. ~... '· . . 
. ' . 
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• : 1· 
. ·.· { 
. : :. : '' ;' 




. . ~ . . 
i •i 
0 : • ·:. 
... . 
' I ' > 
.,.·, .. · . .. · 
·' i . 
' . 'i. ,· 
' f ...• 
J : J 
. ' 












a. I am the locus of poi~ ts equ_idistan t from a giVen 
~point anci a giv(;!n line.·. 
I · am·.·. a · ~~ni.'c ·se.ctioll. · .. 
. · - • •• • 0 , 
.... . · . . . · ·. I . ,. . . . 
_I ·. am. a .curve shaped · ;Like 
• . ' . : . . ' • I 
' . r.t • ' 
'b.- ' 
;. I 







it· :is ·t -hrown ·-into ·the air. . .. · ·· 
', • .. •. :' .. '. -:- .··.:·:. ·· ... . · .··.'/ ·< ~-. ·· . . ,',· .' .· 2.:· ... ,· 
"' ·q. ·. ·_r ···am . .. the ·.graph .. i),f .Y ·= ·~.;x.. ... . · · .·. · . • . '. '!) 
. · . ... , 




· ; , 
. ''i 
'• i 
. 1 I 
~ ' : . 
.. f. 
. . ' 
' i - . ,·: 
I ·~ · . . : . . I 
,. , i 
: ; ...  i
'.·.'·1· .· . . 
: 'i ... _.· .·. 
·. 't . . . . . . 
{ . . :. 
:·: .lL'.~·-... · ~ ·.·.. . : .. '. 
. .. 
. , ·- . . : • . ··.· ' .. , · :::: . . . ·.··.I . 
. .. · . 
. ' 
,. . .- ·· · 
. ., l ' 
... 
zerof · . . . . . 
.. a.- Som·eti~~-s ·I: am· not .-consi_gered . to be ·a : nuzi!:b~r. : .. 
. . 
b. I. am. t~he last· o~ our· ten digits _to .. ?e ·invented • 
.. . 
c~ I am often rised ' to .locat·e . _t.li'e .decimal · :p_oint. 
d. -I am 'not \lsed ·as ·a divisor. 
· :h 
. I , . .-.. ~ .. 
e.' · Sometimes i ~ .c_alle.d . a c_iph~t~ 
. . I . , . . .· - . • 
.• -
. . _, .. 
· . . . .. 
' '• • o 'o ', ' . ... I ' 
Some . teachet-~ m4Y "find · the · following .drill exerc,ises · · 
• ' ' ' • ' I r '•' • •' t ' ' : , •' ,.• ' . , • • • 
time savi_~g as· w~tl ·.a~ a 'JlOVe;t viay ·_ t:o prov~de dr.ill w.here· . 
. ; · . 
1 , . , • . 
: .. 
• • • 
' • t .... . ' 
··78-- . 
.( 
. . .. 
. , • . 
. . . . 
. . 







. ' .·t; .. : : .. r ~ .. -:-
•. 
-:· ... . :·: .· . .. · 
. ' .. 
' . '. · .. . 1 . 
. . - . - ~· . ·~· :----:-- · ·~·-· .:...· ... _._:_.: --,-~··  .. - ~--.- . · ..-. u,·_ .. ·~-:- .. :··  
. ':-·-1 '; #~:- ~)'i~. "", ·.;.~~ ... -. ~~ ~.'~.:--,~ .-- ~~~ ' . 
' " ' ' ', • ~ ' ~' •' ;I : ' , '" 
: ·. . ··: . .. •' ~ .. .. . . '.·::··_.;: :, . ··. ·.... .. 
• . · · f, , .... 
• ~ t :. • -~ •••• 
.. . 
' ·· . . · .. 
' ' ' 
..... ' 
'\ . . 
. . ' , . 
. ~ . . 
·" . 
• I ,,' ' j o' 
,! I 
! ' 
· .. • 
. ·. . ~ •' 
. .. · 
~. ... . 
~: : .. 
needed. Note that the student works towards a definite 
and imm~diate ' goal in that ·by applying the· cor:rect prq-
. .. , . 
cedure .and ·know.ledge ·of signed numbers the· stud~nt wi1i 
.arrive at an aecurate solution in the square marked z. 
y 
-:5 . 3 '- 4 -2 1 -1 0 5 -7 . -8 
..;a 2 3 7· -3' 0 5 -5 6 7 
9 ~4 ~5 ' 8 -2 5 -5 -7 -9" .-10 
. 4 -3 ' 2 :- o 4 -1· 8 6 ... 2 22 
-~ 8 .··' 2 -2 ·o '-~ 19 
.. : .· 
1 ·· -:1 · T 
·-3 ' ... ·-4 ' >-6 1' o· · : -9·. · ... ~ro. -34 
.· :· . ' · . 
' . . ' 
... ·. ·.7 ··. 5 '.· · 1'' ' 
' : ·. .. --~ ' 



















' ;•', .. • / , • • \ • ' • I' ~ 0 ' I • ' J : ' ' , .. 
.. : ~~~cise 1• .· puplioa:t_e the table : b~t omit· tne ._numb_ers· ~rom · .. '·: . . ' ! 
. ·. 'co1ullin Y · an~: nrfi .. :~~ · · - ~h~ ·atude.nt -- i~ :-dire.cte.d .. to ~d:d the·_, 
. . ' . . . . , . ; ~ . . : . . . . . . 
•r • . . . · • , . 
. signed -numb'e:J;'S ht>l:~:f.:~ontally. and -place· answers. in column . Y~ 
: . ' ' .. • o ' • ·, ' .. f ' o I • • o ~ • I : ": : ' • • o 4 •- ' ' , • •' : o ' o • o 
·. · .Then· to ·a~9. .. vertic$1-lly and, · p],a~.e .anf?wers··i :n rC?w .. x • 
. · 
-· . . . 
L.. 
. ·.Fin~~ly .. t-~t~ ·coi~n l ~~a_: :~ow. ·~ ·to .'·~~ :· ,·· ~ ··: . . I ' •' .·.· . 
i." 
, ' • • o ' • • ' I .- t O' • • ' 
. . . . .. · .. . 
• •• , • • • ,. . ( • t · ·, • • ' • 
' . . • ·.~ . . .. • ' ... : : .• : ' : ' .-: . . . ' . . ~ . ' •. ~ : . . . . . .. ' .. ' _· . : ' 1- . ~ . .• 
· Exercise ·z. · Use the · same table -but omit. some of th¢ num~ · · 
. ·. ·.· ·•·•·•·. > ber~· ~i;'~&r ~~~ . i!)oSO . i(c_oiUJD~ y :~d' row:·i a;. a . h~ve . ~h~ '·. · · . . · : · 
. . •.,· , . student ' find ·.the. Ddssing ·n:umbers •. ,' ' •, .· :· · ' · .. ·, ·.-' . · ' . . •' 
•.' . ..:.·· ...... ' ' .. .' ' ·.· .:_;,.... . . ' .· , . • 
. . , ' · .. 
. •. . 
' .' • 
. ··.:.:· ' ..... 
. ''79 :-" . ' .. ' . ' : ; ·. . .· ~ .... ) ' . '··---. ·-·. 
. . ·" 
' ' . .. . 
. ··. -;: . . . ... 
. . . . 
. , . ' 
• • • • J .• : 
. ' . •. 
.... . , 
' ' 
. ' . ... 
'·' . ~- . 
'( . . 
.· .. \. ' 
.. . .. 
'·!· ... .. 
·-r· ' :: 
, 
:~- ' :! : . .' .. 
. ·r· .. · . . 
. l ,' 
I • ; . 
. : '! .. ·.: 
·' . .. . 
• 0 ' ~ ' • o I 
·, .. ·. ' 
.. 
, . 
. $ I .. 
. 120 
Exercise 3. · The ·s~e grid can . be use4 ·to ·p.rovi~e : 
multipl~cation drill. To do ·this identify · the columns· 
. ' . . 
as a, b, · c, d, . ·~· i, and · the · rows .as . j,.:k, 1, . •• 'i ·r• 
Then hundreds of combinations · may be formulated b~ 
e.mplo~ing various s~stems - such a~ th~ followin~·-
. (~) (b) could mean· tp· ~ul t{piy each 'value in . column 
a by. eac~ . yalue. in · c·o~\.unn b • . ·Th~s (5) . (~3); (5). ('2) • 
cs) (~4-), ~tc."." 'the~:. _ (-:8) -(-3), .(-8) ··(2), .etc! 
Other systems·. are (a.)·_ (c:)_; . :(8.)_ :(d); .· ':-..;-~-- (h) · .<i) · 
. j 
I. ·.·· • 
- ·~:· 
··~~ .... \. 
' '{:.; : I 
. . 
·~ . . 
< 
~ I •, 
. . . 
·;·: ... , 
.. \1." ~ - ··: 
• • I . • • 
. . . 
· ·~ . _ .. 
. ' -




;.-·· r ; . '.'• ' 
. \·. ·.· ' . 
.. . •' .... 
.. 
T~he follo~.ing 1;8 a p~rti~l·l:ist . o··f . mathematiC:·al terms· 
. . . ' ' . ' . . - ' 
used .in ever.yd~y- expression~.; TeS.che~s and pupils· .c,n· add . 
. . _·\\ . . . . . •. - . . 
to th~- -.list, Enjoy.able _.activities 9an· be l;nlil t , around _· . 
these. Students. ·-~ill en.joy : c ·Oinpl~tion ·qui.zzee b(it?ed . o_n 
,· 
.this d.n~o~mat:ion • . Symbo~s may:_'be ~ _ pi~ced ·. bes:j..de ·the blanks . 
to be co~ple.ted' as_ an .aid ·to' rec.oilecti:,on· of the· c-orrect . . · . 
',4 \ 
• • • • ~ ¥ • ' • 
t ·erm. Such a. quiz :ccin ·- in~corporat~ spell~ng ari 
• ! I • • > ~ •, ' 
· · ~s- _well lis : knowledg~ -of· ma:thematic.al. terms. T. e wri t .er._ ·._ ·. · 
.. . ' . ~ . .. . : . : . . ~. . . . . , . . ·.. . ... : . ·,, . . .. 
·._· leav,es i 't ·. to, · tll~ feac'her ,' to· -d~.c1.d.e -wher· · a; bl~ ~is · ' to· be'··.· . . 
' ' ', ' • ' ~ • ~ ' '· , . • ' • ·, , • ' • • • • ' : :. r I ,•, ' ·• ·-
'1 • • • ' • , •·• . • • :·: · , . • . • ' • • •• • •• . •• 
. ;_. ·:· :- ·~·seii/, _·:·_ :.-.>·. ;:··. ·.· ": :.· ·. / . _. ·_.._: . ~. ... . .: : · ... · · ·:· - · ~- ... 
• , •, • ."·'•(.~ .: \1 ,· ~· I · : , ' , . • , , ' I '- ~; ·: ; ~ > ' ", ~ ' ,', " ' ' \• ' ',. ~ •, • • , •, : ' .;: :'. ,~ • • -
't •. '; - . ~ ·• •• ' ~ • : . . 
.. -· •. 
: \ .. \ . 
· ,. 
' · . ' ; ·. 
··. ··, · .: 
. ' , I '• , ' • ' 
. . . . .. 
f • • -·. • i_ • •• · ; , • • ' .- • ;: . •. • 
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Hot rod '. 
Squ·are deal 
. ., 
Double -date . 
Pi·zza .Pie 
Times .;are~ tough , 
Tea ·for two : 
I. 
••' r• 
. .: . .. 
122 ' 
"First . "degree murder 
The great . u$nown·: . 






Line -of least resistance 
. ' . 
Point of o;rder 
.. 
Rule .-the roost 
··, . . 
} '. . . 
·' 
. I 
. ·.' . ~ . . ~ 
,, 
!' ~ . ·. · . ·. 
. . ,. 
. . I . 
. . · .. 
:·.' . . . ~· 
. ....... ·. .. : '· 








. . ·· . . 
· ; · ' . 
.. 
.t· f , 
i · 
Find all the angles 
Intelligence quotient 
"The Gold~n Rule 
20,000 :lea~es under the 
.sea 
• r s· •t"' 
The n;Lght h~s 100.0 eyes 
thEl. day ·~ut one 
1492 Columbus · ·srlled .the 
o.cean ·blue 
. \ 
The eie·:v·en hills · or Rome ... · 
~2"3 . 
The. dirty thi~ties 
The gay nineties 
The teri coiDDi.andments 
The seven wonders of . 
the world 
One in the .hand is worth 
two· in the ·bush 
. ~ 
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should be u·s·eful \for general re·view or for a change in 
the regular classroom routine. · 
Mis·s Poly Hedr:on .was acute girl • . She had a sweet face 
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of · good proportions. : Her dress was always stylish to a·.· 
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t~e business sphere. Mr, Gon was . vecy tal~ _and anguli . 
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Gan ha.d left her social ·C 
• g --=r---- .. 
. Erism bec·ause his radic'B.l political View~ wer~ 
It announc~d ·that. -Mr. 
gone to 
oppOsit~· t~ th.Qse of 'the ruler' O.f his·. s.ector. Her :fAthe~:· 
·said· -Mr. Gon was a tangent. who had: ~l~ays bee~ a ·locus. 
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-:-;>. >!'.··< _. . --~~i ·· :· ... · • ·/ · : ~.: __ .: -~ topolo·~;y; .~d:· .o~~s~~ai.ng ___ ma~~ematici~~s .. 
·._.- · -~-,- f · ~ ·; ,...:.s.. ..• : · .:·- ::· , ·: . -~- , ·- : - ~ ····· · . . · ~ . -1 ' • t . ~. ·e · · . -~ - · 
,-:-~;-~_:{:~ - ~ ·_.· .. {:,_:.';.·· ::··.:~-;-~-~- _·7:·. -:.~~g~a~t.t~:~~~~e·~~ ~ ~.: - ~~t~ .. ~~-:r: ·r~~~--- . -~u3~s.e.n! : 19~?• 1·59 -- ~P·, 
' t; --~ .. ·: . ·!,.'>·.·._:1;_.;· ··:· ·. ·· .- :: .. ·>· ·:' .. _A _· _ve~ ' goo~f:_ b_~,9k.:~· · Col~~~t~on··,. P1: . ~?6 puz~le type 
. ~--:'! · :: -. _,· · :~·:--..,; .. .-.)· : . ,_ ,.':-:. • - p;-~b-lems :·compl~_te --w;L th-.s,o·lutions-. : T}:le ma.jori ty_ of 
· . ,/.y. _:·: .: -;: -_ · -~ --·: .. ·.: >·:_:.·.-. . . : ·:·· ;- .. ' :tli~.- ·P;tQb~eiJjs· _ ·sHou~d app_e8.1: ~~ -~-ale~t ·itigJ.l school :. 
.', ' 
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Diggins, Julia E • . string, · straight-edge and shad~w. The 
stor~ Qf geometry, Viking, 1965, 160 pp., 14. 50.· . .. · .. 
-The story of how man:t s practical need to measure a~d · 
his ·curiosity about order in the· universe led to the 
developme11t .of geometry, 1 
Dudeney, Henry · E. Amusements in mathematics, Rev, ed, 
Dover, ~ 1958, 258 pp,, 12.50. ~ . · · · 
About 400 puzzles, prople~s, -paradoxes and brai~-
. teasers, both old and ne:w classif~ed under ·such ··· 
topics as arithmetic, algebra,- ge.?.metry and games, 
. . . 
Emmett, E, R, · Brain puzzler's delight•; Emerson, 1970, 
2.54 PP. , -.$6_.'00 I ... ' • 
One hundred puzzles of varying typ~s t~~t are . 
·ari-anged in order of difficulty, Solutions included~ 
. I '1 ' 
Gard:/er,,. Marti·~· : . Pe·rJ?l erl'ng pu~~les ·:arid ~antai_i'zing . 










· . . 
~:"' 
Ridiculous riddles, / unus·ual-_.:pu,zzles, :and tricky . · 
9~e-stiori~ · · t.h~t .. cha~~~;nge . ana.-· ~nt_er·t~n~ . Al l . are ··~ :·. ·• 
+nte·r .estJ.ngly pl;'esent~d 1in text· and ' dr~wJ.ng, . . .. 
.. · . .... 
Sol~tions_~. ~n.¢1~4e.d~ -~ : ~. } · ·_ -~ ·' ·. .'' . . 
. . ' ' ' . . ,, . ' · , ' ·. 
. . . . ' l~ - ' ;., '. .. • ·_: .· . . :. .. . ~' . ' ' • : . - .. . . : '. ' . t, • ' • :. .. ~ 
. Geome~ric ·· pesign: Posters•·· . -~ s.et . Qf· ·two : p_oste~~~ ·-._,_one .· . · .:;:· 
..  . ._pd.s.tep' contains 28 . . des:(gns .from :·L!i.ne . Designs~: .The 
. · · : · ~'se.cpnd . poster .. contains "78 . f,igur,~s ·.:t:rom. ·Cre'ati ve ·.. .. . ;\ 
: ·. Con_st~~c-tio~-~ - .~Av.~l.~lil_e .· f;ro~ ,!~reat~·y~ 'r~u~t-~c~~-i~~-~· . . 
. . ·Gle~n, .· Wi1~i~. R., .~nd Johnson, Donoya.il H~ · :·Exploring·. : . · .·: · · 
·. · . mathelDatics: .on: youl'- own-. Douoleday; !9601 ~ 303 .pp, •. . illu~· t s4 .. -95• . ~ . . . . . . .. . :' . -
. .f\-:bo6k 0 f: :i;-.eci'eatiopal mathe.m~ti9S . j;ba,t incl ~de~ ~D 
in~rodu(!~iqn to .. ·r .ecent developmentsi·;as .  well as at 
consi del;'·ation of clas.sical concepts·. · 
, . I 
· Halacy, · Dan~;·· . Charles Babbage;.Father of the computer, 
~ J:2acmillan, ·1970; 176 pp,, : s4. 95•: .. . . .: 
_A concise:. but y.re~l~~olQ. sto.:J;'Y of: the .l ;ife of a man .. 
who conc~i v~dl:. d~sig:tle~ ~n~ .began . building• in 1820 . ' ... · 
a calcu.l~ting .m,achine . that ·qo:uld have ad_va~ced. -~he . . . 
. coiuputer.: age p~ 100. years, .. J!is iJ!aC;hi.ne · coul'd ~e .·.. .:· . . 
: - . programme~  :!.·n ~ advance, h'~d - ~··':.l.arse :JI!,em~ry _ o.f, . nuinbers·;, 
.: ,.did all ·work: ~utomatically' aiJ.d'-;_print·ed ·~ out. · anf?w~r.s, 
·. ' . 
~ · .. •·. : ... ,' . • . . : .. ~ . · ~ . . . . .~ . . ;·:· ·7 . . . .( . : ·> 
. . ile~fforc;i,-. P~ilip, ~ Thtf. math entertainer, ~ - Em.e~so.~, 1959, 
·~ -· · - fl'76 . :pp,, . S4~9.5.- :· -~ · · ·,_.· ~ - · . . . . ; 
' . I iA· set of :fifty ent~rtai·n;i.ng . .quizzes wit~ answe.rs. . 
. ... . ... •' . .. ~ l: ·. . ·. . . ' ' . . ' . \ ' .· 
II· : ~:t \ . . 'I ~ .. ' . I -.: ~... . • ~ • 
j { ' ' I' , J I 
.,:; • ' 1:1 f J I ' , ·, : J , .' :.9.·0 :; • ·~ 
. . . . . . ' , . ..~ , ~· - ~i, f, • ,.. l ' 1• r r . , , _ .. \ .• 
. ~ , 
• , I • '" ' : • .. _' ' •\ ' •• • 
• ? •'-; ., ~-· . . ' . ~"') ... ' ~ ' 
,' < . ~.,' t I . ~? ~ , . I ~ ·~- ~~. 1 • • i 
. . . 
. ' ; . . ·. t . 
. . ,· . . . 
. ' 
, . _ 
I ·.' ~ . 
" . · . . l-. 
·' • • 1 :· 
.-:· . ·.d-J· . 
o 0 ,1, I 
. . 
· .. . · ' 
·' 
i 
: ·. I 
' : of(, 
. I 
.. •, 
: . f 
; I ,, , . 
. : .· ..· 
.... )"\\·:!.:::::} ;, ·' . ·.! . . · ,~~ ..  · '• . . -:,· ·~ .• :~--• . f ,·:·· _;' '• . 
. . t :' ;]:;',:':, ·. :,{ .. ·" .. ;;:;;6.~~{~~~:-.~0:-z~ ; ~.;f:,., ," .~; > ~ ~: .·  .. ··. . ... ' j . 
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Hess, Adrien L. Mathematical projects handbook. NCTM, 
1977, 48 pp., s2.oo. 
Useful gui~e for junior and senior high school 
tea~hers -and students in choosing and developing 
p-rojects. It has an extensive_ bibliograp?>'• · 
Hoghen, Lancelot. The ·wonderful world of mathematics~ 
Doubleday;· 1968,. 69 PP•, iii us., \?.95. 
"The growth and development ·o_r mathemati-cs through 
the . a·ges aescribed in story and pic~ures. · 
. . 
Holt,. Michael and Marjoram, D. T. E. Mathematics in ·a 
chan~in~ world. Walker, 1973, 293 PP•t SlO.OOe · 
The . oo brings clearly to mind the :fact, that 
-. . matheina~ics -is a part of. every facet· of' J.i ~e in 
. ·today' s society. Tl;le application of m~them tical. 
models to many 6 f . the current societal _prob 
the' major thrust of the,. book. 
. I . . " 
Hunter, J. A. ~·-• :and Madachy, Joseph Se' . 
. · · diversions•·- · :van I{ostrand, 1963, 1?8 _pp.,:- 4 95. · · .. . 
:·: A .coiie.c.ticin of · .-alm'ost .a hunared ;problems. cl ssified -. . 
... .. · . ~J?:d~r _ l3~~·h :~ he~qings ·.a.s· p·aradcfx~~· · ·mye;t·ic -arr ·~s~ · ·:,. .... ·.:·.:·\· · 
.. topoJ.ogf.cal . delights· and ·teasers;,; ~ Solutions ~ncluded . .;·:· .. 
. . .. ' . ,; ' ' .. - ' ' ' . " ' . . .; ' ' . . ·' ' , . ' ' ... ' ·... . . ' ·. . . •: ' . . ·.· . 
··Johtis.c>'n~·- ~nov~~ .'A. ·- t~c·u~~i-ohs 1·d· -ou.td.o~r;~e~sur·~~ent·~ · ·.:: ,. 
: Walch,:,l97~h· l~J. - pp. . ·· . ..i : _ · ·,. < . . · .... ·~-. · -.' · ·. · :', · .. 
·.A- treasury qf ·ideas-.·to interest stu~e~t~ -~n,· measure- .-~ ... . 
·. ment·; . ·tfl~ ' to.o:l,$ '. of m·easurement and · tl;le mathema:tics -': ·. · ... : 
• needed~ for 9ucces_sftil meas1,1remerit-• . . Sllgge.stions. ·are · 
. c9.mple~e for lirak11ig ' many of the. ins~rtimen·ts ·. : · ~; . . 
. unavailable ·in the -average .· classroom. · ~ . 
Judd-; WB.ll·ace. . Games~ tricks and puzzles for a hand 
calculator~ · DYmax, . .1'974, 9l ·PP• . 
C.ontain~;> an· -a¢sortment of .. trick ·cal.culations, · 
· ~essages ·spelled upsi~e dov(n, number facts . ~d . 
relat.ionships; ·puzzles, g~es an~ pr9blenis'! ·_ The . 
format· is .designe~ to ·cballenge the ·r~ader to work 
put the .tricks and puzzles. · The pook is . easy to . 
\..._, : r.ead J ~i ~h ' ~any diagrams t and . sh_ould app'eal . to .. · . . 
""'-- . : _ s~udent.s. · 
. ~- .... · .. ,. _ . , .. 
Kline • _ !1o_rr~s. _ ··Mathemat'ics and the physical world. 
• I 
. Crowel;lp .J.9$9,·. 482 pp., 16.66. ... . . 
f1atl;lemati~s ~s v:f.:ewed in· its .. relationship to ·the. 
phye;ical, science's as . ~he. basic tool ·of ' research . . . . 
_fiC~e.nti:StS~ .·The . :role . of mat_hematics in tli~ .study .,of ' 
nature i _s . survey·~d in all phases . of· .· ~he. subjec;:t -from 
ru;-ithmetic to . calculus. . . · · · ·_ . . 
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Kondo, Herbert·, Albert Einlhein and the theory of 
relativitt, Watts, l9G9 1 182 pp.,s S4.50. 
A b.iograp y that chr.onicles the most important 
scientific advancements with-personal events in 
the life of Mr. Einstein. 
132 
Lloyd 1 sam. 
u1.25. 
The eighth book of tan. · Dover, 1968, 52 pp., 
A collection of 700 tangrams with solutions. The 
introduction contains some history o·f tangrams and 
other puzzles. · 
' '"'--
Lie·nchner, George:. The _overhead · ro . ector in the mathematics 
classroom. NCTM,- 9 4, 3 •pp., • o. 
Emphasizes applications in .teaching mathematics and· · 
de·scribes techniques .for· 'mSking .effective ... use of. the 
.aid, Color illustrations and bibliography. · 
. Margenare, .James _ and S~ntlowi tz, M.icl;lael. ·· How to · study. 
· . ~ · math·ematics·~·-. NCTM,· :1977, 32 PP•.- i Sl~50. . . · 
_. · · A readable and .· appealing self-help ,for . the .strugglin·g . 
~ ·but ·earnest. ju,n~or or·. seni·o"r ' high· ,school s·tudent; ·: · · _·. · .. 
· . . - contaj:~f!l :' ~,~ti vat;I:ng _c~rt~otis ... an·q . a li~t. c>f .d;iagnose·s. . 
. · · an!i .pres~:rJ..pt:i,.ons. ~ · . . :,. ~ · ·- :· . · · . _ 
:· . · 11enniii$e~' .. K~ .· w·~- ::· ~~the~a-tica·· ·in ·Y~·~~· :wo;ih~·\ :· ·yik:i,ng,-'. 1962• . ··~· .·· 
.· · ' ?9~PP•· · illl:J.s., . l5.oo. · . · ·.·.· .... '· ·· . . : .. ·, .-.. ... . · : ·· ··,. 
: Not. a.· ~~themati~~: ~oo~ but·:·· a. nar~ti:v,e accqunt :~ f _ ·~he. 
role that math~mat~cs p~ays -in human everyday -ll:.fe:.· 
I . 
. Thi~ ·i~· . for · th~ st.udent ·and a"verage ·laymen who would· 
·;Like . a: little ·"I:ecreat:lo.n" with his learnipg. 
. . ' . 
·Muir., Jan~.; The Ei.t~r of the 
. mathemat c ans. , 9 pp~, 1 US!. • · • ~ 
contains succinct·, ~nformati ve biogr.aph_i¥al sketches 
of ·12 qf the more famous mathematiciaps, . emphasizing 
tlieir. 'contributions to .the .pure science rather than . 
personal anecdotes·. , . Pbr~rayed · .are_ Pyth~goras, Eu¢lid, 
.Archim~d~s, _ · Descart.e~, . Cardano·, P.a:scal, NEIWton, . ·Euler, 
Gauss, . . Loba~c~ev~~. GaH>i.s and · Cantoz:-. ·. . 
•, . . , '• 
:Razze;J.l!· Arthur :·a .• and ~~~~tts,· :K •. G. ·. o.·. ·Probab±litJ= · The 
sc enc.e of ·chance. · · Doubleday, 1967, · 41.-:PP·'·, 3•2$ • 
. A ·weX!..;.iflustrat.ed -.text t ·hat .' uses ±nteiie.st:ing .. ·. : . - · · · · 
. ··situations to :show< how .even·· chanc·e ·evf;3nts fall int·o · · ·. ·•· 
patte;-ns a,pd h<:>w t_h~~~ ~.~tter~: · ~.~I'Jil ~the :~basis. for . · ·, ·· 
.. . ··predict:ioJ?,s. .Some ·exer.cJ.ses e . suggested. . · . 
\1 . . : '· • . • . •. . . . ' · l ' . . ·,. . . 
. . . . . . .. ' . 
.. · I ' . 
. . . 
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Reid, Constance. From zero to infinity: What make's num-
bers interesting; · Crowe}i, 1965, 145 pp. , _ iii us., 
S3.95. · - · · · · 
Each of the ten digits_,. zero through nine, is discussed 
ind~vidually, showing its historical development; its 
unique characteristics, .and its particular usefulness 
in - th~ everyday world. · 
Rogers, Jam~s· T. : Story of mathematics· for· young pe·ople:. 
. Pantheon, 1966, l27 pp., S4. 9·5. . ~ · 
The text and ntimerous pictures telescope the hi~tory 
of· mathematics 'into · an under~tandable visual story. 
The ·accomplishments of great mathematicians ·in 
· relation to··· the culture in· which they lived is a 




. Rusch, Ri~hard . B . .. Man's. marv.elous com5uter; .The· next. 
• •1 ~uarter · cent-urf• :$~mon; ·. 19?o.,-1~ pp., $4.95· •. : . ·;· 
. . . ~i~ns the .h~stocy and ·oper~tiqn of _ computers_ ~ .and .. ' 
.· d~s.~ribe.s: some . o·r . th~ir · ~urr·ent ac.coniplishmerits ·B:lld .·· · - · 'J · .. 
·: predicts some.;:future ·uses. _. ·" · ·. , . · ·· . -: _,. .. _ · · · · ·· ' ·. · . · . 
. . : •.. r. . ·, .·: ·· · : - · · . . · ,1:-' • · • . ·, ' · ,. -· ... - · .·, , :· · •· . • .' · • • 
·, · · .: > _-.':· · s~iki~ci', cliarles . ~~ · .a!l_d ·· Eai\, Jaitl~~ ---M~ · · · The'.'mA'· pro-blem ·: ... · ·: < ·, .. _·. :. : · : < o() 
> · · .. . ·._·: ·, . book 111.;, . Random,:_ .~9?~·,-, 18_6 · pp. ';<·. 1_2.-12,. . · .. · · ·. · . · . , . ·· .. :· · · _\) ·1 
, ·- . . > :_.·.· ·: Co~tain~ :conte.st· pr9.b_:J:e.ms :ba~e~ on .' tJ.te: regu].~~:. h~gh.:_ ... \_. .. • · · ·: -: .1 
· - ' · .; . · . ·. · school curriculum.- and calls'· for -no' ·more · than .. -· ·· -. · · · .. · · · : .. -_. ·._ ,_):' 
.. ,._ ,. :. · . -. · interinediate_._ illgebr~·. and. plane.-· geome~-ry~ _-Problems,-- -~ . - ·: .. .. · .. ·· ·:-< 
· ·.·.-·.. . . . _ ca~l: for· ~- _ce:.:t~n _a.mo\lnt of_ .. i_~~~ght_.-_~d}ngenuity. ~ . . . : 1·-: . . 
· Schaar;. :~il~i_arit_· t~ . · Ma.the~~ti6s _ in ~~e,·-- - ~~_._ .. see·ti ·on. pos~~ge .. · 
. ' ' 
. ' 
. ' .· 
. .. 
• - 1  • \; 
. · '/·.. . .... ._., 
. : ~ .;, 
' . , 
'· 
. :stamps. NC_TM, 1976, l2.oo • . : . . - . , , . . .. _ ... 
. . TJ:iis is.a ·set of eight - ~olorful · pqs_te:r·~, eac~ .-. ...- . 
· · portraying inter:pational stamps r~pr_eaenting a · . 
part:i,cular uF,?e of mathematics. _ Each _;Ls .3? em :by 28 
_ c.~. 
. . . : . . ~ . . . . .' . . . ~ 
. .. 
'. · .. 
. •-----~-----.- . The -hi~i{ schbol ihilthemntt~s- library·. · NCTM·t 
-197-6-, · _80 pp., :_$3:00 • . ' . ' ' ... . . . . . ' : -
~ ' . . 
.• 
.. 
' sixth ·e.dition· of 'popu.l~ -'bibl~raphy.: r.~flec.t's new 
. t ·rends. ·an:d :rieeQ.s, .with a · section on:;metrication .and · · · 
.• - .' 
! .. 
' . ' wi_der.·'.(:q:verag~ . for c,~mputer's_ ; :· data.' processing·· . :. . . geo·m~t~y ~ :expo~~:tocy -~d -~~ci'ea~i'ona~ m~themat-ics,· · · · . 
.. . tb·e -inathemat;lcally ·gifted_· and pro:fessional cooks for .-. . . . . ' . ,, 
. . · · · :teachers .. · . ·: ·· ~ · ,- ~ .. - . . · . · · · .. · -. · · ... '· -
. . . :.\ .· . \ . '; 
. ,. ., . 
, : .· 
·' 
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.. I , 
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Seymour, D. a1id Schadler, R. Creative constructions. 
Creative, 1974. 
Cre-ative constructions is a desi-gn . and construation 
book to complement ·Line .Designs. It contains . more 
than 250 designs all constr~cten with straight-edge 
and a compass. · · 
Seymour, n., Silvey, L., and Snider, J. Line Designs. 
Creative, ~974. 
Line desi.gn i-s an 80 page construction and design 
book to .complement ac~'iviti~s . from creative . 
Constructions. · , The book contains ·more than 100 
·2 
: ~ j .\ 
. ' C . designs all made with straight lines using the : ' te chn~~ue : c_~mm~nly ·known as . 11 curve . sti tchi~~~~ • 
. : S~lverb!3rg 1 ··Robert,. Clocks for the ages..;.how .SCl.entists . .. , 
. date the ~ast. .. Macmillan ' 1971,· :·~38 :·PPI! ;. 55!95-. - · ·. · · . ·l · . ., 
·History . c;li t.ij~ ... develcip~e~t qf - techniqu~s-o;f mea~ur~- · .. : · ... . .. 
.ment: and ,9_f · _the·. u~i.ts:· of -~~~sure .:~sed· by .. s_ci~nti,st . ·. · _. • :i:· ·. ·· · 
- - to · date ancient ·artifact·s · and .. natural objects. such·. · · ·.· · 
. ,. .. :_- ,... . . ~:;.'~ ... ~f~c_¥~.~ ·:;::,. ·.:~ . ·:·:. : , :_ :·· ., ::·: · ... ~:·<.::: .. -.. J: .~-··~·:· ....... ... :·::· .. :·:.."· ':.,.;.· .. ':~·· .. _ .·-. · :_.:./>~ .':(·:~-·: . 
· ·, .. · .. :· · ·_. ~ . : ._ ·sobel, :.M.>A/ &_-- M~l.~~shy', ·. E~ ·. :M• : : 'A ·sourcebc>ok:·.'of' ·-aias, _' ·. ·._ -·:<\ . .-· .. <· .:.::::·· .. ·. :· .. ··:. ; ·. 
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Walters, Helen B, Wernher Von Braun; Rocket .·enp;ineer, 
Macmillan, 1964, 185 PP•, S4.-95. _ . . . 
The biQgrap~y ·Of . a. rocket engineer who from boyhood 
was .. driven by an insatiable curiosity· to eXplore· 
spac,e • . His difficulties and succe'ss·es with · . 
. math'f:tmatic·s . ~iltl physics ' ·are detailed, · · 
~ . . . 
. :. Winte·r, Johp·~ -.String sculpture, Creative; 1972. · 
. : String '-¢c\ltpture e-xpl-~inf! . the fundamentals of .. 
creating string .. sctilP-~ur~ desig~s . formed on g~ometpic 
O'\l:tlines, It :_pr,oceeds .. from , s·imple two_-dim~n~io~al . · 
d~signs through c·omplex . three-dimensional'. -figure_s 
employj_ng ··inters~c.tirig. : pianes. · ~he boo~ is· a_ natural -
. .. 
exteBsion of Line .. Design• ·- · · · 
- - ~ ·- :-. :- .' . ·c::: 
. / . -'1;). . 
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The foll,o~ing is a ·list o!) .some of the ma·ny films 
. . . 
curren~ly available, which are appropriate. fo·:r secondary 
mathematics. Consult chapter 1.1· for the .name and 
addr·ess o' the produc~r. 
How Man Learned to Count. CCM, B & w;· 30 .min. 
Features ~il 'Baird and his puppets. A ~rip through 
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th.e· - p~rcentages. · . pemonstrate~ h.ow ··m.~them.at·ics is · · · 
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.§ine Language. CCM, B & w, 30 min• 
Bil Baird and his puppets throw some light on the 
..study of trig~nometry, by shc;>wing .some of the . every-
.day uses of trigonometry anq its importance ' in 
. . ' 
navigation, ·land survey.ing -and electrical currents • . · 
What's the Angle? CCM, B &:W, 30 .min. 
• I ' ' ' 
The . fund~ental · ~·onc·epts of plane and solid geo·metry. · 
,.. . . . . 









.. : - d~ve·loped .''by ·the '·Egypti~ns, ' chinese· and _ Greek~>an!;l · 
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statement of relationships. 
Developing the General Equation of a Circle. BFA, 12 min. 
r 
This fiim, partially desig~ed by ' computers~ sho~s ' the 
relationships between right triangles -and circles 
where the .radius of the circle is _ t~e hypotenuse. of 
the triangle.· The d.evelopment of this relationship 
.through a series of visually ·exciting sequences leads 
to ~.he . discovery of the--- ge_nera:). . equation of th,e 
- circle• · 
-. 
> o o I 
'o' ••• 
. ' . 
. . . 
• • ) , • o ' • \" 
. . . _: ~e6~~tri6 concei)~s." : .wAR·n~-- lo·: ~ih. ·:·. . . . . . . .. 
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_: _q . ·-~ . . . ·. ~-.- · ·: ~: . · . ' , ·~_ntro_d.~~e~·: the( ~o~~e?.t : o.f:· p-oint._, ._,line .. , . :i~il~ __ seg.m_en:t', 
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soli~s are . formed from.- pat-terns iri the pr'ane . and are . 
' \ ' • ' • I 
' ~ 
• 1.) ' • ; • • 
rotated into . varipus positions by computer anima·tion. 
. . ·• . . ~ . . 
' . A Geometry Lesson. · C~M~ . B & _w., · 13 min. 






.. ' ·.,,,.·: ·. 
·. ·: .. This prize -w~rinfn~: fil~ .. rel~tes principl-es · of geometry 
·. to every~i'~; .. ~Xist_.ence· " b;·:· sh~wing :the' -~eo~etr.i'c bases' 
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.of naturaf forms a~~- by indi"ca.'ting how g_eometry 
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. . , Possibly .:.so;·):>ythagoras-1- · If:B, .14. ini~ • . -
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By means -of motion picture animation the student can 
w~tch triangles continually change. 
Similar Triangles in Use • . IFB, 11 min. 
The practical value of knowing tha_t corresponding 
sides. of similar tria~gles are ·proportional is 
clearly ~resented. The film ·shbws how measurement 
• 'I • . 
pf triangles is used to . determine .. the distances 
.. be.tween things w~ ·<;:annat easily reach. ' The use ',O.f 
' . ·. ·. . . 
,:.<' 
the- su;v·eyor' a ~ quadr~nt ·and s~~tant is . sho,wn • 
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FORMAL EVALUATION 9VESTIONNAIRE 
QUESTIONNAIRE 
This questionnaire is divided ·into THREE s·ections. Please 
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· SECTION B: RATING OF CHAPTER PURPOSES 
In this· section you are requested to rate each of · 
' . . '' . 
the chapters of the ~andbook on t~e purposes state,d for 
that chapter. Your rating will i~dicate t~e degr.ee · ~~ 
which you feel the purposes have ·been: achieved. You are e 
l . . . 
asked to rate .each. item .on a "fi ve-.point", scale as 
.·. 
follows: 
. , .... r· ': \ 
'poor · fair good ·very good excellent 
3 '4 5-
' · I . , ' •· . • , · • 
·-·Please indicate -your rat~_n_g for·:. each ·i~~m by circling . 
: { • • • 0 • •• • • • • 
. . · 
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3. To make a number of spec:i.flc sug-gestions re-
garding the use of films in the cl~room. 1 2 3 4 5 
Chapter 3. -Filmstrips 
To pofnt out the advant~ges of 35 mm filmstrips, 
call attention to ·the available supply of 
filmstrips an.d 'to_ make specific· suggestions 
" . 
J 
regarding their classroom use. 
. ' . - . ' 
' 1 .2 3 4 5 
~~ap:terkz: , The Overhead. ~rojector 
1·~ . To point . out a :r;I.UDiber: of spe_cific us~s fOr · ;the 
. ' . . ' . . . ' . ' . 
. . .. .· . .. .; 
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Chapter ?. Mathematical Projects 
1, To disc.uss the purposes of 'JD.athematical 
pro~ects and to make some· suggestions for 
developing student interest in projects, 
2, ·To provide a number of speci1fic suggestiOJ:U3 
for appropriate student prqjects, 
Chapter 8, Models 
'k 
:j. 
1, ,To point ou~ a number of uses for models, 
2, To p~ovide - descr::tptions _ for ~ number .of 
... 
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1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 -5 
1 2 3 4 5 
·- __ appropl;"i~te": ~9deis fp__r , ·~ec~ndar:t: _lnathematics~ _1. 2· .3 4: .5 
• • • . .• . . • • • ' • l ••• • • • • • ••• ' • • : • • 
. . ·.· ·. · , 
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SECTION C: COMMENTS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPROVEMENT 
In this section you are requested to please give your 
specific comments regarding the strong points OR weak 
points of /ach of the chapt~rs ·or section · of the c.hapter, 
Kindly include also ·any suggestions you· may .have for the 
improvement of chapte,rs or chapter sections, If space 
· allotted is insuffici~nt, please use the blank side ·1!5.f 
the sheet for addi ti.onal commen.ts. 
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LETTER TO RESPONDENTS 
Dear 
• 
P. o. Box 18 
Creston, Nfld. 
AOE lKO 
March 91 1979 
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·J • I would great] appreciate ih if you could finc3. the time 
over the next t o 'weeks to read the pnclosed handbook and 
complete _.the qu stionnaire. . . 
I am preparing ~h - . ·.ha~~book .· to complete · t~e .req~f_r~ments · .. -··. 
for t ·he Master~ s · Deg e~ - in -Learnin·g Resourpes:. , I · hope to·. . 
comple'te·· this .. requirem ·nt·. over the ·ne·xt: few ·:mon'ths.~ : You. 
will understand, . tJien;· hy ·· r :wo~ld li~e to .h~v-e. the· .. · . ·. ' ' 
que·st~onnair.e · ::ret"-rned_ : p~omptly-.- · -~ · . ... . · . _ .· . , · · · ·· 
# .. , . ... . • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • 
• • c> . ' • • : • • . • • • ' • • _. ~· • • .. ' . •• • : ~: · • ' : :·. • ... . ,· ~ • : . . - : • • • • • .' • • : • • • '. 
_ · . ·. - ·. ~ I~ - you sho~ld have . any it~m \that -you ·w9uld··.be -willing·:·.to · ·. : · 
- . ·have ·me · inc luge ·in the· handbo.ok·, ·I ··w.ould be happy to give 
· it .c.a:~;efu:L 'conside·r~~ion~ credit· .fcr·::an& .:±t~·m o~·- items 
. · us~d wi],l be re¢q_giiiz~d ·i~ . t~e ~andbopk. ·.In the·. meantime, 
. · the handbook .is ·yours· tp ·keep ·-and I hope_·_it wil;L be 
hel;pful ·:to you in .your -w:ork. . . · 
· I thank you, mos·t sincerely, _for your help. 
Yours very tFUlY, _ 
'. 
_.13enjamin Brushet_t · 
. . ' . . .. 
. . ~ .. ~ -~p . :. 
· . En_ctosur~ · 
.. 
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' · . ! -~~ l 
.. ":' . . . : .. ·, : . . . . ' . . . . ;· 
.I am e·ncl<:)sing a -:·copy.··of my .. h~ndbook -.entitle'ci:._HA .-Resotirces : . . ,. ~-
. ·. H~ndbook .. For · ,Secon~ary·. Mathemat}c~" · ~ogeth_~r:. · wi t~(. tw:o.--. · .: · .. ". ·. . . . . . . ~ ·. : 
. ···. copi~~ · of:.:. ~~:questionnai~e~ ::It 'V!.ould. 1?~ . m~~~, .,lwlpf\11· · ~o .me : . ·: ··: . . . ·' ::· 
.... · ., . :.· .·.if you ,:.wo~ld .pl~asEfpass . the· hanP,book,~and question~air.es · ·. : · ~-~ .. :·.:: . . ; .. : 
. · · · · :: along· t :o· thEL.head o.f . the 'mathemat'ic's :·departnient:. in·.·.your. :.-: .·: : :· ·: · . . . .· . . . 
·:··.,·\: :.: · _. ..-_ . : .. s(;liool.:._:'· I ·am. aibd.ous ·to ;_ ge:t .·,in.format'ion : rrom ,. :a~ ·.many:, ' ·1' ' .· .::i : :·· . ..• _: \ - ~ . 
. .. . ' .-'. :. l :. .:.· . · . .. ,'t"eacbers ·. as · · pos!Sfb~.t~. ''- ~0 .,me"mbe~rs" ot.your ':§tafr :.·c"ould ·: :\• ·:'' .:·.: .... . ··.' · : :"'·j) .: 
. .. :. , · · _. ~-· : · . · · -comp~~-te,\ the· 9-':i~·s,tiq_n.ilaire~ · ·:iridepe~dentl;(- .or .·-~~e .. ·Aue·~~i9n-:- :··· ._ ·~ ', . · · . · : JJ. · 
· .. · . ' )~:;("'-.,__ ,nai_re , <;:o.uld . ~~ - :com:p.le,.te_~ :' col'le_cti v~;.ty · ~;v: your . . ~-ta.ff.·. · .:t f:· < ··:.: · . . ... · }' · · 
.. .. · v~· .:-the: questio_nnrlz:e l.:s .. ~om;plet.ed .~cpl_lectl.vely. ~t . wo~-19. _be/· .. · ,-· ·. · · l . 
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-help_;ful if:' e_ach :memb~:r;- ·: of· yo~r, s.ta~f· ·t.~ine; - P.~rt c..ou.ld . .. ·. _ · .····., ·· 
: s~pply ·answ~r.s .:~o · _qu~st~ons :}rand 4- ·of., section A o·f the . .. ·.· ... ( 
questionnaire~ ·. · · · , . · .. : · · · • · 
' . . . ' . ' ' . '•·' .• i 
- f hav~ . pre·~a;-eci··. t)lis . ha~<ibook ·as ·.~ar~. ·.of/ th.e: re~uirement .· :. . ! r· 
for th,e Master' s· .peg.I'ee in Lea~ning,. Resources. J .. ~ : : · ._ · ·. · . · 
- Jn~ing ··every - ~~f<;a~t ·to co.mp;I.eti¢·: thi~· requ~rement>o-ver ·th~· - . :- · . . 
·n~xt fe.w mon-t_hs ~- · You. wil~ ·linders..~ancl; . theJ;l.p .. ·how: import 8ft.\:. .-. :': . ·. 
• 'your· help and·· that of _your · staff.'l.S· to . . D\.e .a:.t this· time. . · :. . : · · 
. · ' . . · , . .. . ~ ~ '·· - ~ -~. ' '., . . · :_ .. ·._··, .~ .... ··· .. . ·· ' . ·. . : :. 
· .MY · sincer~ th~nks ·t.o · you .- for ·your··help and· cpoperation~:·.·. · . · ·., . · : ~ : .. L . . 
• • • ,. • •' • •' t ' ' , •, :;, '• '• : ' ' I ' ' • ' • ', • • ' ' •, • ' '~ 
· ·~ ~ours- ·truly,. · ·> · ·:.)-
• , • ' '> • • •, • .. : •• ·~ • • I ' : ' • ' 
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